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Summary. 
Summary of Chapter I: 
1. We use Samuel's theory of multiplicity to describe the structure of 8(f)/Td"f 
in terms of the multiplicity e(8(f)/Td"f) and the dimension of the instability locus r. 
(this dimension is also the Krull dimension of 8Cf)/Td"f). 
2. We extend the theory of trivial unfoldings of map-germs to the theory of 
k-trivial unfoldings of k-jets. 
3. We develop a method for obtaining normal forms for the (k+1)-jets having 
a given k-jet f by inspection of certain submodules of Td"f. We give a test for 
sufficiency of a normal form and a method for constructing a (k+1)-trivial unfolding 
of the normal form. 
4. We show that if f is weighted homogeneous and the Krull dimension and 
multiplicity of 8(f)/Td"f are both 1 then f is a weak stem and we can find an 
integer k and a complete list of normal forms for finitely determined map-germs 
whose k-jet is f. The list has many similarities with the series found by Arnold and 
Mond. 
Summary of Chapter II: 
We extend Mond's classification of map-germs f:«(l:2, 0) -+ «(1:3,0) under 
d" -equivalence. This chapter also demonstrates the use of the classification theory 
developed in 1·2 and provides a large number of examples for use in the rest of the 
thesis. 
Summary of Chapter III: 
1. We prove that f is a geometric stem if and only if r. is irreducible and the 
localised module (8(O/Td"f) has length l = 1 (localise with respect to the prime ideal 
. defining L). 
2. We also prove that if L has transversal type A2n or A2n+1 for some n ~ 1 
then l = n. This makes it easier to determine n if r. has transversal type of A2n or 
A2n+1 since we shall calculate l anyway. 
3. If f is a stem we show that L is irreducible and give a list of transversal 
types that L may have (although having one of these transversal types does not 
necessarily indicate that f is a stem). 
4. We look at how the numbers C, T and ~(D2(f)/Z2) behave for the families 
of map-germs associated with some weak stems. We observe that for a given family 
{f + psl the integer C(f + Ps) + T(f + Ps) + ~(D2(f + Ps)/Z2)-cod(~, f + Ps) appears to 
be a constant. 
Appendices A and B contain supplementary calculations. 
Appendix C is a description of the computer programs written to calculate the 
modules used in classifying the map-germs of Chapter II. 
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Introduction. 
The most extensive lists of singularities known so far were produced by Arnold 
for functions up to ~-equivalence ([A.a.V]: section 15). A striking feature of these 
lists is the occurrence of series. 
For example, 
Ak: f(x, y) = xk+l + y2, 
Dk: f(x, y) = x2y + yk-l, 
Tk.l. m: f(x, y, z) = axyz + xk + yl + zm. 
We associate these series with the functions f(x, y) = y2, f(x, y) = x2y and 
f(x, y, z) = xyz respectively, all of which fail to be finitely determined for $£-
equivalence. 
We quote 
, Although the series undoubtedly exist. it is not at all clear what a series of 
singularities is. ' ([A.a.V], p. 243) 
and 
, However, a general definition of a series of singularities is not known. It is only 
clear that the series are associated with singularities of infinite multiplicities.' 
([A.a.V], p. 244) 
Series also occur in the classification of map-germs f: (!R2, 0) -+ (!R3, 0) up to 
~-equivalence calculated in [Mond 1]. Here the following series have been found: 
Sk: f(x, y) = (x, y2, y3+xk+ty), 
Bk: f(x, y) = (x, y2, x2y + y2k+t), 
Hk: f(x, y) = (x, xy + y3k-t, y3). 
These series are associated with the map-germs (x, y2, y3), (x, y2, x2y) and 
(x, xy, y3) respectively. They are also discussed in [Mond 2]. 
The classifications were mostly performed by the brute force approach, classifying r-
jets until a sufficient jet was reached. Special methods· have been developed for 
dealing with, for example, weighted homogeneous map-germs (see [Wal12] for further 
details). But the methods do not generalise, and if the initial choice of map-germ is 
not finitely determined then no sufficient jet exists. The techniques used to find the 
series are very individual and do not suggest a general approach. We require different 
techniques to explain their behaviour. 
We observe that the simplest (1-suffix) series (with respect to an equivalence relation 
';I) have the following features: 
i) they can be written in the form fk = f + ~-iv, 
ii) each fk is sufficient, 
iii) their adjacency relations are 
••• -+ fk+t -+ fk -+ fk- t -+ "', 
iv) there exists a value leo such that if g is a map-germ satisfying jkog = jkor 
then g is ';I-equivalent to f or to fk for some k. 
Here f:(lRn, 0) -+ (IRP,O) is not finitely determined for :#' v:(lRn, 0) -+ (IRP, 0) and 
r:(lRn, 0) -+ (IR, 0). 
For example, for Ak we put f(x, y) = y2, vex, y) = x and r = x; 
for Hk: f(x, y) = (x, xy + y3k-t, y3), we put f(x, y) = (x, xy, y3), vex, y) = (0, y2, 0) and 
r = y3 (here we specify· that k ~ 2). 
Can we identify those map-germs which might be expected to give rise to series? 
The minimum condition for a 1-suffix series would seem to be that the map-germ 
is a stem: 
Definition: a map germ f is a ';I-stem if it is not finitely determined for ';I and 
there is an integer leo such that any map-germ g with the same leo-jet as f is either 
';I-equivalent to f or is finitely determined for ';I. 
In [P 1] Pellikaan has characterised stems for ~-equivalence in terms of the 
transversal types of their singular loci :E: 
a' function is a stem if and only if :E is irreducible with transversal type At. 
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He has also shown that if r.:F V('l{J) then the 'series' of map-germs f + Zo are 
finitely determined for k ~ ko. However it is not the case that all finitely determined 
map-germs with the same ko-jet as f are equivalent to one in the 'series', or that 
each f + z~ is sufficient. 
This thesis grew from the aim of characterising a stem by the transversal type of its 
instability locus r. for a map-germ f:(a:2, 0) -+ (a:3, 0) under d-equivalence. 
Definition: call f a geometric stem if r. is irreducible and has one of the transversal 
types A2' A3 or D4' 
The conjecture we investigate is 
f is a stem if and only if f is a geometric stem. 
Our second aim is essentially to investigate the question of whether stems give rise 
to series. Of course, this is not a well-defined question since we don't really know 
what a series is; however what we shall try to do is to obtain a list of the relevant 
finitely determfned map-germs and see how they behave, with particular reference to 
the points i)-iv) noted above. This brings us back to the classification problem. 
For a finitely determined map-germ a versal deformation can be found by choosing 
a basis for the module 9 (f)/Tst' ef. We also find that, for example, for 
f(x, y) = (x, xy, y3) the module 9 (f)/Tst' ef has the basis 
{y~, y3k-l~ : k ~ 1} az ay 
(recall that the series associated with (x, xy, y3) is (x, xy + y3k-l, y3». 
But how do we relate the geometrical type of f to the module 9 (f)/Tst' ef? 
In fact, we find that there is a strong connection based on the fact that 1: is the 
support of the module 9 (f)/Tst' ef; this connection is provided by Samuel's Theory 
of Multiplicity. We have included a summary of this theory in 1·1 (1·1:10-1·1:15) 
along with other useful properties of finite modules. The main point is that 
where L = Ll U ••• u Le, e denotes the mUltiplicity of the module, ll; denotes the 
length of the localised module (e(f)/T~ ef)l; (localise with respect to the prime ideal 
defining Li) and o(i) = 1 if dim li = dim L or 0 otherwise (1·1 :28). 
We therefore follow two main lines of research: 
i) the study of the module T~ ef and its use in finding normal forms, 
ii) a study of how the geometrical type of a map-germ may determine whether 
or not it is a stem, 
and link them by looking at the relationship between the transversal type of Land 
lL(e(f)/T~ ef). 
We give a brief outline here of the contents of the thesis: 
With regard to the aims outlined above the main result from chapter I is the 
following theorem (1·3:3): 
if f:(~n, 0) -+ (~P, 0) is weighted homogeneous and the Krull dimension and 
multiplicity of e(f)/Tdf are both 1 then we can obtain a value leo and a list Uk} 
of finitely determined map-germs whose leo-jet is f; 
the list has the following properties: 
i) the fk can be written in the form fk = f + Pk, where the Pk are monomials 
and T~fk'= T~f + ~{Pk: k ~ k'}, which has finite codimension. 
Examples suggest that at least for simple cases Pk+l = r·Pk, for some r E 02 
although relations between the Pk appear to be more complicated in general. 
ii) Each fk is sufficient, 
iii) their adjacency relations are 
••• -+ fk+l-+ fk -+ fk-l -+ ... , 
iv) if g has the ko-jet f then g is either d'- equivalent to one of the fk or is 
k-~- equivalent to f for all k (Le. their k-jets are d'(k)- equivalent for all k). 
This theorem suggests that it is enough to define a series of singularities to be the 
list of finitely determined map-germs associated with a stem. All the other desirable 
properties seem to come naturally from this though more work needs to be done 
before we can make a formal definition of a series. 
We propose the conjecture 
if g is k-~- equivalent to f for all k then g is ~- equivalent to f. 
We have succeeded in proving this conjecture generally for ~ = ~ and ~ = % and 
for ~ = d' in the special case that f has 2-jet (x, y2, 0) (theorems 1·1:18 and II·2:5)~ 
We make the definition: f is a weak stem (for :f> if there is an integer ko such 
that any map-germ g with the same ko-jet as f is either k-~-equivalent to f for 
all k or is finitely determined for ~. 
A map-germ satisfying the hypotheses of 1·3:3 is thus a weak stem. The rest of 
Chapter I was developed principally to prove this theorem. In 1·1 we summarise 
various properties of the finite module Td' ef. We also extend the theory of trivial 
unfoldings of map-germs to k-jets. 
In 1·2 we use the Artin-Rees lemma to show that certain submodules of Td' ef have 
basically the same structure as Td' ef; these submodules are then used to find normal 
forms. The theory developed here is also of use in general classification, as we 
demonstrate in Chapter II. Details of the results are outlined in the introduction to 
Chapter I. 
Chapter m has three sections: 
"In 111·1 we establish the crucial link between the structure of Td' ef and the 
geometry (m.l:1): 
f is a geometric stem if and only if L is irreducible and ll:(e(f)/T~ ef) = 1. 
We also obtain other links between the transversal type of L and ll:(e(f)/T~ ef) 
which 'we use to calculate the transversal types for many of the examples given in 
Chapter ll. 
In Ill·2 we investigate part of the original conjecture: 
f is a stem => f is a geometric stem. 
We show that if f is a stem then :E is irreducible and obtain a restricted list for its 
possible transversal type. However further reduction is still necessary to prove the 
conjecture. 
In Ill·3 we look again at some of the families of singularities identified in Chapter 
II: we calculate the numbers C, T and Jl(D2(f)/712) for the singularities in each 
family {f +Ps} associated with the weak stem f. We observe that for each of these 
families the integer 
C(f + Ps) + T(f + Ps) + Jl(D2(f + Ps)/712) - cod(~ , f + Ps) 
appears to be a constant. The details of these calculations form Appendix B. 
Finally, we note that progress would not have been possible without looking at a 
large number of examples. These are presented in Chapter II. The results are 
collected in section II·1 and the calculations form sections n·2-II·S. Supplementary 
calculations for the classification form Appendix A. A major contribution to these 
calculations was the writing of programs to calculate the relevant modules by 
computer. The programs are described briefly in Chapter II and in more detail in 
Appendix C. 
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Chapter!: Submodules of T~f. 
Introduction. 
In this chapter we study submodules of T~f and their use in the classification of 
map-germs whose k-jet is f. The chapter contains three seCtions. 
Section 1·1 contains most of the preliminaries and is divided into three subsections. 
1·1·1 : Properties of finite modules. p. S. 
The major part is a summary of Samuel's Multiplicity Theory. 
1·1·2: Equivalence of. map-germs and jets. p.l0. 
We define the relations ~equivalence, k-~equivalence and ~(k.L 
equivalence (1·1: 16) and apply the multiplicity theory to the modules of 
interest. 
1·1·3: Criteria for equivalence of map-germs and jets. p.17. 
A commonly used technique is the construction of a trivial unfolding of a 
map-germ, using the Thom-Levine criterion. We make the obvious 
extension to a k-trivial unfolding of a k-jet and prove the corresponding 
criterion. This criterion is used extensively in section 1·2. 
In 1·2 we look at the use of specific submodules of T~f in the classification of 
map-germs with the k-jet f. The main aim in this section is to find a list of 
possible normal forms for jk+1g when jkf = jkg by inspection of the submodule 
It is then a relatively simple task to calculate Ts{"k+lg so as to further restrict the 
list of normal forms. We also prove a sufficent condition for a normal form to· be 
(k+l)-determined. The proofs are based on the following facts (1.2:2 and 1·2:4): 
2 
k+t 
if h E mn ·9(f) then 
( 
2 ) k+2 (2) k+2 . 
and rof mp·9(P) + 'mn ·6(f) = ro(f + h) mp·6(p) + 'mn ·6(f) 
and if f is fmite there exist integers ka, k t such that 
and k ~ let => m~+t.6(f) ("\ Tdf ~ f*'mp.(Tdf). 
Theoretically this means that if f is finite then as we see from the theorems below, 
for large k we can find the normal forms by looking only at Tdf. 
We find normal forms from the following theorem: 
( 1) · k+t . I: Theorem: suppose that {Vt, ... ,vs} ~ 'mn ·6(f) and that either 
If f is finite, let p be the least integer such that 'm~ ~ ~'mp.On. 
We have the following test for finite determinacy: . 
(1:2) Theorem: 
a) Suppose that f is finite, k ~ p, and {Vt, ... ,vJ are· as in 1·1 b. 




ii) Td' f + l:A.iVi + 'mn ·e(f) ~ Td'f + a:{Vt,···,vt} 
iii) for each Ai f: 0 and vi = «vi)t "",(vi)~ 
~ 2 ) (2 ) k+2 k+t 
c) if U\'mn·e(n) +COf'mp.9(p) +~OP'{Vt, ... ,Vt}+'mn ·9(f)~'mn ·9(f) then 
iii) holds. 
Here (Y t , ... , Y p)are local coordinates for a:P at 0 and (Xt ,.~., "0) are coordinates for 
a:n• 
Hypothesis iii) says ~at if for example Vi = «vi)t' 0, ... , 0) then 
( 2 ) (2 ) k+2 f'l1'\,n· e(n) + cof 'l1'\,p.9(p) + ~OP'{Vt, ... ,Vt} + 'mn ·9(f) 
3 «Vi)t' 0, ... , 0), (0, (Vi)'t' ... , 0), ... , ( 0, ... , O,(vi)t). 
These theorems are proved in 1·2 (1·2:6 and 1·2:9 respectively). In fact we shall 
obtain more general, but more technical theorems, of which these are special cases. 
However, these are the cases we shall apply most often in Chapter II and when 
studying stems. 
o ~t " 
In the case s =" 1 (v t = v e 'mn 09(f) and f is weighted homogeneous, we get 
(1'3) Th th· °al • i1 ~ a l" • 0 
. eorem: suppose at v IS a monorm , 1.eo v = xt ... x 0a- lor some 1t, .. ,ln, n Yj 
j, and that v is not of the same degree as f.; 
J 
4 
k+l .A 2 ) (2 ) k+2 if mn ·9(0 ~ U\ mn·9(n) + rof mp.9(p) + mn .9(0 + «:{v} then 
( ) 
k+2 k+2 
Td' f + AV + mn ·9(0 = Td'f + «:{AV} + mn ·9(0. 
Consequently, the submanifold {f + AV : A E «:\ {O}} lies in a single (k + l)-orbit 
For the proof see 1·2:18. 
There may be a choice of weights for f; in this case the theorem follows if the 
degrees of v ~d fj are different for some choice of weights. 
For example consider (x, xy, y3). For this example we obtain v = (0,0, xky) 
(r~ference n·3:4). This is not of degree 3 with respect to the weights (1,1). So 
k+2 a k+2 
Td'(x, xy, y3 + Axky) + mn ·9(0 = Td'(x, xy, y3) + «:{Axky aY3} + 'mn ·9(0. 
We also prove a more general theorem for the construction of k+1-trivial unfoldings 
of a map-germ of the form f + D..ivi (1·2:19). 
In 1·3 we try to make use of the information gained by knowing the multiplicity and 
dimension of the module 9 (O/Td'f. 
In particular, we prove theorem (1·3:3) (outlined in the main introduction) and discuss 
how it may be extended to the general case. We give a list of families of 
singularities obtained using this theorem and note their properties. 
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1·1 : Preliminaries. 
1·1·1 : Properties of finite modules. 
(1·1:1) Definition: A holomorphic map <p:X--. Y is finite if it is proper and every 
point x E X is an isolated point in the fibre <pot( <P(x»). 
(1·1 :2) Theorem: If x is an isolated point of its fibre then there is a neighbourhood 
of x on which <p is finite. 
Proof: see [F], p. 132. 
In particular, the germ f:(X,x) --. Y of <p at x is finite, i.e. for each 
representative f' of f there is a neighbourhood of x on which f' is finite. 
(1·1:3) Theorem: If <p:X--. Y is a holomorphic map, x E X and y = <p(x), then the 
following are equivalent: 
i) 0X,x is a finitely generated OY,y-module, 
ii) dima:(OX,x/my,y·Ox,x) < 00, 
iii) x is an isolated point of its fibre Xy. 
Proof: see" [F], p. 57. 
This implies that the map-germ f:(a:n,x) --. (a:P,y) is fmite if and only if 0n,x is a 
finitely generated 0p,y-module. The action of Op,y on 0n,x is defined by 
xom = f*(X)om = (xof)om, where XE 0p,y and mE 0n,x. 
If we choose a different map-germ then the 0p,y-module structure of 0n,x is 
different. 
Our aim is to study modules related to the module 0n,x when f is fmite. We start 
by presenting some well-known properties of finite (i.e. finitely generated) modules. 
Chief amongst these is Samuel's Theory of Multiplicity. which provides us with two 
6 
invariants for describing the (finite) module M: the Krull dimension dim(M) and the 
multiplicity e(M). The main reference for this material is [Mats]. Another useful 
reference is [Mum], pp. 116-126. 
In what follows, assume that A is a local Noetherian ring of dimension d with 
maximal ideal m, k=A/m is the residue field and M is an A-module. 
(1·1:4) Theorem: M is finite if and only if M/m·M is a finite-dimensional vector 
space over k. If M is finite then {ul' ... 'us} is an A-basis for M if and only if 
{Ul'···'us} is a k-basis for M/m·M, where ui is the image of ui in the quotient. 
, Proof: see [Mats], p. 8. 
(1·1:5). Nakayama's Lemma: Let M be finite and suppose that m·M = M. Then 
M= O. 
Proof: see [Mats], p.8. 
(1·1:6) Corollary: Let N, P be submodules of M with N finite. 
If N~P+m·N then N~P. 
Proof: We have m·(N + P)/P = (m·N + P)/P = (N + P)/P. It follows from 1·1:6 that 
(N + P)/P = 0, i.e. N ~ P. [Mats], p. 8. 
We shall frequently need the Artin-Rees lemma for looking at submodules: 
(1·1:7) Lemma (Artin-Rees) : Let N be a submodule of a finite module M and 1 an 
ideal of A. Then there exists a positive integer m such that 
N n Im·M ~ I·N. 
Proof: see [Mats], p.59. 
(1·1:8) Theorem (the Krull Intersection Theorem): 
i) for any finite module M and ideal I ~ 'ffi" nUo1m.M = 0; 
7 
if N £; M is a submodule then m~(N + Im.M) = N. 
ii) If A is also an integral domain, I ~ A proper, then mf1Im = O. 
Proof: see [Mats], p. 60. 
(1·1:9) Definition: We define dim(M) by setting dim(M) = dim(A/Ann(M)). This is 
the Krull dimension of M. It is the dimension of the variety defined by the ideal 
Ann(M). 
Lemma: If M is finite then Supp(M) = V( Ann(M)). 
Proof: see [Mats], p. 25. 
(1·1:10) Definition: If I is an ideal of A satisfying 'ffi, 'J ~ I ~ m for some 'J> 0 
then we shall call I an ideal of definition. Let M be a finite A-module. Then 
M/ln·M has finite length. We set 
[Mats], p. 97. 
(1·1:11) Theorem: For sufficiently large values of n, X~ is a polynomial 
and is given by 
led XM(n) = ill n + (lower order terms), where e E W. 
Recall that here, d = dim A, not dim M. 
Proof: see [Mats], p. 97. 
We abbreviate X;:;- to XM and call it the Samuel polynomial of M (over A). We 
shall denote the integer e by e(J,M). 
Definition: The multiplicity of M over A, e A (M), is the integer e( 'ffi" M). 
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(1·1:12) Theorem: The polynomial X~ has the following properties: 
i). The degree is independent of I. Denote it by d(M). Then e(I,M) > 0 if 
d(M) = d and e(I,M) = 0 if d(M) < d. 
ii) If 0 -+ M' -+ M -+ M" -+ 0 is an exact sequence of finite modules then 
d(M) = max (d(M'), d(M"»), and if I is any ideal of definition then X~- X~ " 
and X~, have the same leading coefficient. 
iii) d(M) = o(M) = dim(M). 
Proof: see [Mats], p. 98. 
Here o(M) is the least value of n for which there exist xl'"'' xn E m such that 
l( M/ XtM + ... +xnM) is finite. 
(1·1:13) Theorem: The integer e(l, M) has the following pro~erties: 
i) e(l, M) = lim dd! l(~) and if d = 0, e(l, M) = I(M), 
n-+co n In.M 
ii) if 0 -+ M' -+ M -+ M" -+ 0 is an exact sequence of finite modules then 
e(l, M) = e(l, M') + e(l, M"), 
iii) if {Pt"",Pl} are the minimal prime ideals P of A with dim (Alp) = d then 
t 
e(l,M) = . L e(I', A/Pi)' l(MpJ, 
1=1 1 
where I( Mp) is the length of ~ as an Ap-module and I' = (I + p)/p, 
iv) if A is an integral domain then e(I,M) = e(l,A)·s where s = rank M. 
Proof: see [Mats], pp. 107-108. 
Usually we will not have dim(M) = dim(A). To inspect the leading coefficient of X~ 
in this case we consider M as a module over the ring AM = A/ Ann(M). 
Let 1M = 1 + Ann(M)/ Ann(M). We then have 
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1M (M ~ (M) I dim(M) = dim(A/Ann(M») and xM(n)= 1 n J = 1 n- = XM(n). 
IM·M I·M 
The minimal prime ideals {Pt,M, ... ,Pt,M ~ AM: dim(AM/pi,M) = dim(M)} correspond to 
minimal primes {Pt , ... ,pt : Pi ~ Ann(M) : dim(A/Pi) = dim(M)} 
(for each i, Pi.M = Pi / Ann(M». 
, 
since 1M= (1M.+ Pi,M)/Pi,M"" (1 + Pi)/Pi = 1', AM/Pi.M"" A/Pi and ~i,M = ~i' 
t 
In particular, e(mM' M) = i:1 e( m pi' A/Pi} l(MPi)' 
Note that for any P ~ Ann(M), e(mp, A/~) = 0 if dim(A/p) <.dim(M). 
Definition: The multiplicity e(M) of M is the multiplicity e(mM' M) of Mover 
A/Ann(M). 
Then e(M) = 0 <=} M = O. 
For e(M) to have any meaning the Krull dimension of M should also be quoted. 
Locally t the integer e( m p' A/p) has geometrical meaning: 
(1·1:14) Theorem: Let X be a variety, x E X. Then 
multx(X) = ex(mX,x t °X,x)' 
Proof: see [Mum], p. 123. 
(1·1:15) Corollary: If Mx is an 0X,x-module then 
t 
e(mx.x' Mx) = i~lmultx(Xp} l(~)t 
where ~i is the variety defined by the prime ideal Pi' dim(XPi) = dim (Mx) and 
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l<Mpi) is independent of x E Xpi. The XPi are the branches of Supp(Mx) which have 
(maximum) dimension dim (Supp(Mx»). 
This covers all the properties of finite modules that we shall need. We next look at 
equivalence relations between map-germs and construct our modules. 
1·1·2 : Equivalence of map-genns and jets. 
(1·1:16) Definition: Let d' = Aut«(Cn,O) x Aut«(CP,O). Then d' acts on ~ by 
('I',<p)of = 'l'0fo<p for ('I',<p) E d' and f E ~. 
d' 
We say that f, g are d-equivalent and write f,." g, or just f,." g, if there is some 
('I',<p) E d' such that f = ('I',<p)og. 
- , . 
The action of d' on ~ induces an action on Jk(n,p): 
let ~(k) = {Gk'l'jk<p):('I',<P) E ~}. Then ~(k) acts on Jk(n,p) by 
Gk'l'jk<p)ojkf = jk('I'0fo<p). 
k+t _p 
Note that jkf,jkg are .st'"(kLequivalent if and only if there is some hE 'ffi,n .crn 
such that f - h, g are d-equivalent. Call this second equivalence relation on ~ 
k-dequivalence and write f!. g to indicate it. Clearly f-g * f !. g for all k. 
Conjecture: f!. g for all k * f..., g. 
We note that the conjecture is true if we replace d-equivalence with Zequivalence 
or with ~-equivalence in the case that p = 1. To prove this we need a 
strengthening of Artin approximation which is due to J. Wavrik: 
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(1·1: 17) Theorem (Artin approximation). 
Let fi(x, Y) E 0n+N' i= 1, ... , m, where x = (Xl' ... ' xn) and Y= (YI'···' YN). Suppose that 
for each k we have Yk.l(x), ... , Yk,N(x) E mn such that 
k+l 
fi(x, Yk(x» E mn 
for each i. Then for any c there are Yl(x), ... , YN(x) E mn such that f(x, y(x» = 0 
c 
and Yk.,,(x)-y,,(x) E mn. 
See [Wavrik] , theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
(1·1:18) Theorem : 
i) if function-germs f, g are k-~-equivalent for each k then they are 
~-equivalent, 
ii) if map-germs f, g are k-%-equivalent for each k then they are %-equivalent. 
Proof: for i) observe that ~-equivalence follows if and only if the equation 
F(x, cp) = f(x) - g(cp) = 0 
has a convergent solution cp(x) E (mn)n which is an isomorphism. By the above 
theorem this follows if for each k there exists an isomorphism G>k such that 
k+i 2 
Fi(x, G>k(x» E 'ffi,n for ·1 S; i S; p since G>k.,,(x)-cp,,(x) E mn ensures that cp is also an 
isomorphism. But this is precisely the condition f, g are k-~-equivalent for each k. 
For part ii) we must find convergent solutions A(x), cp(x) for the equation 
F(x, cp, A) = Af(x) - g( cp) = 0 
where A is an invertible pxp matrix. The proof is otherwise the same. 
The approximation theorem cannot be used directly to show that 
'if map-germs f, g are k-d-equivalent for each k then they are d-equivalent' 
since we need to find isomorphisms cp(x) and 'V(zl' ... ~) such that f(cp)-'I'(g) = 0 and 
there is no way of writing this as finding the solution to an equation F(x, y(x» = o. 
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We shall, however, prove the conjecture in the case that f:(<<:2,O) -+(<<:3,0) satisfies 
Pf = (x, y2, 0); see II·2:5 for this proof. 
A similar definition of ~equivalence is used for map-germs f:(lRn,O) -+ (IRP,O), 
where d' = Aut(lRn,O) x Aut(IRP,O); this is the definition used in the paper [Mond 11. 
Where necessary we will distinguish between these by calling them d'1R-equivalence 
and d'u:-equivalence. The main differences between the classifications occur due to 
the connectivity of submanifolds; e.g. «:\ {O} is connected but IR\ {O} is not. Where 
not stated otherwise we mean d'u:-equivalence. 
Some types of map-germs. 
(1·1:19) Definition: A map-germ f E ~ is k-d-determined (or just k-determined) 
if f ~ g * f-g, all g E ~. Call the least k for which this holds the determinacy 
degree of f. 
A map-germ f E O~ is finitely determined (for d') if it is k-determined for some 
k. 
(1·1:20) Definition: A map-germ f E ~ is a k-stem (for d') if f is not finitely 
determined but for all g E ~, f!. g * either f-g or g is finitely determined. Call the 
least k for which this holds the degree of the stem f. 
A map-germ f E O~ is a stem (for d') if it is a k-stem for some k. 
This definition is analagous to that made by R. Pellikaan in [P 11~ p. 1. It was 
proposed by D. Mond. 
Example: consider f(x, y) = (x, y2, y3). Then f is a 3-stem and 
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g,,: f * g"'" f or g"'" (x, y2, y3+xky) for some k ~ 3. 
Each f+Pk is k+1-determined: see n·2:10. 
Throughout this thesis we have frequently found map-germs f which have the 
following property: 
there exists a value k such that if g satifies f !, g then either g is finitely determined 
or f !, g for all k. 
Definition: call such a map-germ a weak stem. 
- . ~ .. 
If we can prove the conjecture f!, g for all k * f...., g then such map-germs will be 
stems. In most cases we suspect to be stems then, we content ourselves with 
proving that the weaker condition holds. I personally feel that it is unlikely that the 
conjecture fails for any of the relatively simple examples calculated in this thesis. We 
leave further investigation of the conjecture for a future research problem. 
(1·1:21) Modules associated with map-germs. 
We choose local coordinates at x and y and consider only map-germs 
f:(G:n,O) -+ (G:P,O). Denote the set of vector fields along f by 9(f). If {Y 1"'" Y J are 
coordinates for ~P at 0, then the vector fields {a/aY1, ... ,a/aYJ form a free basis 
for 8(f) as an On-module. We shall write ei = a/aYi when we need ~o save space. 
A monomial in 9(n is a term of the form v.a/ayi, where V E On is a monomial. 
As well as being an On-module, 9(f) is also a (finitely generated) 0p-module via f* 
(if f is finite). If f is the identity map (~n,O) --+ (G:n,O) then denote 9(f) by 9(n). 
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Similarly define a(p). 
(1·1:22) Lemma: If f is finite, D ~ a(f) an 0p-module, C ~ a(f) a subset which 
k+t 
satisfies C ~ D + 'mn ·a(f), V k, then C ~ D. 
( k+t) Proof: a(f) is a fmite 0p-module and C ~ k Q 0 D + 'mn ·a(f) = D (th. 1.9). 
There are (Op-module) homomorphisms tf:a(n) -+ a(t) and oof:a(p) -+ a(t) defined by 
tf(~) = dfo~, and oof(1'\) = 1'\of. 
If Ii ~ On' 1 Si Sn and Ji ~ 0p' 1 Sj Sp are ideals then 
(1·1:23) Lemma [Ma,th IV] , p. 227 : 
f is stable if and only if tf(a(n» + oof(a(p» = a(t). 
(1·1:24) Lemma: The tangent space T~(k)f to the ~(k)-orbit of jkf at jkf is 
given by 
( 
k+t ) k+t T~(k)f = tf('mn·a(n» + oof('mp.a(p» +'mn ·a(t) /'mn ·a(t). 
Proof: see [Math lIn, proposition 7·4. 




Td'kf/'mn ·a(f) = T~(k)f and Tdki = Tdkg if and only if T~(k)f = Td(k)g. 
Note that Td'kf ~ T~+tf for all k while it is difficult to compare Td(k)f and 
T~(k+t)f. 
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Analogously we define the 'tangent space' to the d-orbit of f at f to be 
T~f = tf( 'J"I'\,n·e(n)) + rof( 'J"I'\,p.e(p)). 
Note that by (1·1:22) T~f=T~g 'v'k ::>Tdf=Tdg (and therefore Tdf is 
an 0p-module via g*). The spaces Tdf, Td(k)f, Tdkf are not in general 
On-modules but they are all 0p-modul.es via f*. 
We have the following criterion for finite determinacy: 
(1·1:26) Characterisation Theorem (Mather): The following are equivalent: 
i) f is finitely determined, 
k 
ii) for some integer k, 'J"I'\,n·e(f) ~ tf('J"I'\,n·e(n» + rof('J"I'\,p.e(p», 
iii) dima: {'mn·e(f)/tf('mn·e(n)) + rof('mp.e(p»} < 00, 
. k' 
ivy for some integer k', 'mn ·e(f) ~ tf(e(n» + rof(e(p», 
v) dima: {9(f)/tf(9(n» + rof(9(p»} < 00. 
Proof-see [du Pl, p. 121. 
We denote by T~f the module tf(e(n» + rof(ecp». 
(1·1:28) Multiplicity Theory and map-germs. 
Let f: (~n, xl' x2' ... , Xt)~ (~P,y) be a (finite) multi-germ. Then e(f) is a fmite 
t 
Oa;P y-module via f* (e(f)"" e efa:n x'), as are its sub-modules and quotient 
, i.l ' 1 
modules. 
We will consider the finite Oa;p,y-module 9Cf)y IT~fy. 
Let Supp(9Cf)y IT~fy) = :E. 
Now i) y e :E if and only if f fails to be stable at y (1·1 :23), 
ii) y is an isolated point of :E if and only if there is a neighbourhood 
U of y such that f is stable on U\{y}, 
iii) y is an isolated point of :E if and only if f is finitely determined at 
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y ([Wall 1], p.492). 
Let l: = l:l u ... U l:r and consider e(oy ITs/ely as a module over 
Ay = O~P,y I Ann(e(f)y IT~fy). 
Then dim (e(oy IT~fy) = dim(l:) (= d, say), and the minimal prime ideals Pi of Ay 
with d = dim Ay = dim Ay/Pi correspond precisely to the prime ideals Pi of 00' ,Y' 
where Pi 2 Ann (e(oy ITs/efy) and Li = V(Pi) has dimension d. Then 
r 
e(9(Oy IT~fy) =. ~ mul1y(Li)·l~.(9(f)y /T~fy).O(i), 
1=1 ~ 
where o(i) = 1 if dim(Li) = d and 0 if dim(Li) < d. 
Sheaf Theory: 9(f)y IT~fy is a coherent sheaf of O«:p-modules so e(9(f)y IT~fy) 
is well-defined as a function of y E ~p. 
Proof: Write 0«:0 for the sheaf of (germs of) holomorphic functions on ~o, O«:P for 
the sheaf on ~P, ~f) for the sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields along f, 
~n) and ~p) the corresponding sheaves for the identities on ~o, ~p. These are all 
coherent sheaves. Then the sheaf ~f)/ tf(~n» is also coherent. 
Since f is finite, f.(~f)/tf(?(n») is coherent as an O«:p-module and so is 
SA (0 = f.(~f)/ tf(~n» )/wf(?1p». But SA,y(f) = 9(f)y IT~fy. 
See [Wall 1], p. 493. D. 
We remark here that if Krull dim 9(f)y IT~fy ~ 1 'then the modules 
e(f)y IT~fy and 9(Oy ITs/fy 
have the same multiplicity; in fact every module 
ked 
mo ·9(f) + tf(mo·9(n» + rof(mp·9(p» 
c d 
tf(mn9(n» + rof(mp·9(p» 
has the same multiplicity for all finite values of k, c and d (provided that the Krull 
dimension is at least 1). 
Proof: Claim: for every pair (c, d), (c', d') there exists a value leo such that 
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m~.S(f)f"'\{tf(m:.S(n» + rof(m:'.S(p»} = m~.S(f)f"'\{tf(m:.S(n»+ rof(m:.S(p»}. 
Proof of claim: this follows from 1·2:4, where we show that for any (c, d) there 
ked 
exists k such that mn·S(f)f"'\ Tdf ~ tf(mnS(n» + rof(mp'S(p» so that 
k {C' d' ked 
mn,S(f)f"'\ tf(mn·S(n» + rof(mp .S(p»} ~ mn·S(f)titf(mnS(n» + rof(mp·S(p». 
Conversly, there exists k' such that 
k' c' d' k' c d 
mn,S(f)f"'\{tf(mn·S(n» + rof(mp .S(p»} ~ mn ·S(f)f"'\tf(mn·S(n»+ rof(mp'S(p», 
Choose leo to be the maximum of the two values. 
1·1·3 : Criteria for equivalence of map-germs and jets. 
The frrst criterion is comparison of d-tangent spaces: 
(1·1:26) Mather's lemma: Let the Lie group a act smoothly on the manifold M, and 
suppose that the connected submanifold S satisfies: 
i) for all XES, Txa·x 2 TxS, 
ii) the dimension of a·x is independent of the choice of XES. 
Then S is contained in a single a orbit. 
Proof: see [Math IV], lemma 3·1. 
We use this to prove 
(1·1:27) Theorem: Suppose that map-germs f, g E ~ satisfy T~f=T~g. 
Proof: this is equivalent to proving 
k Then f _ g. 
Td(k)f = Td(k)g:} jkf,jkg are ~Lequivalent. 
Let S = {jkftE Jk(n,p): tEa:} where ft = f + t(g - f). 
Then T~(k)ft ~ T~(k)f for all t since 
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and any element in jkOOft('Il\,p.S(p» is a sum of tenns of the fonn 
.k i1 ~ h ~ J «01 ... (Op (g)1 ... (g)p )%Yi· 
These are elements of jkW'Il\,p.oog(mp.S(p»]. Since 
jkoog(mp·S(P» ~ T~(k)f, 
which is an Op -module via f*, the inclusion follows. 
Now T~(k)f has finite dimension as a vector space over G:. So we can choose a 
basis {v~ , ... ,V~} for Td(k)f = Td(k)fo over G:. We get corresponding spanning sets 
t t . t r 0 
{v 1 , ... ,vr} for T~(k)ft and ncr matrices At = (aiit» where vi = j~1ailt)vj .. 
Then T~(k)ft = Td(k)f if and only if At is invertible, i.e. if and only if 
det(At) I:- O. Now det(At) is a polynomial in t and is non-zero at t = 0, so it has 
only a finite number of roots. Let T ~ G: be given by T = {t e G:: det(At)1:- OJ. Then 
T is open and connected in G: so the submanifold ST = fjkfte Jk(n,p): ten is open 
and connected in Jk(n,p). 
So the dimension of d(k).jkft is independent of the choice of jkft eST. 
Finally jkf_jkg e T~(k)ft = Td(k)f for all jkft eST' so TtST ~ Td(k)ft for all 
jkft e ST. Thus ST is contained in a single ~(kLorbit and jkf and jkg are 
st"'(kLequivalent as required. 
Corollary 1: if f is finitely determined then Tdf = Tdg => {-g .. 





(1·1:28) Proposition: If m~.eCf) ~ tf(mn·e(n» + f*mp·eCf) for some p then 
Tdf= T~g=>f-g. 
Proof: see [G-H1. 
We hope that 1·1:27 together with the conjecture f ~ g Vk=> f-g will lead to a more 
elementary proof of this theorem. 
Remark: these theorems do not hold for ~IR-equivalence since they rely on the fact 
that G:\ {isolated points} is connected, which is not true for IR. In fact 
f = (x, y3, x2y + xy2 + 0), g = (x, y3_x2y, xy2 + 0) 
are examples of map-germs which satisfy Tdf = Td g but which are not 
dlR-equivalent (though they are da:-equivalent): see [Mond 1], p. 360. 
The second criterion comes from the theory of unfoldings. 
(1·1:29) Defmition: A G:s-level preserving map-germ is a map-germ 
F:(G:nxG:s,O).-.. (~Px~S,O) 
of the form F(x,u) =(f(x,u),u). If f =f(x, 0) has some special significance then F is 
called an unfolding of f. 
The map F:(~n)( ~s, 0 x B).-.. (G:P)( ~s, 0 x B) is trivial in a region B ~ ~s (where B 
is connected) if there exist ~s-level preserving diffeomorphism-germs H of 
(G:n x ~s, 0 x B), K of (G:P)( ~s, 0 x B) such that 
K-loFoH = f)( 1(a:s.B) 
where f is some map-germ f:(~n,O).-.. (G:P,O). 
The map F:(~n)( ~s, 0 x B) -. (~p)( ~s, 0 x B) is k-trivial if there exist ~s-level 
preserving diffeomorphism-germs H of (~n)( ~s, 0)( B), K of (~p)( ~s, 0)( B) such 
that 
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where f is some map-genn f:(a:n,O) -+ (a:P,O). Here j~F is the truncated Taylor series 
with respect to x only. There may be higher degree terms involving u. 
Rather than S(F), it is convenient to consider only those vector fields along F which 
have zero (Cs-component in T(cPE9(cs::T«cP x (CS). The set of all such vector fields is 
written ",(F); it is a free 0n+s-module of rank p. The corresponding sets of vector 
fields when F is the identity map «Cn x (cs, ° x B)-+«Cn x (CSt 0 X B) or 
«CP x (CSt 0 X B)-+«cP x (CSt ° X B) will be denoted by ",(n+s), 'V(p+s) respectively. 
There is a well-known criterion for triviality: 
(1·1:30) Proposition (Thorn-Levine) : A (I:-Ievel preserving map-germ 
F:«Cn x (1:, 0 x [0,1)) -+ «CP x (1:, 0 x [0,1]) is trivial if and only if 
a·Fa E tFa(m n'V(n+l)) + roP(m p'V(p+1)) tVa E [0,11 
(where P is the germ-restriction of F). 
Proof: see [du P], p 12. . 
This suggests an obvious analogue for k-triviality: 
(1·1:31) Proposition: A (I:-Ievel preserving map-germ 
F:«Cn x (1:, 0 x [0,1]) -+ «(l:P x (1:, 0 x [0,1]) is k-trivial if and only if 
k+l 
a·Fa E tP(mn",(n+l)) + roFa(mp",(p+1)) + mn ",(F), Va E [0,11 
(where P is the germ-restriction of F). 
P f . ~t roo: (The proof of 1·1:30 given in [du P] omits all references to 'mn 'V(F)). 
F is k-trivial 
<=> 3 (I:-IeveI preserving diffeomorphisms H, K such that j~(K·loFoH) = jk(f x IG:)' 
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(for this says that j~(K-1oFoH) is independent of t E [0, I}). 
Differentiation gives that this is equivalent to 
k+t (*) a·Fa+ tP(a·Hao(Ha)"1) + roFa(a·Kao(Ka)"1) E 'ffi,n 'V(F), 'Va E [0,1]. 
Observing that a·Hao(Ha)"1 and a·Kao(Ka)"1 vanish on ° x (~,a) gives that 
a·Hao(Ha)"1 E 'ffi,n'V(n+l) and a·Kao(Ka)-1 Emp'V(p+1) and so proves .,.. 
For the 'if' part: 
for each a E [0,t1 there exist, by hypothesis, ~a E'ffi,n'V(n+1), 11a E'ffi,p'V(p+1), 
k+t 
Va E mn 'V(F) such that aFa = t?(~a) + roP(l1a) + Va. 
Representatives' ~Ua, 11Ua, VUa of ~a, 11a, Va may be chosen to give germs of vector 
fields on (~n)(~, 0)( Ua) and (~p)(~, 0)( Ua), where Ua is an open neighbourhood 
of a in 0::, and 
k+t 
with (~Ua)t E 'ffi,n'V(n+1), (l1Ua)t E 'ffi,p'V(p+1) and (vUa)t E 'ffi,n 'V(F). 
Let Ut,,,,,Ur be a finite subcover of the open cover {Ua : a E [O,t]} of [0,1] and let 
r r 
<Pt ""'<Pr be a subordinate partition of unity. Let ~ =.:E <Pi ~ Ui, 11 = .:E <Pi11 Ui 
. 1=1 1=1 
r 
y = .:E <PiyUi. Clearly a.Fa = t?(~a) + roFa(l1a) + (Va). 
1=1 
A variant on the fundamental existance theorem for solutions of ordinary differential 
equations states that each germ of a «:-level preserving vector field on 
(«:nx<<:,Ox[0,1}) which vanishes on 0 x [0,11 may be expressed as ~oH-S, where H 
is a ~-level preserving diffeomorphism of (~n)( ~,O x [0,1}). Choosing H, K to give 
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representatives of ~, 11, respectively, gives a relation of the fonn (*) so that F is k-
trivial. 0 
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1·2 : Classification Theory. 
The aim is, for large integers k and a fixed integer le, to find a normal form for 
jk+Kg when jkf = jkg. We also prove a condition for a normal forms to be (k + lC)-
determined. The key to finding these is that if we compare Tdk+Kf and Tdk+Kg 
k+t P for f-g E m, .0 then only a small number of terms are altered and the new terms n n 
are relatively easy to calculate. We can then construct k-trivial unfoldings of g. 
If f is finite then let p denote the least integer satisfying m,Pn ~ f*m, ·0 , p n 
First we determine some properties of f E m, n'O:. 
. d _p (1·2:1) Lemma: If f E m,n,un then 
( R d+R-t (S) d S tf m,n .8(n)) ~ m,n ·8(f) and cof m,p.8(p) ~ (m,n) ·8(f). 
Proof : This is obvious. 
(1,2:2) Lemma: Given K ~ 1 and f E m,~.~, if R ~ K+l and S satisfies d.(S-1) ~ K 
k+t _p 
then for any k> K-l and hEm, ·U_, 
n n 
k+1C+t 
modulo m,n ·8(f). 
For convenience we shall write Td R,Sf ~or the module tf(m,~.8(n))+cof(m,!.8(P)). 
The le~a then says that given K and f, if R and S are as above, then for any k 
k+l 
and he mn .~ 
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k+K+l k+K+l 
Td'R,S(f+h) + mn ·S(f+h) = Td R,sf + mn ·S(O. 
Further, if f is finite and k ~ max(lC + 1, p) then 
( k+K+l) = f*mp. Td R,sf + mn ·S(O . 
Proof of Lemma : If R ~ 1C + 1 then 
. 
R k+R k+K+l k+K+l 
th(mn ·S(n» ~ 'Tl\t ·S(h) = mn ·S(h) = mn ·S(O. 
R R 
If f is finite and k ~ P then (f+h)·mp·mn = f*~p.mn and 
R R R (f+h)·mp.(tf(mn .S(n») = (f+h)·mp.mn . tf(S(n» = f·mp.mn ·tf(S(n». 
For rof, consider for example (f+h)S = f + Sf-1h + h2 p(f, h); 
we see that 
S k+K+l S k+K+l 
ro(f+h)(mp'S(p»+ mn ·S(O = rof(mp'S(p» + mn ·S(O 
• k+l S -1 k+K+l • 
provIded that k+1 ~ lC and mn .rof(mp :S(P» ~ mn ·S(O. If S satisfies 
d.(S-1) ~ lC then 
To see that 
S S-1 
observe that (f+h)·m ·rof(m ·S(p» = (f+h)·m '~m ·rof(m ·S(p». p p p p p 
• S -1 k+K+l S -1 k+K+l 
Then (f+h) mp.rof(mp .S(p» + mn ·S(O = ~mp·rof(mp .S(p» + mn ·S(O 
by choice of S. c 
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(I.2:3) Corollary : If R, S are chosen as in 1·2:2 then 
k+1C+1 T~+1C(f+h) = T~ R.sf + mn ·9(0 + a::{ul(f+h), ... , ut(f+h)}, 
where {ul (g), ... , ut(g)} denotes the set 
{ a R s} ex ax.(g), g.(~), exe mn\mn,~e mp\mp . 
J 
For the case R = S = 1 .we put 
a a a 
U1 (g) = xl -a (g), u2(g) = X2 -a (g), ... , Un2(g) = Xn ax (g), 
xl xl n 
un2+1 (g) = (g)i·a/ ay l' Un2+2(g) = (g)l·a/ ay 2"'" Un~p2(g) = (g)p.a/ay p' 
Then T~k+l(f+h) = T~ 2,2f + m~+2.a(0 + «:{ui(f+h): 1 SiS n2 + p2}. 
For the general case we take the obvious extension. The numbering does not matter: 
we only use this for ease of notation. 
(I.2:4) Lemma : For any fmite map-germ f and any positive integers R, S there 
exist (minimum) integers leo, k1 such that 
k +2 
and Td' f n mn 1 ·a(o ~ rmp.Td'f. 
Proof: Since f is finite, a(o is a finitely generated 0p-module so we can apply the 
Artin-Rees lemma (1·1:7) to M = a(o, N = Td'f, and 1= f*m;. This says that for 
any c, there exists an m(c) such that 
cm(c) c 
Td'f n rmp ·a(o ~ rmp.Td'f. 
Now for any positive integers R and S, there exists a k such that 
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(since m~ ~ f*m ·0 ). Put c = 1 to find k1. p n 
There also exists a c such that 







Tdf n mn ·9(f) ~ Td R.Sf. 
Then let leo be the least integer for which this inclusion holds. This concludes the 
proof of lemma 1·2:4. 0 
We shall usually put K = 1, when we can choose R = S = 2. Then there exists a leo 
such that k ~ leo implies that 
d 'f k+l -P an 1 h e 'Jit,n ·u_ then 
n 
k+2 a . 
Tdk+1(f+h) = Td 2;2.f + 'Jit,n ·9(f) + <C{xi ax.(f+h): 1 S i, J S n} 
J 
+ <C{ (f+h)ra/aYj: 1 S i, j S p}. 
a k+l 
The tenns Xi ax.(h), (h)i.a/aYj are in mn ·9(f). If they also lie in Tdk+1f then 
J 
T~+l(f + h) = Tdk+1f and f + h k~l f. The elements of interest are those which 
lie in Tdkf \ Td1'+lf. 
Another possible choice of K is K = P where 'Jit,P
n 




Td"k+P(f+h) ~ mn ·9(f) * Td"(f+h) ~ mn ·9(f) 
and f+h is finitely determined. 
(1·2:5) Definition: Call {Vt' ... , vJ ~ m~+t.9(f) a transverse section for Tdkf over 
Tdk+1Cf (or just a transverse section) if 
Td"kf = Tdk+1Cf + ~{Vt' ... , vJ 
an.d none of the vi may be omitted. Note that {Vt, ... , vs} is a transverse section if 
and only if it is a ~-basis for Tdkf over Tdk+1Cf. We will usually choose a 
basis of monomials. 
If R and S are chosen as in 1·2:2 and leo is chosen as in 1·2:4 then 
(1.2:6) Theorem: Suppose that {Vt' ... , vJ ~ m:+t.9(f) and thal' either 
k+t . k+t+K 
a) mn ·9(f) ~ Td R.sf + 'mn ·9(0 + ~{Vt'···, vJ 
or b) f is fmite, k ~ lea and Tdkf = Tdk+1Cf + ~{Vtt ... , vJ. 
Then g ~ f => g is (k+K)-equivalent to a map-germ of the form 
s 
f + :E AiVit some Ai e ~. 
i.t . 
Proof : After a change of coordinates we may assume that jkg = lft i.e. that 
k+t' 
g - f e 'mn ·9(0. Let g - f = h and consider the germ f+h. 
If a) holds then there exist A. e ~ such that 1 
If b) holds then there exist A· e ~ such that 
1 
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s k+l k+l+lC 
h - :E Al,V1, E m ·8(f) n Td k+lCf ~ Td R Sf + mn ·8(f). 
. 1 n , 1-
s s 
Our aim is to show that the family f + L Aivi + a(h - L Aivi) is (k + x:)-trivial. 
i.t i·t 
It is enough to prove 
(1·2:7) Lemma: The family F=(f + h1 + ah2, a) is (k+K)-trivial, where 
k+l k+t k+t+K 
h1 E mn ·8(f) and h2 E mn ·8(f) n Td R,sf + mn ·8(f). 
Proof of lemma: By Thorn-Levine (1·1:31) it is enough to show that 
R S - k+t+K 
so there exist CXj E mn ' ~ E mp and hOE mn ·8(f) such that 
k+1+K 
The term on the second line is an element of mn ·8(f) and the result follows. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma and hence of the theorem. Theorem I: 1 
follows by putting K = 1. [] 
Note: since the proof depends on constructing a k-trivial unfolding the theorem also 
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is valid for ~IR-equivalence. 
(1·2:8) Example: Let f(x,y) = (xy, x2, y2) and K = 1 (II·5:2). Then 
For s ~ 1, 
g E ~2Sf => g E ~2s+1(xy + LAjX2S+1-jyj., x2 + ay2s+1, y2 + bx2s+1)_ 
and g E ~2s+1f => g E ~2s+2(xy, x2, y2). 
.. 
In particular g E ~2f => g E ~3(xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3, x2+ fy3, y2+ ax3). 
The determinacy degree comes from 
(1."2:9) Theorem (proof of 1:2): Suppose that f is finite, k ~ p, {Vt, ... , vJ as in 1,2:6 
and {Vt, .. " vt} ~ {VI"'" vs}. 
s 
a) If i)-iii) hold then f+,:E A.iVi is {k+1)-determined: 
l-t 
") ,_/k+t ~'\ ,_/ k+2 { } 
11 T~ (f+ . .lJ I\.ivi) ~ T~ f + 'ffi,n ,8(f) + a:. Vt" .. , vt ' 1=1 
iii) for values A.i:/: 0, vi = «Vi) 1 , ... , (Vi)P> 
s s k~ 
Proof: We show that Td' (f+ :E A.·v. + h) = Td (f+ :E A..v.) for all hE 'ffi, ·8(f), 
'tIl 'tIl n 1- . 1-
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Then 'equivalence follows from 1·1 :28. 
.. ,_/ f ~ ~ k+2 8 By 11) T~ ( + ~r..l·Vl· + h) + 'Ii\, . (0 
. 1 n 1= 
+ (f +. ~ "-iVi + h)· 'Ii\, p{fiO/oYs: 1 S r, SSp} 
1=1 
+ {(f +. ~ Aivi + h)qfi%Y s: 1 S q, r, Ssp}. 
1=1 
k+2 But (h)qfi%Ys e f*'Ii\,p''Ii\,n .8(0, 
and by iii) for Ai:/: 0 (vi)qfr'%Ys e f*'Ii\,p.T.st'2.2f + f*'Ii\,p,{vl"'" Vt}, 
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s 
so that f*m p.rof(mp·9(p» 5: (f+. L AiVi+ h)-rof(m p·9(p» 
1-1 
and 
s k~ k~ 
Td(f +.L AiVi+h) + f*ffip'ffin ·9(f) 2 mn ·9(f) I-I 
This concludes the proof. o. 
s s 
Td(f+ LAivi+h) = Td(f+ LAiVi)' we can apply Mather's lemma to each 
i=1 i-I 
s s 
connected submanifold {f+ L Aivi+ ah: a e IR}, that is f+ L Aivi also has determinacy 
i-I i-I 
degree k + K with respect to dlR-equivalence. 
For the rest of this section we calculate the new tangent space with the aim of using 
k-triviality to reduce the number of parameters. 
Recall that 
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where the ui are of the fonn given in 1·2:3. 
(1·2:10) Definition: Let A = (Alt ... tAs)' Define dQJ and nQJ by 
dQJ = dim a: T~(k+K)(f + q), 
( 
k+K+I) k+K+1 
= t - nQJ + dim a: T ~ R.Sf + mn ·9(0 Imn ·9(0 
where nQJ is the number of relations of the form 
(1·2:11) Lemma: If IlmE a: satisfy 
then 












t S t s 
L Jlmum(f + L AiVi) - L JlmUm(f) E Tdk+K(f + L AiVi)' 
m=t i-t m-t i-t 
There are n(Q) such relations. 
(1·2:12) Lemma: Suppose that k+l ~ K. Then for each m there exist ~~ e ~t 
mRS 
'1j E mn t ~i e mp such that 
s - n ma s s 
+ L A.(h. - L C1. '-a L A·V+ f·(~) - (f + L A.V')·(~»)' 
. 1 1 1 • -lJ x.' 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 
1= Joa 1 J 1- 1-
• k+K+t The term on the second hne is an element of m ·e(f). 
n 
. s 





If urn E cof(mp·9(p)) then urn(f + L Aivi) - urn(f) is of the fonn 
i-I 
• 2k+2 k+1C+I 
Expand the polynomial, bearing in mind that mn ·9(f) ~ mn ·9(f); 
we get a polynomial of the fonn 
For example 
s s s s s s 
(f+ L Aov.).(f+ L Aov.).. - (f)-(f)o. = (f)o( L Aov.)..+ (f)o.( L Aov.). + ( L Aovo)o( L Aovo)o • 
. 1 IlJ . 1 IlJ J J J. 1 I1J J. 1 IlJ . 1 I1J. 1 I1J 1- 1= 1- 1= 1= 1-
s 
s s 2k+2 
and (L AOvo)o( L Aov.).. E mn .9(f) • 
. 1 1 IJ • 1 IIJ 1= 1= 
The sum is LAo[(f)o(v.)..+(f)o,(vo)o] . 
. 1 1 J IJ J IJ 
. 1-
F h 1 k+l • or eac e ement Xt E mn ·S(f) there eXist ci.t e a: such that 
t R S 
so for each Xt there exist <1j e mn t ~t E mp such that 
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The result follows by substitution and collecting tenns. c. 
(1·2:13) Theorem: If k + 1 ~ 1C we can write 
where d = dQJ-d(Q), a~ ., ... , l., b~.E ~ for alli,j, c and {ul(f), ... ,ut,(f)} is linearly 
-lJ -lJ IJ 
. k+K+l 
mdependent over Ts/ R.Sf + mn .9(f). 
. k+K+l k+K+l 
Then dQJ = dim t [Ts/ R.sf + mn 9 (f»)/mn 9(f) + t' + d. 
Proof: Recall that 
s k+K+l {S S 1 T~+K(f + . L Aivi)=Ts/ R.Sf+mn ·9(f) + ~ ul(f + . L Aivi), ... ,ut(f + . L Aivi)f 
I-I 1-1 I-I 
By (2·11) for each m, 
SSm k+K+t 
um(f + L Aivi) = um(f) + L A1·a .. vJ .• modulo Ts/ R Sf+m ·9(f) 1· t .. t IJ • n ... IJ-
If ~ C k+K+ t . etc m . . 
Ilmum(f) E Ts/ R Sf+mn ·9(f) wnte b .. = l: Ilm3.. so that m-t • IJ m-t 'J 
c. 
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(1·2:14) Example: Let 
f( x, y) = (x2+ fy3, y2+ ax3, xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3). 
Write p(x,y) = x2+ fy3, q(x,y) = y2+ ax3, r(x,y) = xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3. 
Then Td3f = O::{p.%X, q·%y, r·%Z} + a:{( 2x3, 0, x2y), (2x2y, 0, xy2), 
(2xy2, 0, y3),( 0, 2x2y, x3), (0, 2xy2, x2y), (0, 2y3, xy2), 
( - 2fy3, 3ax3, 2bx3 + cx2y - ey3), 
(3fy3, -2ax3, -bx3 + dxy2+ 2ey3), 
( _4ey3, 0, -5ax3 + 8bx2y + 6cxy2 + 4dy3), 
( 0, -4bx3, 4cx3 + 6dx2y + 8exy2 - 5fy3) }. 
Here d(f + q) = 15 + rank M(A.), where M(A.) is the matrix whose rows are the last 4 
elements and A. = (a, b, c, d, e, f). 
We ma~ n~t always have d® > d(O) but for a large class of map ... germs the strict 
inequality always holds. These are weighted homogeneous map-germs: 
(1·2:15) Definition: Suppose (Wt, ... ,wn) is an n-tuple of positive integers. 




... x: where Wtit + ... + wnin = d 
then f is weighted homogeneous (Of degree d with respect to the weights (Wt, ... ,wn»). 
IT f = (ft, ... , fp) : (<<:n,O) -+ «:P then f is weighted homogeneous with respect to weights 
(Wt, .. ·,wn) if each coordinate function fi is weighted homogeneous with respect to 
these weights. The coordinate functions need not have the same degrees. 
We give the well-known result : 
(1.2:16) Lemma: Suppose f is weighted homogeneous with respect to weights 
(Wt,· .. ,wn)· IT ~ is the degree of fi then 
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Proof: The result follows from the observation that 
(1.2:17) Proposition: Suppose f is as above, {v1"'" vJ is a transverse section for 
Td' kf over Td k+~f and each vi = 'Jid/dYj is a monomial not of degree ~. 
s 
Then d(f+ L Aivi) > d(f). 
i-I 
s 
Proof: Let fA, = f+. L Aivi' Then clearly 
I-I 
Hence 
iU inJ S 
If vi = xt .. ,xn d/aYji then the sum is . Ll Ai(Wti t.i+ ... +wnin.i - dji )Vi. 1-
Since the vi are linearly independent over Td' kf, this is not an element of 
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except when Ai(Wti1,i+ ... +wn~.i - dji) = 0 for each i. 
But (wti1,i+ ... +wnin.i - dji ) :F 0 for each i so this holds only when A.i = 0 for all i.D. 
(1·2:18) Proof of 1:3 : if s= 1, f is weighted homogeneous and v = Vt is as in 
1·1:17 then 
Td' k+t(f+AV) = Td' k+tf + G:{AV}. 
The submanifold {f + AV : A. e G:\ {O}} lies in a single d' k -~rbit. 
Proof: by (2·12) and (2·16) 
k+t k+2 { } Td' (f + AV) = Td' 2,2f + 'ffi,n ·9(f) + G: Ut(f) + AatV, .•• ,ut,(f) + A~.v, Aav . 
where a:F O. 
It follows that Td' k+l(f+AV) = Td' k+l f +G:{AV}. 
The submanifold {f + AV : A e G:\ {O}} satisfies the conditions of Mather's lemma so 
lies in a single orbit so without loss of generality, A. = t .. 
Note: for d'1R-equivalence there are at most two orbits and without loss of 
generality A. = ± 1. 
s 
More generally, if d(f+.1: A.ivi) > d(f) then we can construct a k-trivial unfolding of 
1=1 
s 
the map-germ f + 1: A.·v" 
o 1 1 1 1-
a) If F).,(!, t) = (fW + . f <Pi(t)viW, t) is an unfolding satisfying 
1=1 
S c 
ap = 1: CPI·(a)b •• vJo and CPl'(O) = AI' 
'0 1 IJ IJ-
[] 
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then F).. is k+K:-trivial, 




We frrst show that if F is an unfolding with a Pi = L <pi(a)b~ .vJ' then it is k-trivial. ~ .. t IJ IJ-
By 1·1:31 this follows if 
s c - k+K+t 
L <Pi(a)b, ,vJ' E tFa(m .'V(n+1) + co?(m ''V(p+1» + mn .<p(F). ij-t IJ n p. 
etc k+K+t 
Recall that in 1·2:13, there exist Jlm such that L Jlmum(f) E Ts/ R,Sf+mn ·8(f). 
m-t 
m mRS 
Now for each m (1·2: 12) there exist ~j E G:, qj E m n , ~m E mp such that 
s (- n ma s ( s )) 
+ .~ Ai hi - .~ <1ja-:-.~ Aivi + f*(~m) - (f + .~<pi(a)vi)·(~m) . 
I .. t J-t xJ I-t I-t 
It follows that 
~ m k+K+t .~ AiaiJ'Vj+ um(f) E tP(m .'V(n+1»+co?(m ''V(p+1»+mn '<p(F) IJ-t n P 
We use the same technique as in 1·2:12 to show that 
t c S m k+K+t 
so that L Ilm.~ Ai~ ,vJ' E tP(m ''V(n+1» + co?(m ·'V(p+1» + m '<p(F) m-t IJ-t J n p n 
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1 c S m S c 
but L ~m L Ai~ .Vj = L Aib .. Vj and k-triviality follows. 
m-t ij-t J ij-t IJ 
It remains to show that such a deformation exists. 
We can perform a change of basis so that B(c) = (b~.) is transformed to a matrix IJ 
A(c) which is in Jordan Normal Form, 
E· 1 1 0 · 0 0 
At 0 . 0 0 E· 1 1 · 0 0 
0 A,.. 0 0 0 E· 1 • 0 0 
i.e. A(c)= 
. . 
where each matrix Ai is of the form 
. . . . . . . 
0 0 . Ar 0 0 0 · E· 1 1 
0 0 0 
· 
0 E· 1 
and Ej is an eigenvalue of A(c). 
(1.2:20) Lemma: If A(c) is in Jordan Normal Form at A. th°en the vector field 
S C S 
. ~ AibjJ. Vj has integral curves ft(A) = f +. 1:: CPi(t)vi' where Ilj: a: ~ a: is of the form 
IJ-l 1-1 
eelpj(A,t), Ei are the eigenvalues of A and p(A,t) are polynomials in t satisfying 
Pj(A,O) = A.j. 
Proof: Suppose that A is the fust block, being j x j with eigenvalue E. 
We get a system of equations 
-dd CPi(t) = ECPi(t)+ CPi+l(t), 1 Si Sj-1, .!CPjo(t) = Ecpjo(t). t dt 0 




Et A. m A. 1 m-1 ... ...) h .. <Pi(t) = e (-1. t + J- t + ... +l\.i+1t+l\.i' were m=J -1. 
m! (m-1)! . 
A similar solution exists for each remaining block. 0. 
Definition: the submanifold S ~ «:8 is a transversal submanifold if for every A there 
8 0" 
is a k+1C-trivial unfolding FA~' t) = (fW + . L <Pi(t)viW , t) and a point tA such that 
1=1 
8 
(<P1(tA), ... , <Ps(tA» E S. Then every map-germ of the form f + L Aivi : A E ~8 is k+K-i ... 1 
8 
equivalent to one of the form f + L Aivi : A E S. 
i ... 1 
We can always find a transversal submanifold: 
consider <Pj(t) = eEilpj(t) from the unfolding of the case of B in Jordan Normal form; 
a) if Pj :J Aj then a solution p/t) = 0 exists and every unfolding intersects 
<Pj = 0, 
b) if Pj = Aj :J 0, then <Pj(t) = AjeEit and the unfolding intersects <Pj = 1. Hence 
every unfolding intersects S = (<pj = 1) U (<pj = 0). 
There are many other possible choices for a transversal submanifold. When we 
perform the inverse transformation to return to the original matrix B these transversal 
submanifolds transform to transversal submanifolds for B. 
(1·2:20) Example: Let f( x, y) = (x2+ fy3, y2+ ax3, xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3). 
Write p(x,y) = x2+ fy3, q(x,y) = y2+ ax3, r(x,y) = xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3. 
Then T~3f 3 ( -4ey3, 0, -Sax3 + 8bx2y + 6cxy2 + 4dy3). 
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Let F(x, y, t) = (x2+ f(t)y3, y2+ a(t)x3, xy + b(t)x3 + c(t)x2y + d(t)xy2 + e(t)y3) 
where a(t) = ao, 
b(t) = -5aot + bo-
c(t) = -20aot2 + 8bot + cO-
d(t) = -403ot3 + 24bot2 + 6cot + do, 
e(t) = -403ot4 + 32bot3 + 12cot2 + 4dot + eO' 
f(t) =.323ot5 - 32bot4 - 16cot3 - 8dot2 - 4eot + fOe 
By 1·2:19 F is a 3-trivial unfolding. Further f(t) = ° has roots in «: except when 
° = 30 = bO = Co = do = eo (this is not the case for st'"1R-equivalence). 
Consequently (x2+ fy3, y2+ ax3, xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3) is d-equivalent to one 
.. 
of 
(x2, y2+ ax3, xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3) or (x2+ fy3, y2, xy). 
Without the k-triviality theorem we have to use Mather's lemma and check that the 
dimension of Td3(x2+ f(t)y3, y2+ a(t)x3, xy + b(t)x3 + c(t)xry + d(t)xy2 + e(t)y3) is 
independent of t (an unpleasant task). 
3 ' Also Td (x2, y2+ ax3, xy + bx3 + cx2y + dxy2 + ey3) 3 (0, 3ax3, 2bx3 + cx2y - ey3), 
(0, -2ax3, -bx3 + dxy2 + 2ey3), (0, -4bx3, 4cx3 + 6dx2y + 8exy2). 
Note that these are tangent to (f = 0). Hence we can apply the theorem again by 
integrating (0, -4bx3, 4cx3 + 6dx2y + 8exy2) say - see II·5: for further details. 
s 
Consider the set {L Al'b~ .vJ': 1 ~ c ~ d}. By 1·2:19 applied to c = 1 there exists a .. 1 IJ IJa 
transversal submanifold S, i.e g ~ f :} g is (k +K)-equivalent to a map-germ 
s 
f + . L Aivi' A E S. 
1 .. 1 
s c 
To proceed further we need to find vector fields tangent to S. If any of the L Aib .. 
.. 1 IJ IJ-
have components tangent to S which are of the same form 
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s (Le. :E Aib~'VJ' = ABy for some matrix B) then we can apply 1·2:19 to one of these 
.. 1 IJ IJ-
components and find a new transversal submanifold S' ~ S. We therefore ask: 
Can we find a transversal manifold S so that the components of the remaining vector 
s 
fields which are tangent to S are still of the form L A.l·b~ .vJ'? .. 1 IJ IJ= 
If the answer is yes then we can apply the theorem as long as we have any vector 
fields left. 
Note:. the unfolding is also k-trivial for S¥.""IR-equivalence but there may not be 
transversal submanifolds since these depend on_ the existance of so~utions t~ equations 
which may not necessarily have real roots. 
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1·3 : Map-germs with a i-dimensional instability locus. 
We look at what we may deduce about the structure of 8(f)/Tdf from its Krull 
dimension and multiplicity. 
If 8(f)/T~f has Krull dimension 1 then L = Supp(S(f)/Tdef) is 1-dimensional and 
for large c 
di~8(f)/Tdf+f*mc.8(f) = ec + constant, p 
where e is the multplicity. 
Denote by o(h) the order of an element of 8(f), i.e. the largest value of k satisfying 
. .' . 
(1·3:1) Lemma: there exists a value c and a sequence of polynomials 
s s s . 
{Pt' P2'''·' Pe: s ~ 0} satisfying the following: 
ii) for each j, s, 
iii) for each a and At , ... ,Ae, 
e 0' c+cr+t k 0' k j~t AjPj E T~f + f*mp ·8(f) + mo·S(f) ~ Pj E m o·8(f) if Aj I: O. 
Proof: for sufficiently large values of c, 
dima: S(f)/T~f + f*mc.S(f) = ec + constant. p 
Choose the least value for which this holds. 
Then for cr ~ 0, dima: (T~f + f*m;+<J.8(f»)/(T~f + f*m;+cr+t.S(f») = e. 
o 0 0 
We choose {Pt' P2'''.' Pel so that 
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e 0 c+l k 0 k 
b) .:E AjPj E T~f+f*m .8(f)+mn·8(f) # Pj E m n·8(f) if Aj f: O. J=1 P 
To find elements satisfying b) consider the fact that there exists a value kt such that 
kl c+1 
mn ·8(f) ~ T~f + f*m ·8(f). Then the set of elements p 
c c+1 {u: U E T~f + f*m ·8(f), U ¢:. Tdf + f*m ·8(f)} p p 
o 
has at least one member of maximal order. Choose one and call it Pt. 
. c c+t 0 
The set {U:UE Tdf+f*m ·8(f), u¢ Tdf+f*m .8(f)+G:{pt}} has a member of p p 
maximal order. Choose one and call it P~. Continue until we have e elements. These 
elements satisfy b) since if 
e 0 c+l k 
.L AJ'PJ' E Tdf + f*m ·8(f) + m n·8(f) J=t P 
let i be the largest value of j such that Aj f: O. Then 
o c+t k 0 
Pi E Tdf + f*mp ·8(f) + m n·8(f) + G:{Pj: j < i}. 
Then there exists h E m~.8(f) such that 
c c+t O. Consequently, hE Tdf + f*m ·8(f) but h ¢ Tdf + f*m ·8(f) + <c{p.: j < I}. 
P P J 
S. 0 . 0 k mce Pi IS of maximal order in this set we must have Pi E m n·8(f). Also, for each 
pO ·th.. 0 0 0 k j WI J < 1, O(Pj) ~ o(Pi)' so j < i implies that Pj E m n·8(f). 
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C c+l 0 0 0 
Then Tst""f + f*m ·9(f) = Tdf + f*m ·9(f) + f*0p'{Pl' P2'"'' Pel p p 
o 0 0 0' 0' O'} •• d' . 
Now suppose that we have found {Pl' P2'"'' Pe, ... , P1' P2"'" Pe satIsfymg con ItlOns 
ii) and iii) with 
0'+1 0'+1 0'+1 . 
We find new elements {P1 ,P2 , ... , Pe } usmg the above procedure. 
. C+O' c+a+ 1 0' 0' 0' 
Then Td'f + f*m ·9(f) = Td'f + f*m ·9(f) + a:{P1' P2"'" Pel p p 
c+a+2 0' 0' 0' 0'+ 1 0'+ 1 a+ 1 
= Tdf + f*m ·O(f) + a:{P1' P2"'" Pe, P1 ,P2 , ... , Pe } p 
c. 
(1·3:2) Lemma: if {p~, P~'"'' P:: s ~ 0} is chosen as in 1·3:1 then there exists a. value 
leo such that -for k ~ ka, 
k s s s s 
Tdf + mn·O(f) = Tdf + a:{P1' P2'"'' Pe : o(Pj) ~ k}. 
leo c Proof: Let ka be the least value such that mn ·O(f) ~ Tdf + f*m ·O(f). p 
,_/ S S S s k 
Clearly, T~ f + a:{P1' P2'"'' Pe: o(Pj) ~ k} ~ Tdf + mn·O(f). 
To prove the converse, observe that 
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k s e s s 
so for each he mn·S(f), there exist Aj such that h - :E. AjPj E Tdf. 
s ~ 001 = 1 
Let (J be the least value such that ~cr :I 0 for some j (1 ~j ~ e). 
e cr cr c+o+l 
Then h - :E ~ Pj E Tdf + f*m ·S(f) so j=l P 
It follows from this that 
k s k+1C+l 
and that g _ f => g,... f + LAj,SPj modulo 'li\,n ·S(f) for some Aj,s and 
This gives a particularly simple result in the case that f is weighted homogeneous 
s 
and e = 1. We let PI = Ps. 
(1·3:3) Proposition: if e = 1 and f is weighted homogeneous then there exists a 
value leo and a sequence of monomials {Ps: s ~ O} as in 1·3:1 such that 
ii) if g ~ 0 f then either g ~ f, 'V k, or g,... f + Ps for some s ~ 0, 
iii) each f + Ps is o(ps)-detennined (so is sufficient). 
D. 
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Hence if g k 0 f then either g k f, V k, or g is finitely detennined so f is a weak 
- -
stem. 
Proof: we choose a sequence {Ps: s ~ OJ as in 1·3:1. Then by 1·3:2 there exists leo 
such that 
k c~ 
k ~ leo => Td"f + 'ffi,n·9(f) = Td"f + «:{Ps : o(Ps) ~ Ie} = Td"f + f*'ffi,p ·9(f), 
where 0' is the least value of s such that o(Ps) ~ k. 
Then without loss of generality, the pS are monomials, since if h = h1 + h2' where 
k C~ . 
h, h1' h2E 'ffi,n·8(f) then h, h1' h2 E Td"f + f*'ffi,p ·8(1), so we can replace Ps by a 
suitable component. 
Let o(s) = o(ps)' 
Then 
. 0(s)-1 o(s) 
so by 1:1, If g _ f then g _ f+APs for some A E «:. 
Now f is 'Yeighted homogeneous, and we can choose leo so that o(s) ~ leo implies 
that Ps cannot have the same degree as fj for any j. 
Thus, by 1:3, 
o(s)+ 1 o(s)+ 1 
Td"(f+APs) + 'ffi,n ·8(f) = Td"f + 'ffi,n ·9(f) + «:{APs} 
so that, without loss of generality we may assume that A = 1. 
Finally, we check the hypotheses of 1:2 for A = 1. It is clear that hypothesis ii) 
, . 
holds. By 1·2:4 there exists a value k1 such that 
kl 
'mn ·9(t) n Tdf ~ f*mp·Td"f ~ Ts'i.2f. 
Increase leo if necessary, so that leo ~ k t • ' 
Then 
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0(s)+1 o(s) ( o(s)+1 ) o(S) 
Td2.2f+(C{pSJ+mn ·S(f) ;2 mn ·S(f)(') T~f+(C{ps}+mn ·S(f);2 mn ·S(f) 
so c), and hence iii) holds, and 
0(s)+1 T~f + f*mp'{ps} = T~f + (C{Pj: j > s} = mn ·S(f) + T~f. 
Thus b), and hence i) holds. It follows that f + Ps is o(s)-detennined. D. 
We note the obvious result 
(1·3:4) Corollary: if f also satisfies the condition g k f, V k => g...., f then f is a 
-
stem. 
This is the case when j2t' = (x, y2, 0) - this is proved in II·2:5. 
We also note the obvious adjacency relations 
••• -+ f + Ps+ 1 --+ f + Ps --+ f + PS-l -+ ••• 
We use this proposition to obtain families for weak stems, which are presented in 
the following table. A striking feature of these is the relations which occur between 
the terms Ps' The calculations for these examples will be found in chapter n. 
Table 1. Some weak stems and their families. 
weak stem family relation f-t(l:) 
(x, y2, y3) (x, y2, y3+ xky) Ps = xps-l y=o 
(x, y2, x2y) (x, y2, x2y + y2k+l) Ps = y2ps-l x=o 
(x, y2, xy3) (x, y2, xy3+ xky) Ps = xPs-l y=o 
• (x, y2, x3y + x2y3) (x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + y2k+l) Ps = y2ps-l x=o 
• (x, y\ x4y + 2x2y3 + yS) (x, y2, x4y + 2x2y3 + y5 + xky) Ps = xps-l x2+y2= 0 
• (x, y2, x4y + x2y3) (x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + y2k+l) Ps = y2ps-l x=o 
• (x, y2, x2y3 + yS) (x, y2, x2y3 + yS + xky) y=o Ps = xps-l 
(x, xy, y3) (x, xy + y3k+2, y3) Ps = y3ps_1 x=o 
• (x, xy +y3, xy2) (x, xy +y3, xy2 + y3k+ 1) Ps = y3ps_1 x=o 
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weak stem family relation f1(L) 
• (x, xy +y3, xy2 + y4) (x, xy +y3, xy2 + y4 + y2k) Ps = y2ps-l Y(X+y2) = 0 
• (x, xy +y3, xy4) (x, xy +y3, xy4 + y3k+2) Ps = y3ps_1 x=O 
(x, xy_y4, y6) (x, xy_y4, y6 + y3k+l) Ps = y3ps_1 x_y3= 0 
• (x, x2y + y3, xy2) (x, x2y + y3, xy2 + y3k+l) Ps = y3ps_1 X= 0 
• (x, y3, x2y + y4) (x, y3, xry + y4 + y3k+2) Ps = y3ps_2 x2+y3= 0 
(x, y3, x2y + y4 + xy3k+2) Ps - xps-l )( 
• (x, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4) (x, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4 + xky2) Ps = xps-l x2y_y3=O 
)( note that x.xy3k+2= x2y3k+2; since (x2+y3)y3k+2 E Tdf this is equivalent to y3k+4. 
• these families are listed in Table 7. 
All the weak stems are listed in Tables 2-5. 
The existance of the relations should not be surprising since for eacho s 
Ps+l E f*mp'{ps} + Tdf, 
so that Ps+l - fiPs for some i, say i = 1;0 this is the same i for each s since e = 1 
implies that r, is smooth so that without loss of generality, r, = V(Y 2,"'Yp) and 
hence fips e Tdf for 2 SiS p. The example (x, y3, x2y + y4) indicates that this 
relation is not in general the simple case Ps+l - rps for some r e On' However, note 
that this is also the only example where f-1(L) is not smooth. It seems likely from 
the data above that when f-1(1:) is smooth the simple relation occurs. 
There is some evidence to suggest that some sort of relation always occurs and that 
it is 0 related to the ideal which defines f-1(1:): 
for example f = (x, xy +y3, xy2 + y4). Then f-1(1:) = V(xy +y3). 
It is apparent (U·3:7) that (xy +y3)8(f) ~ Tdf. Now xka/aYj e °Tdf for all k, j so 
by necessity we choose Ps e y8Cf). Since 
(xy +y3)8(f) ~ Tdf and (xy2 + y4)8(f) ~ Tdf 
we are left with Ps+l - xPs - y2ps since (x+y2)PsE Tdf. But Ps+l = y2ps is the 
relation observed. Similar behaviour can be observed in other cases. 
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A future research problem might be to try to determine whether such relations always 
occur, and what form they might take if they do. 
We note that 
Td(f+ps) = Tdf + «:{Pj: j ~ s} = Td(f+Ps+l) + «:{Ps} 
and hence cod Td(f+ps) = cod Td(f+Ps+l) +1. 
Proposition 1·3:3 no longer holds if we drop the hypothesis that f is weighted 
homogeneous: 
for example let f= (x,y2,x8y+x7y3+x5y5+x2y9+ay2k+l) (11-2:16). 
Then f has e = 1 and if j 12h= f then 
hE d 2k+1(x, y2, x8y +.x7y3 + x5yS + x2y9 + ay2k+l) 
but Td(x, y2, x8y + x7y3 + x5y5 + x2y9 + ay2k+l) 1J (0,0, y2k+3) so is not (2k+1)-
determined. 
However, (x, y2, x8y + x 7y3 + xSyS + x2y9 + ay2k+l) is (2k+6)-determined. 
The next step would be to try and show that 
h - (x, y2, x8y + x 7y3 + xSyS + x2y9 + ay2k+l + by2k+3) 
for some a:/: 0, some bE «:. 
We conjecture that the new normal form should be 
k g _ f, 'V k, or g - f + AlPs + A2Ps+l + ... + ArPs+r for some s, r ~ 0, Al :/: 0. 
If we drop the hypothesis that e = 1 the behaviour is more complicated: 
for example let 
f = (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 3y4) and g = (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + y4) (11.2:8 and n.2:10). 
Both of these have e = 2' , 
if j4h= f then either hE k Q odkf or h - (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + yk) and is k-
determined, 
if j4h = g then it is possible to have h _ (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2 + (x+y2)y2k+l), 
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which is neither finitely determined nor ~equivalent to g. 
The fundamental difference between these map-genns is that 
lk(e(f)/T~f) = 1 and lk(e(f)/T~ g) = 2. 
In chapter m we shall show that lk(e(f)/T~f) = 1 corresponds to a particular 
geometric condition for ~ and in view of this we make the conjecture that in 
Proposition 1·3:3 we can replace the hypothesis e = 1 by the hypothesis 
e = J.lO(~f)' 
The ~ondition lk(e(f)/T~f) = 1 means that the localised module (e(f)/T~f)p(k) has 
only one generator, so that all the generators of e(f)/T~f must collapse onto this 
one (here p(~) denotes the prime ideal which defines ~). It is not clear how to use 
- . 
this infonnation, though. 
The general conjecture is 
i) if e = J.lo(~) and ~ is irreducible then f is a stem, 
.. ) th . . {s s S 
11 ere IS a sequence of polynOmIals PI' P2"'" Pe: s ~ OJ, and values k, r such that 
if g ~ f then either g - f or 
f + . s S S r S + r s + r s+ r 
g- Al.sPI +~.sP2 + ... +Ae.sPe + ... +Al.s+rPI +~.s+rP2 + •.. +Ae.s+rPe 
for some s, r ~ 0, (some) Ai.s f: O. 
This is a problem for funher research. 
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Chapter II: Map-germs (~2, 0) -+ (a:3, 0). 
11·1 : Introduction and Summary of Results. 
The main aim of this chapter is to inspect map-germs with dim l: = 1 so as to 
improve our understanding of such germs and their classifications and to suggest 
further areas of research. There are two main questions which interest us both for 
stems and for map-germs which fail to be stems: 
i) how is the classification related to the multiplicity of Tdf? 
ii) how are these related to the geometry; in pOilrticular what are 1: and f0 1(l:) 
like? 
There are two ways in which we may proceed. The first is to construct map-germs 
with particular properties that we wish to examine; the second is to perform a 
systematic classification. The second method has the advantage that we may find 
map-germs with properties we did not expect but has the disadvantages that there is 
no obvious stopping point and that it may not yield map-germs having a particular 
property that we may wish to investigate. The bulk of this chapter (II.2-II·S) is 
taken up in extending the classification started in [Mond 1] and in the inspection of a 
few extra map-germs. The aim of looking at many different types of map-germ and 
the aim of achieving a systematic classification have proved somewhat incompatible 
with the aim of restricting the length of the chapter; we hope that we have reached 
an acceptable compromise. 
(I1·1:1) Results. 
We extend the ~invariant stratification of 1:1 J r(2,3), (the set of r-jets in 1:1 J r(2,3) 
of rank 1) for r ~ 2, calculated by Mond ([Mond 1]). In [Mond 1) the map-germs are 
classified over IR, i.e. dlR = Aut(1R2, 0) x Aut(1R3, 0). We classify over 
da: = Aut(a:2, 0) x Aut(a:3, 0). We also include a stratification of some map-germs 
having corank 2. The move from dlR to da: results in the collapsing of some of 
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Mond's strata, for example the map-germs (x, y3_x2y, xy2) and (x, y3, x2y + xy2) are 
~~-equivalent but not ~IR-equivalent. 
Since one of the aims is to investigate stems we generally only try to identify non-
stems rather than completing the stratification over them. We note that inspection of 
the tangent space is only sometimes useful in showing a map-germ is not a stem. 
Other methods, suggested in Chapter III can be more useful. 
We note, however, that as yet we have failed to determine whether or not the map-
germ (x, xy + xy3, y4) is a stem. 
(II: 1) Theorem: .. 
Figures 1 -3 give an d-invariant stratification of };t J r(2,3) for r ~ 2. 
Figure 4 gives an d-invariant stratification of };2J r(2,3) for r ~ 2. 
These figures will be found inside the back cover. 
Notation: i) f (underlined) indicates that f is sufficient, 
ii) Mond's stratification lies above and to the left of the red line, 
iii) frequently we can give a general form for a finitely determined map-
germ with a given k-jet: these general forms are given in the bottom 
row. We give only the sufficient fonns. 
In Tables 2-5 we present what we consider to be the important properties of our 
map-germs. These are summarised below. 
Recall that if Krull dim e(f)/T~f = 1 then there exists a value Co such that for 
c~co 
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(11:2) Theorem: Tables 2-5 give the following information for several map-germs 
having Krull dim e(f)/T ~f = 1 : 
i) the value cO, 
* c f m3"e(f)+T~f 
ii) a basis for for c ~ cO; if the multiplicity is not clear 
* c+l f m3 ·e(f)+T~f 
from this we sometimes give a second, equivalent basis. 
iii) The transporter ideal T(cO) = (Tdi", r* m~e(f)); since f* m~qe(f) is an ideal 
in 02 T(cO) is also an ideal in 02. 
iv) The multiplicity e, 
iv) the multiple curves and cuspidal edges appearing in the image f(a::2) together 
with their transversal types:- transversal types are defined below, 
v) whether there is a diagram of the image for the real map-germ, 
vi) a stratification over the germ and the determinacy degrees where calculated. 
To save space we write the basis elements in the form h.ei' h E 02' el = a/ax etc. 
We draw f(1R2) ~ 1R3 for some of the map-germs. In several cases a picture is of 
no help since the important features cannot be indicated: for example, (x, xy, y3) is 
1-1 at all points of 1R2 but has a triple curve in a::2. Other cases are very similar to 
those already drawn. The diagrams are on pages 56-58. 
Strata are given by f if f is sufficient or by s£k f if f is not k-determined. We do 
not calculate determinacy degrees for map-germs which are not sufficient except to 
indicate if they are not finitely determined. We omit the stratum doof in each case. 
Table 2 : Pf = (x, 'y2, 0). 
f is of the fonn (x, y2, f3). Reference II·2:n 
----------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
£3 Co basis 
.; . t xCyoc3 
x'ly • t Y 2c+t -<:J 






(x. 0) -+ (x. O. 0) 
(0. y) -+ (0. yl. 0) 
(x. 0) -+ (x. O. 0) 
(0. y) -+ (0. yl. 0) 
J,l-typc diagram stratification del n 
~ yes y3+ xcy c+t to 
~ yes x2y+ y2c+t 2c+t 11 
~ yes xy3+xcy c+l 12 
At 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
x3y 3 Y 2c+t -<:J ' 
xy 2c+t oC3 
x2 2 (0. y) -+ (0. yl.O) AS no x3y+ y2c+l 
~4c+l (x3y + x2~+1 ) 




x3y 3 y2c+loC:J x t (0.y)-+(O.y2.0) ~ yes x3y+x2.;+~+t 2c+l 15 
+ x2'; •• (-y2, y) -+ (-yl, yl. 0) At 
(x2 + y2fy·· 4 xCY-<:J x2+y2 t (x. ±ix) -+ (x, x2, 0) A3 no (x2 + y2)2y + xCy c+l 16 
• these map-germs arc listed in Table t. 
• these map-germs are listed in Table 7. 
f3 Co basis T(cO> e curve J,L-lypc diagram stratification del n 
-----------------------------------------------------~ --------------------------------------------.----
x4y + x2; x. 4 Y 2c+t "C:J x 
x2y3+r x. 3 xCy-e3 .; 
1 
1 
(x, ±ix) -+ (x, x2, 0) 
(0, y) -+ (0, fl, 0) 
(x, fu) -+ (x, x2,O) 
(x, 0) -+ (x, 0, 0) 
At no x4y + x2; + y2c+l 2c+1 17 
~ 
AI no X2r+r+xcy c+1 18 
~ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
x4y 4 xly 2c-t 0C:3. x3 3 (0, y) -+ (0, fl, 0) Ar no x4y+ flc+t 2c+1 21 
xy 2c-t "C:J. x4y + x21c-1 + y2c+t 2c+l 
y 2c+t -e3 ~2c+1 (x4y + x2y2c-t ) 00 
~2c+2(x4y + x,;c+l) 










(x, O}+(x, 0, 0) 
(0, y}+(o.l, 0) 






x2yl + x2cy + rc+ I 
~c+l(x2yl + xCy) 













x8Y+X7r 10 y2c+t"C:J x 
+ xSr+ x2.jJ 




no ~2c+1 (f3 +y 2c+l) between 22 
2c+ 3 and 2c+6 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.--.-
£3 Co basis T(co> 
xr •• 2 Y 3c+t.~ x 
Table 3 : f = (x, xy + y3, f3). Reference II·3:n 
e curves 
1 (0. Y) -+ (0. r. 0) 






stratification det n 
f + y3c+t.~ 3c+1 5 
- - - - ----- - - - -- - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - -- -- ------ - - -- ------ - ---- -----
xr+y4 •• 2 y2c+2~ 
or xCy2.~ 
y(x+r) 1 (x. 0) -+ (x. O. 0) 
(-r.y)-+ (-r.O.O) 
D4 yes f+y2c+2.~ _ 2c+2 7 
- - -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - --- - - --- - -- --- -- --- ------ ---- --- --
xrB4 • 2 2 Y 2c.~. Y 2c+t .~ 
or xCy.e3• xCy 2'e3 
3 (x+3r)2 2 (-3r.Y) -+ (-3r.-2r'-2Y4) ~ yes f+y2c.~ 2c 8.9 
f + y2c+t.~ 2c+1 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --- -- - --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ---- - -- -- - - - -- --- - - --- - - ---- ---------------
1 
xr+;;y4 2 
2 y 2c.e3• y 2c+t .~ 
or xCy.~. xC y 2.~ 
1 (x+r)2 2 (-r.Y) -+ (-r. 0'-2Y4) AS yes ~2c(f + y2c.~) 
f + y2c+t.~ 
f + (x+y2)y2c-t 
to. 11. 12_ 
2c+t 
DO 
--- - -- - -- ----- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - ----- ----- - - ---- ---
x these map-genns are listed in Table 1. 





Co basis T(cO> 
t Y 3c.~, y 3c+1 .~ x3 
y 3c+2.e3, xy 3c+2.~ 
t y3c+2.~ x 
x rhesc map-germs are listed in Table 1. 
• these map-germs are lisrcd in Table 7. 
e curves 
4 (0, y) .... (0, y3, 0) 





M3C+3{f + axy3c + by3c+3}C3) 
M 3c+1 f + rC+I.~) 





Table 4 : £ = (x, £2' (3). 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(f2• f3) Co basis T(cO> e curves JI-lypc diagram stratification del Ref 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(xy.yl) x t Y 3c+2.<2 x 
(xy, y4) 2 y 4c+2.<2 x2 
y 4c+3.c2• xy 4c+3.<2 
(xy + xyl. y4) t y 4c+2.<2. Y 4c+3.c2 x 
(xy - y4. y~ x 4 ylc+t.c3 x - yl 
t (0. y) -+ (0. 0, yl) . 
3 . 4 (0, y) -+ (0, 0, y ) 
2 (0, y) -+ (0, O. y4) 
t (yl. y) -+ (y3. 0, y~ 
D4 no f+ ~+2.<2 3c+2 3:4 
~ no nOlknown 3:24 
. X9 no nOlknown 3:25 
D4 no f + ~+t.t3 3c+t 3:27 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(x'ly + yl. t ylc+t.~ x t (0. y) -+ (0, yl. O) D4 no f + ylc+t.C:J 3c+t 4:3 
xr) •• 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(yl. x';) 2 ylc+t.~. 
xCy·c2 
x.; 2 (0, y) -+ (0. yl. O) 
(x. O) -+ (x, O. O) 
D4 
A2 
no d'3c+t(f + ylc+t.c3) 
f + (O.x3cy.ylc+t ) 





(yl. x2y) 2 Y 3c+t .~. Y 3c+2.~ x3 
xy 3c+2 .~. x2y 3C+2.~ 
t (0. y) -+ (0, yl. O) Jto no d'3c+t(f + y3c+t .c3} 
d'3c+2(f + ylc+2.c3> 
d'3c+3(f + ax2y3c+t.c3> 





(f2, f3) Co basis o T(co> e curves Jl-type diagram stratification det Ref 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------cr, x2y+y4).. 2 xcylo~ 
or rc+2oC:J if c even 
xrC+2o~ if c odd 
(x2y-yl, 1 Y 3c+2oez 
x2yl_y4) •• 
x2+r 1 (x,y): -+ (x, r, 0) D4 
x2+r = 0 
y(x2_yl) 1 (0, y) -+ (0,0, y3) D4 
Table 5 : f has corank 2. 
no 
f + xylc+2oe3 
yes 
. f + rc+z 0C:J 
3c+3 




f Co basis 
(xY+X3+X2y+cxyl.2 y3c+2 oez 
x2• r) : c(e + 4) I: 00 
• these map-genns are listed in Table 1. 
















Diagram 1. f(x, y) = (x, y2, y3). 
Diagram 2. f(x, y) = (x, y2, x2y). 
Diagram 3. f(x, y) = (x, y2, xy3). 
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. f) 3 2 34 Diagram S. (x, y = (x, xy + y , xy + 2i ). 
Diagram 6. f(x, y) = (x, xy + y3, xy2 + y4). 
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• 3 2 t 4) DIagram 7. f(x, y) = (x, xy + y ,xy + 2Y . 
Diagram 8.' f(x, y) = (x, x2y - y3, x2y2 _ y4). 
(II·1·2) The Transversal Type of L. 
(11·1·2:1) Definition ([P 3], p. 98) : suppose that f, g:(<<:o+l,O) -+ (<<:,0) have isolated 
singularities ~t O. If there exists a family {fl}' t E [0, 1] of genns fl:(a:o+1,0) -+ (<<:,0) 
of analytic functions with an isolated singular point at 0, such that the Milnor 
number Jl(fl,O) is constant, and fo = f, fl = g and F:«:o+lx[O, 1] -+ a: defined by 
F(x, t) = flex) is continuous, then f. and g are called U-homotopic. 
(11·1.2:2) Definition ([P 3), p. 98) : let f:(<<:o+l,O) -+ (<<:,0) be a genn of an analytic 
function with a singular locus (:E,O) , such that L is a genn of a non-singular curve. 
We say that the transversal u-type of f along L at 0 is constant if for every choice 
of local coordinates x, Yl' ... ' Yo such that L = V(Yl" .. ' Yo) the Jl-type of fl:(a:o,O)-+ 
(<<:,0) with fl(y) = f(t, y) is constant for all t sufficiently small. 
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(11·1·2:3) Proposition ([P 3], p.98): let f:(<<:n+l,O) -+ (<<:,0) be a germ of an analytic 
function with a one dimensional singular locus (L,O). Let (Ll , O), ... ,(L.-, 0) be the 
branches of (L, 0). The transversal Jl-type of f along Li is constant at all points of 
a punctured neighbourhood of 0 in Li. 
Transversal u-types for map-germs f:(<<:3 ,0) -+ (<<:,0) [A], p. 73 and p. 76. 
If local coordinates (X, Y, Z) on «:3 are such that L = V(Y, Z) the transversal type of 
L at ° is the Jl-type of ft(Y, Z) = f(t, Y, Z) for (sufficiently) small t. 
The Jl-types which occur in this thesis are the following: 
Table 6. Some transversal types. 
name map 
f(y, Z) = y2n+t + Z2 
f(y, Z) = y2Z+Z3 
f(y, Z) = y2Z+ Zk-t 
f(Y, Z) = y3 +ey2Z2 +aZ6: 
a(4e + 27a) :/: 0, e(e2 - 1) =0 









Calculation: the calculations of the transversal types for the map-genns in the tables 
are performed in TII·1. Frequently, it can be found simply by knowing the 
multiplicity. Note, however, thatthe relation between the multiplicity and the 
transversal type can be very complicated: for example, (x, xy, y4) and 
(x, xy + xy3, y4) both have tranversal type X9 but while for (x, xy, y4) e = 3, for 
(x, xy + xy3, y4) e = 2. One of the differences between these is that for (x, xy, y4) 
E = 0 and for (x, xy + xy3, y4) E:/: O. We expect that as the type becomes more 
complicated this behaviour will become more common, i.e. 'one' transversal type will 
correspond to several possible multiplicities. 
(11·1·3) Calculation of Modules. 
The map-genns included in this thesis fall into one of the categories 
f*'ll\,3·C!J2 = <x, y2>C!J2, f*'ffi,3·C!J2 = <x, y3)-02' f*'ll\,3·C!J2 = <x, y4>C!J2, f has corank 2. 
For map-genns satisfying f*'ffi,3·C!J2 = <x,y2)-02 we calculate Tdf according to the 
procedure developed in [Mond 1]. • 
In certain cases (e.g. (x, y3, 0» it is easy to calculate Tdf essentially by inspection. 
For finitely detennined map-genns we use the fact that 
k 
We calculate Ts{"k+Lr by computer for a sufficiently large k that 'll\,29(f) ~ Tdk+Lr. 
For the remaining corank 1 cases we start by calculating Tdkf for a large value of 
k by computer. From this we choose a module C which we hope will be equal to 
Tdf. We can check this using Nakayama's lemma (1.1:6) 
C = Tdf ~ C = Tdf + r*m3'C, 
These calculations are perfonned in appendix A. 
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Corank 2 cases are dealt on an individual basis. 
The remaining work consists of calculating Tdk(f+p(A, x, y». There are two ways of 
proceeding: 
i) specific calculation of Tdk(f+p(A, x, y» for given values of k by computer, 
ii) for general k use of the fact that 
k+t { Tdk(f + peA, x, y» = Tdlt2f + 'Jl'\,2 ·9(f) + a: xa(f+p)/ax, xa(f+p)/ay, ya(f+p)/ax, 
ya(f+p)/ay, (f+p)rej: 1 ~i,j ~3} . 
. The method of calculation is indicated for each example. 
(11·1·4) Computer Programs. 
The program currently exists in two fonns, module and param and runs on two 
computers, the Sun Workstation and the Apple 'Macintosh. . 
The frrst version, module, is designed to calculate a set of generators for the module 
k+t R S k+t 
Td"RtSf mod m 2 ·9(f) = tf(m29(2» + rof(m39(3» mod m2 ·9(0, 
for integers R, S, k and f(x, y) = (ft(x, y), f2(x, y), f3(x, y», where each fi is a 
polynomial in x and y with integer coefficients. 
The generators are simplified as far as possible before being displayed. The data may 
be saved to an external file. On the Macintosh only, the data can be printed directly 
from inside the program. 
The second version, param (for parameters) has the option that the polynomials may 
take parameter as well as integer coefficients. This version is primarily designed to 
I ~t k 
ca culate the modules Td"(f + peA, x, y» mod m 2 ·9(f), where p e mi9(0 and 
A. = Owt' •.. , "-r) are parameters. It has no facilities for storing products of coefficients, 
so care must be taken that tenns involving products lie in m~+t.9(f). 
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For example, let fA = (xy + ax3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3, X2, y2) where A. = (a, b, c, d). 
We can choose the terms xiyjafA/ax, xiyjafA/ay (i+j ~ R) as generators for 
R S 
tf(m26(2» so we can choose any value of R or k, but generators of rof(m36(3» 
S 
are of the form ~(fl' f2' f3) where ~ E m 36(3). 
Terms involving parameters are of degree 3 so 
2 6 k+l 
for rof(m36(3» or rof(m36(3» we must have m 2 ~ m 2 ·6(£), 
4 to k+t 
for rof(m36(3» we must have m 2 ~ m2 .9(£), etc. 
More details on the programs will be found in Appendix C. 
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II.2 : j2f = (X, y2, 0). 
We first state some result from {Mond 1]. 
(11.2:1) Theorem (4.1:1) : If g E d 2(x, y2, 0) then g is equivalent to a genn of the 
fonn 
(x, y) H (x, y2, yp(x, y2». 
(11.2:2) Definition: the map-genns p, q E. 02 are XT-eguivalent if there exists a 
function r E 02 and a diffeomorphism <P = (<Pl' <P2): (<<:2,0)-+ (<<:2,0) such that 
a) r(O, 0) j. 0, 
b) <Pl (x,-y) = <Pl (x, y) and <P2(x,-y) = -<P2(x, y), 
and 2 2 2 c) r(x, y )p(x, y ) = q(<Pl(x, y), <plx, y». 
\Ve prove a new result using the Artin approximation theorem: 
(II·2:3) Theorem: if p, q are k-XT- equivalent for all k then they are 
X T - equivalent. 
Proof: This is equivalent to finding r and 'I' = ('1'1' '1'2)' where 
<P = ('I'l(x, y2), Y'l'2(x, y2», 
which satisfy rex, y2)p(x, y2) = q('I'l(x, y2), y2'1';(x, y2» and ('I'l(x, y2), Y'l'2(x, y2» is a 
diffeomorphism. 
Thus we need to find r, 'I' satisfying 
2 (aX'V'l 2yay'l'1 ) 
rex, y)p(x, r) = q('I'l (x, y), y~(x, y» and det a 2 2a :f. m2' 
y x'I'2 '1'2+ Y y'l'2 
i.e. '1'2(0, O)ax'I' 1 (0,0) :f. O. 
This follows if we can find a solution (X(x, y), Y(x, y), Z(x, y» to the equation 
0= F(x, y, X, Y, Z) = Xp(x, y) - q(y, yZ2) 
which satisfies X(O, 0) :f. 0 and ZiJx Y j. 0 at (0, 0). 
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k 
The hypothesis says that this has solutions modulo 'ffi,2 for each k. Hence by 1·1:17 
a convergent solution exists. 
(11·2:4) Theorem (4.1:1). The map-germs 
(x, y) H (x, y2, yp(x, y2», (x, y) H (x, y2, yq(x, y2» 
are st'"-equivalent if and only if the function-germs p, q are ..,%'T -equivalent. 
(11·2:5) Corollary to II·2:3: if j2f' = (x, y2, 0) and f and g are k-st'"-equivalent for 
all k then they are d-equivalent. In particular, if f is a weak stem then it is a 
.-
stem. 
Proof: this follows immediately from the preceeding two theorems. 
Let h: a:;2 --+ a:;2 be the fold map (x, y) --+ (x, y2). 
(II·2:6) Theorem (4.1:16): suppose that p(O, 0) = O. Then 
T..,%'Tpoh = h·«xoxP, YOxP, YOyP, P>02) ~ m~ 
m 2 
and T~x, y2, ypoh) = T m2\{Y} +(m2+yT%Tpoh}e3 
o 
(11·2:7) General form for Td2,2f and rm3'Td f where f(x, y)=(x, y2, yp(x, y2»; 
m2 
Let A = m 2\{y}, B = 
o 
2 2 
m 2 \{y} 
223 
m 2 \ {xy, y ,y } , c = 
o 
2 2 
m 2 \{y} _ 
2 2 









If dxP = 0 then T~2.2f = D + (m~2.e3+ «xy, y3)T%Tpoh}e3· 
Proof: f*m3oTdt = f*m3·(A+(m~+YT%Tpoh}e3) 
= B + (m~2.e3+ «xy, y3)T%Tpoh}e3 
since yp(x, y2)yT%Tpoh ~ (m~2 
T 
and yp(x, y2)m2 ~ yh·(pm 2) ~ yT%Tpoh 
by definition of T%Tpoh. 
Now T~2;lf = f*m3·Tdf + a:{y2Clf/Clx,y2Clf/Cly} 
2 
Y 









Y poh + 2y dypoh 




We now start the classification of map-genns satisfying j2f = (x, y2, 0). We proceed 
by calculating the appropriate modules for each case and applying the theorems 1:1, 





hence g E d2f ~ 
gE d3f ~ 
gE d 4f ~ 
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f = (x, y2, 0). 
T..%'Tpoh = 0, 
D + (m~2.e3' 
g E ~3(x, y2, aox2y + a1y3), 
g E ~4(x, y2, aoX3y + a1xy3), 
g E ~5(x, y2, aoX4y + a1x2y3 + a2y5), 
and in general for k ~ 1 
gE d2kf ~ g E d 2k+t (x, y2, aox2ky + alx2k-2y3 + ... + aky2k+l), 
and g E d2k+1f ~ g E d2k+2(x, y2, aox2k+1y + alx2k-ly3 + ... + akxy2k+l). 
(11.2:9) 
where 
P2k+t = aox2ky + atx2k-2y~ + ... + aky2k+l, 
and P2k+2 = aox2k+ly+alx2k-ly3+ ... +akxy2k+l. 
{( 0 )( 0 )~ +«: 0 O. 2k 2 2k-l' 2k 2k+ 1 
2katx y + ..• + 2ak_1x y a1x y + ... + (2k+l)aky 
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{( 0 )( 0 )~ . 0 0 + «: 2k+t 2k+t' 2k+t 2k+ t . (2k+l)atx y + ... + akxy atx y + ... + (2k+l)akxy 
The unfoldings 
(x, y2, Laje2(k-J')tx2(k-Dy2j+t, t), (x, y2, I,aje2jtx2(k-j)y2j+l, t) 
are (2k+l)-trivial and the unfoldings 
(x, y2, L aje2(k-j)t x2(k-j)+ly2j+l, t) (x, y2, Laje2jtx2(k-j)+ly2j+l, t). 
are (2k+2)-trivial. 
Examples (x, y2, aoe2t x2y + a1y3, t), (x, y2, aox2y + a1e2ty3, t), 
(x, y2, aoe3tx3y + a1xy3, t), (x,.y2, aox3y + a1e2lxy3, t), 
(x, y2, aae4tx4y + a1e2tx2y3 + a2yS, t), 
(x, y2, aox4y + a1e2tx2y3 + ~e4tyS, t). 
In general the strata consist of the sets (x, y2, Pk) where any two non-zero 
. . 
coefficients of the Pk may be assumed to be 1 (see below for an example). 
Corollary: d 2(x, y2, 0) is a union of the following d-invariant strata: 
d 3(x, y2, x2y + y3) d3(x, y2, y3) d3(x, y2, x2y), 
d 4(x, y2, x3y+xy3) d4(x, y2, xy3) d4(x, y2, x3y) 
dS(x, y2, x4y + bx2y3 + yS) 
dS(x, y2, x4y) 
dS(x, y2, x4y + x2y3) dS(x, y2, x2y3 + yS) 
dS(x, y2, x2y3) dS(x, y2, yS) 
dS(x, y2, 0) 
Proof: we demonstrate this by calculating the strata of d 4(x, y2, 0). 
For any map-germ (x, y2, aoX4y + a1 x2y3 + ~yS) . w~ have two 5-trivial unfoldings 
(x, y2, aoe4tx4y + a1e2tx2y3 + ~yS, t) and (x, y2, aox4y + a1e2tx2y3 + ~e4tyS, t). 
Suppose that ao :/: O. Then there is a value of t so that aoe4t = 1. 
So (x, y2, aoy + a1x2y3 + ~yS) is 5-equivalent to (x, y2, x4y + a1x2y3 + ~yS). 
Similarly (x, y2, x4y + a1e2tx2y3 + ~e4tyS, t) is 5-trivial; 
if ~ f: 0 there is a value of t so that ~e4t = 1 and (x, y2, x4y + a1x2y3 + a2yS) is 5-
equivalent to (x, y2, x4y + a1x2y3 + yS), otherwise a1 = 0 or a1 :/: 0 and 
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(x, y2, x4y + a1x2y3) is 5-equivalent to (x, y2, x4y:+- x2y3). 
We repeat this for the case ao = 0 to obtain the strata d'5(x, y2, x2y3 + y5), 
,s/5(x, y2, yS), ,s/5(x, y2, x2y3) and ,s/5(x, y2, 0). 
The other strata are obtained in a similar manner. 
Determinacy degrees: 
(x, y2, x2y + y3) is 3-determined, (x, y2 ~ x3y + xy3) is 4-determined 
and (x, y2, x4y + bx2y3 + y5) is 5-determined provided that b2 j. 4. 
The determinacy degrees are given in [Mond 1] (p 335). 
(11·2:10) 




T T. T% poh = m2 \{xJ: j ~ OJ, 
A + (m2 \{xjy: j ~ 0} }e3' 
{ xjy.e3}' 
1, 
D + (m~\{y2, y3, xjy: j ~ t} }e3' 
hence for k~ 3 g E dkf => g E ~+l(x, y2, y3 + axky). 
Weighted homogeneous 
hence for k ~ 3 
weights (1, 1), 
degree(y3) = 3, degree( xky) = k+1, 
T~+l(x, y2, y3 + axky) = Td'k+1f + «:{axky.e3}' 
Thus by 1:2 (x, y2, y3 + xky) is k+l-determined for k ~ 3. 
Hence g E d3f => either g ..... f or g ..... (x, y2, y3 + xky); thus f is a stem. 
(11·2:11) 




hence g E s/3r => 
for k ~ 2 g E d2kr => 




T 2' TXTpoh = 'ffi,2 \{x, y J: j ~ OJ, 




C+ (m;\{xy, y2, x2y, xy3, y2j+l:j ~ n)+I!: {(g:l)}, 
g E d 4(x, y2, x2y + ~y3), 
g E d2k+1(x, y2, x2y + ay2k+l), 
g E d2k+1(x, y2, x2y). 
weights (1, 1), 
degree(x2y) = 3, degree(xy3) = 4, degree(y2k+l) = 2k+1, 
hence Td\x, y2, x2y + axy3) = T..0r + «:{axy3.e3} and T..0r 3 (C{xy3.e3}, 
hence {(x, y2, x2y + axy3): aE (C} lies in a single orbit. 
For k~2 Td2k+1(x, y2, x2y + ay2k+l) = Td2k+1r + «:{ay2k+1.e3}' 
thus by 1:2 (x, y2, x2y + y2k+l) is (2k+1)-determined. 
Hence g E s/3r => either g - r or g - (x, y2, x2y + y2k+ 1); thus r is a stem. 
(11·2:12) 




T T . T% poh = 'T'l\2\{y, xJ:j ~ OJ, 
A + ('T'l\2\{y3, xjy,: j ~ 0} }e3' 
{ xjy.e3}' 
1, 
hence g E d 4f => 
for k ~ 5 g E ~f => 
Weighted homogeneous 
Calculation by computer gives 
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( 2 2 3 3 5 j . 1) B + m 2 \ {y ,y ,xy ,y ,x y: J ~ 1 , 
c + (m~\{y2, y3, xy3, y5, xiy: j ~ n) +CC {(~:)} 
g E dS(x, y2, xy3 + ax4y + byS), 
g E ~+l(x, y2, xy3 + axky). 
weights (1, 1), 
degree(xy3) = 4, degree(xky) = k+1. 
T.0(x, y2, x, y2, xy3 + ax4y + by5) = Tdk+1f + a::{ax4y.e3} 
and by 1:3, for k ~ 5 Tdk+1(x, y2, xy3 + axky) = Tdk+1f + G:{axky.e3}' 
Thus by 1:2 (x, y2, xy3 + xky) is (k+1)-detennined for k ~ 4. 
Hence g E d 4f => either g..., f or g"" (x, y2, xy3 + xky); thus f is a stem. 
(11·2:13) 




T%Tpoh = m~\{ x2, y2j, xy2j: j ~ OJ, 
A + (m2 \{x2y, y2j+l: xy2j+l: j ~ 0} }e3' 
a::{ y2j+l.e3, xy2j+l.e3}' 
2, 
hence g E d 4(x, y2, x3y) => 
for k ~ 2 g E ~k+2f => 
and g E .0k+1f => 
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g E d 5(x, y2, x3y + ax2y3 + byS), 
g E d2k+2(x, y2, x3y + axy2k+l) 
g E d2k+1(x, y2, x3y + ay2k+l). 
Computer calculation shows that T~(x, y2, x3y + ax2y3 + byS) = T~Sf+«;{byS.e3}' 
Weighted homogeneous weights (1, 1), 
hence for k ~ 2 
and 
Hence g E ~4f ~ 
degree(x3y) = 4, degree(y2k+l) = 2k+l, degree(xy2k+l) = 2k+2, 
Td'2k+2(x, y2, x3y + axy2k+l) = T~s+2f + a:{axy2k+l.e3} 
T~k+l(x, y2, x3y + ay2k+l) = T~k+lf + «;{ay2k+1.e3}. 
Thus by 1:2 (x, y2, x3y + y2k+l) is (2k+l)-determined for k ~ 2. 
either g..., f or g"" (x, y2, x3y + y2k+l) or g E ~k+2(x, y2, x3y + axy2k+l). 
(II· 2: 14) 
Let x = x' - ~y2k and X' = x+ I yk. Then (x, y2, x3y + x2y2k+l) is equivalent to 
so 
d4k+2(X, y2, x3y + x2y2k+1) = d4k+2 (x, y2, X3y_! xy4k+l) 
= d4k+2(x, y2, x3y + xy4k + 1). 
Now (x, y2, x3y + x2y2k+1) = (x, y2, x2y(x + y2k», which has two double curves, 
(0, y) ~ (0, y2, 0) and (_y2k, y) ~ (_y2k, y2, 0). 
The curve f(O, y) is a double curve with non-transverse self-intersection. 
The map-germ (x, y2, x3y) has only one double curve. Hence (x, y2, x3y) is not a 
stem. 
(11·2:15) 




for k ~ 3 g E ~kf => 
and g E dlk+1f => ' 
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T%Tpoh = m~\{x, x2, xy2, y2j: j ~ H, 




g E ~k+l(x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + ay2k+1) 
g E ~k+2(x, y2, x3y + x2y3). 
weights (2, 1), 
hence for k ~ 4 
degree(x3y + x2y3) = 7, degree(y2k + 1) = 2k+ 1, 
T~k+l(x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + ay2k+ 1) = Td2k+1f + «:{ay2k+ 1.e3}. 
By 1:2 (x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + y2k+ 1) is (2k+l)-detennined for k ~ 4. 
Hence g E .0f => either g...., f or g"'" (x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + y2k+ 1) and f is a stem. 
(11·2:16) 




f = (x, y2, x4y + ,2x2y3 + yS). 
T%Tpoh = {xjyU(x2+y2): j + 2l ~ 2}, 




hence for k ~ 5 g e dl'fo:> 
\Veighted homogeneous 
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D + ('11'\,~2 + a: {xjy2L+ 1 (x2+y2): j + 2l +1 ~ 4}), 
g e dk+1(x, y2, x4y + 2x2y3 + y5 + axky). 
weights (1, 1), 
so for k~ 5 
degree(x4y + 2x2y3 + y5) = 5, degree(xky) = k+ 1, 
T~+l(x, y2, x4y + 2x2y3 + y5 + axky) = T~+lf + G::{axky.e3}' 
By 1:2 (x, y2, x4y + 2x2y3 + y5 + xky) is {k+1)-determined for k ~ 5. 
Hence g E ~5f => either g...., f or g...., (x, y2, x4y + 2x2y3 + y5 + xky) and f is a stem. 
(II· 2: 17) 




hence g E ~5f => 
for k ~ 3 g E ~kf => 
and g E s£2k+lf => 
Weighted homogeneous 
T%Tpoh = '11'\,~\{ x, x2, x3, xy2, y2j: j ~ OJ, 
A + ('11'\,2 \{xy, x2y, x3y, xy3, y2j+l: j ~ O} }e3' 
{ y2j+l.e3}, 
1, 
g E d 6(x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + axy5), 
g E ~k+l(x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + ay2k+l) 
g E ~k+2(x, y2, x4y + x2y3). 
weights (1, 1), 
degree(x4y + x2y3) = 5, degree(xy5) = 6, degree(y2k+l) = 2k+1, 
hence T~6(x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + axy5) = T..0k+1f + G::{axy5.e3} 3 xyS'e3 
and without loss of generality a = O. 
For k ~ 3 Td2k+1(x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + ay2k+l) = T~k+lf + a:{ay2k+1.e3}. 
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Hence by 1·2 (x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + y2k+l) is (2k+l)-detennined for k ~ 3. 
Hence g E d'Sf ~ either g - f or g - (x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + y2k+ 1) and f is a stem. 
(11·2:18) 




T%Tpoh = 'ffi,~\{xy2, y2, xj:j ~ OJ, 
A + ('ffi,2 \{y, y3, xy3, xjy: j ~ O} )-e3' 
{ xjy.e3}' 
1, 
f''''ffi,3·(Tdf + {xjY'e3}) ;2 'ffi,j;2.9(t) provided that j ~ 4. 
hence for k ~ 5 g e dkf=> 
D + ('ffi,~\{y2, y3, xy3, yS, ~2y3, xjy:j ~ n}e3' . 
g e dk+1(x, y2, x2y3 + yS + axky). 
Weighted homogeneous weights (1, 1), . 
degree(x2y3 + yS) = 5, degree(xky) = k+l, 
hence for k ~ 5 T~+l(x, y2, x2y3 + yS + axky) = T~+lf + G::{axky.e3}' 
By 1·2 (x, y2, x2y3 + yS + xky) is (k+l)-detennined for k ~ 5. 
Hence g e dSf ~ either g - f or g - (x, y2, x2y3 + yS + xky) and f is a stem. 
(11·2:19) 




T T .. 2 T% poh = 'ffi,2 \{xl, xly : j ~ OJ, 
A + ('ffi,2 \ {xjy, xjy3: j ~ 0} }e3' 
{xjy.e3' xjy3.e3}' . 
2, 
B + ('ffi,~\{y2, y3, yS,xjy, xjy3: j ~ n }e3. 
f* 'ffi,r (Tdf + {xjy.e3}) ;2 m,j;2.9(t) provided that j ~ 4. 
Td2,2f 
hence for k ~ 5 g E dkf => 
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D + ('ffi,~\{y2, y3, yS,xjy, xjy3:j ~ n}e3' 
g E $k+l(x, y2, yS + axky + bxk-2y3). 
{( 0 )( 0 )( x )} 
2 
Now G: , Y , 0
5 k k-2 3 5 k k-2 3 k k-2 3 
Y + ax Y + bx y 5y + ax y + 3bx y kax y + (k-2)bx y 
-~ {[;) {~ky){ b~k-V)} ~ Td(x,y2, yS+nky+ bxk-~3). 
o. Hence Tdk+1(x, y2, y5 + axky + bxk-2y3) = Tdk+1f + G:{axky.e3' bxk-2y3.e31. 
The (k+l)-orbits are (x, y2, y5 + xky + xk-2y3) 
(x, y2, y5 + xk-2y3), (x, y2, y5 + xky) and (x, y2, y5). 
By 1:2 (x, y2, y5+xky) and (x, y2, y5+xky+xk-2y3) are (k+1}-detennined for k ~ 5. 
The map-genn (x, y2, y5+ xk-2y3) is not finitely detennined since (x, 0) ~ (x, 0, 0) is 
a cuspidal edge. Also {(x, ±y) : y2+ xk-2= OJ ~ (x, y2,0) is a double curve, while 
(x, y2, y5) has no double curves· so (x, y2, y5+ xk-2y3) and (x, y2, y5) are not 
equivalent. 
Hence f is not a stem and g e dSf ~ g is either equivalent to one of f, 
(x, y2, y5+xky) or (x, y2, y5+xky+xk-2y3) or g e ~+l(x, y2, y5+ xk-2y3). 
(11·2:20) 




TXTpoh = 'ffi,~\{xj, xy2, y2j: j ~ OJ, 




c+ (m;\{y2, xyS, X2y3, y2i+1, xJy:j:2: n)-e3 + CC {(2~:S)}. 
hence for k ~ 3 g E st"2kf => g E st"2k+1(x, y2, x2y3 + ax2ky + by2k+l), 
and g E st"2k-1f => g E st"2k(x, y2, x2y3 + ax2k-1y). 
Weighted homogeneous weights (1, 1), 
so for k~ 5 
degree(x2y3 + y5) = 5, degree(xky) = k+l, 
T.0+1(x, y2, x2y3 + axky) = T~+lf + a:{axky.e3}' while 
{( .O )( 0 )( )~ 2 x a: 0 , 2y , 0 2 3 2k 2k+ 1 2 3 2k 2k+l 2 3 2k 
x Y + ax Y + by 3x y + ax y + (2k+ 1)by 2x y + 2kax y 
so that 
By 1:2 (x, y2, x2y3 + x2ky + y2k+l) is 2k+l-detennined for k ~ 3. 
. . 
The map-germs (x, y2, x2y3 + xky) and (x, y2, x2y3 + y2k+l) are neither finitely 
determined nor equivalent to (x, y2, x2y3) and hence f is not a stem. 
If g E d 5f then either g,.., f or g"" (x, y2, x2y3 + x2ky + y2k+ 1) 
(11·2:21) 




or g E {.0+1(x, y2, x2y3 + xky), st"2k+1(x, y2, x2y3 + y2k+l)}. 
T%Tpoh = 'I')\,~\{x3, y2j, xy2j, x2y2j:j ~O}, 
A + ('1')\,2\ {x3y, y2j+1, xy2j+l, x2y2j+l: j ~ 0} }e3' 
{y2j+l.e3, xy2j+l.e3, x2y2j+l.e3}' 
3, 
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f*m3·(Tdf + {y2j+1.e3}) ~ mi2.a(f) provided that j ~ 3. 
TsI'2).f C+m.;\ {xy, y2, x3y, x4y, x3y3, y2i+ I, xyi+ I, x2y2i+ I: j ~ t} )-e3~ {( J:3) }-
g E d 6(x, y2, x4y + ax3y3 + bxyS), hence g E dSf =>' 
for k ~ 6 g E d'kf => 
or 
Weighted homogeneous 
g E dk+1(x, y2, x4y + ax2y2s-1 + by2s+1) if k = 2s 
g E ~+l(x, y2, x4y + axy2s+1) if k = 2s+1. 
weights (1, 1), 
so for k~ 5 
degree(x2y3 +·yS) = 5, degree(xky) = k+l, 
Td'k+1(x, y2, x4y + axy2s+1) = T..0+1f + «:{axy2s+1.e3}' 
Now 
{( 
0 )( 0 ) 2 a: , 2y , 
4 2 2s- 1 2s+ 1 4 2 2 s-l 2 s+ 1 
x y + ax y + by x Y + (2s-1)ax y + (2s+1)by 
( x )~ o 4 2 2s-1 4x y +2ax y 
.... a:; {( ~ ),( g 1'( g l~ ~ Td(x, y2, x4y + ax2y2S-1 + by2s+1) 
4 2s-1 b 2s+1 
x y axy Y 
so Td'k+1(x, y2, x4y + ax2y2S-1 + by2s+1) = Tdk+1f + «:{ax2y2s-1.e3, by2k+l.e3}. 
By 1:2 (x, y2, x4y + x2y2s-1 + y2s+1) and (x, y2, x4y + y2s+1) are (2s+1)-detennined for 
s ~ 3. 
The map-genn (x, y2, x4y + x2y2s-1) is neither finitely detennined nor equivalent to 
(x, y2, x4y). 
Hence g E dSf => either g...., one of 
f, (x, y2, x4y + x2y2s-1 + y2s+1) or (x, y2, x4y + y2s+1) 
or g lies in one of 
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d2S(x, y2, x4y + xy2S-1) or d2s+1(x, y2, x4y + x2y2s-1) 
The map-germ (x, y2, x4y + x2y2s-1) shows that f is not a stem. 
(II.2:22) 
Note that f is not weighted homogeneous. 




T%Tpoh = x{n\2) \{x8, x9, x6y4}, 
'+<I:{x2ylO, xy12, x9_ x3y8, x8- x2y8, xSy4+ 2x2y8, x6y4_+ 2x3y8, 
5x4y6+ 2xyl0_14x3y8}, 
A + (m~ + yT%Tpoh}e3' 
{ y2j+1.e3}, 
1, 
By 1·2:4 and 1:1 there is a value 1<0 such that for k ~ 1<0, 
g E ~f => g E dk+1(x, y2, x8y + x7y3 + xSyS + x2y9 + ay2s+1) if k = 2s 
or g E dk+1(x, y2, x8y + x7y3 + xSyS + x2y9) if k = 2s+1. 
(II·2:23) 
p(x, y) = y T%Tpoh = x.(m~)7\{x8, x9, xlO, x7y2, x6y4, xSy6, x4y12, x4y12, x7y4} 
+<I:{ay2k+2j+4: j ~ 0, x2yl0+ (2k-9)ay2k+2, 5x4y8 +2xy12+ 8(16-3k)ay2k+2, x9- x3y8, 
x8- x2y8_ (2k-9)ay2k, xSy4+ 2x2y8+ (8-k)ay2k, x6y4+ 2x3y8, 5x4y6+ 2xylO-14x3y8+, 
8(16-3k)ay2k, x7y2+ (3k-16)ay2k, x7y4+ (3k-16)ay2k+2, xSy6+ 2x2yl0+ (8_k)ay2k+2}, 
Note that T dt' 3 (0, 0, y2k+S) but T dt 'fJ (0, 0, y2k+3) so f is at worst (2k+6)-
determined but is not (2k+3)-determined. 
The next step for this map-germ would be to either calculate Td2,2f for 
(x, y2, x8y + x7y3 + xSyS + x2y9 + ay2k+l) or to calculate Td4,3f (K = 3) for 
(x, y2, x8y + x 7y3 + xSyS + x2y9) with the aim of trying to find out if the family 
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(x, y2, xBy + X7y3 + xSyS + x2y9 + ay2k+t + by2k+3) 
is 2k+3-determined for all b and all a:/: O. If this is the case then 
(x, y2, x8y + x 7 y3 + x5y5 + x2y9) 
is a stem. 
(11·3:1) 
= 
Hence g E s/2f ~ 
gE s/3f ~ 




n·3 : j2f = (x, xy, 0). 
f = (x, xy, 0). 
1I\,~\{y~ 
2 k 11\,2\ { xy, y : k ~ 2} + a: 






g E s/ 3(x, xy + ay3, bxy2 + cy3), 
g E s/ 4(x, xy + ay4, bxy3 + cy4), 
g E s/ S(x, xy + ayS, bx2y3 + cxy4 ~ dyS), etc. 
f = (x, xy + ay3, bxy2 + cy3). 
y2 Y 0 0 0 0 
3 2 3 3 Y , Y , 0 ,ay' cy " 0 





The calculation of Ts/3f was perfonned by computer. 
3-orbits : {(X, xy + ay3, bxy2 + cy3) : a, b E a:, C E a:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy, y3), 
{(x, xy + ay3, bxy2) : a, b E a:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3, xy2), 
{(x, xy + ay3, 0): a E a:\{O}} 3 (x, xy + y3, 0), 
{(x, xy, bxy2) : b E a:\{0}} 3 (x, xy, xy2). 
Hence g E d 2f :} g E {d3(x, xy, y3), s/3(x, xy + y3, xy2), s/3(x, xy + y3, 0), 
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(11·3:3) f = (x, xy + ay4, bxy3 + cy4). 
2 3 




'm2\{y,xy,y ,xy ,y ,xy ,y } 
2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 y y Y 
+G: 3 4 2 0 4 4 0 0 Y 'y Y , , ay , cy , 
, 
by4 4 0 0 3 4 0 0 xy+ay cxy cy 
The calculation of Td4f was perfonned by computer. 
3-orbits : {(x, xy + ay4, bxy3 + cy4) : a, bEG:, C E G:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy, y4), 
{(x, xy + ay4, bxy3) : a, b E .G:\ {O}} ~ (x, xy + y4, xy3), 
{(x, xy + ay4, 0): a E G:\{O}} 3 (x, xy + y4, 0), 
{(x, xy~ bxy3) : b E G:\{O}} 3 (x, xy, xy3). 
Hence g E d 3f :} g E {d4(x, xy, y4), d 4(x, xy + y4, xy3), d 4(x, xy + y4, 0), 
d 4(x, xy, xy3), d 4(x, xy, D)}. 
(11·3:4) f = (x, xy, y3). 
Tdf 
The calculation of T d f will be found at A: 1. 
Basis 
multiplicity 
{y3j+2e2: j ~ 1}, 
1, 
hence g e d 3f => 
for k~4 g e dkf => 
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2 2 3 3j+l 
'fI"\,2\{xy, Y ,Y ,Y :j ~ n {() ( 3j+l) } 2 2 3 4 3j+2 xY 2 Y 3' 2 . 
'fI"\,2\ {xy, xy ,y ,y ,y : j ~ O} +(C xy , y.J+ : J ~ 1 , 
2 22345 0 0 
'fI"\, 2\ {xy, y ,xy ,y , y ,y } 
2 2 3 3j+l. 
'fI"\,2\{XY, Y ,y ,y :J ~ n 
2 2 2 3 4 3j+2. 
'fI"\,2\{XY,y ,XY ,Y ,Y ,Y :J~O} 
2 223 4 
• 'fI"\,2\{XY, Y ,xY ,Y ,Y } 
+~ {( :~2){i!){ ~~){~!l:~H~:~}j~} 
g e d 4(x, xy + ay4, y3+ by4), 
g e d k+1(x, xy + ay3s+2, y3) if k = 3s+1 
or g e d k+1(x, xy, y3) ifk ~ 3s+1. 
Weighted homogeneous, weights (1, 1), 
HenceTd3s+2(x, xy + ay3s+2, y3) = Td3s+2(x, xy, y3) + (C{ay3s+2} 
By 1:2 (x, xy + y3s+2, y3) is (3s+2)-determined for s ~ 1. 
By computer calculation Td4(x, xy + ay4, y3+ by4)=Td4(x, xy, y3), 
Hence g e d 3f => g,.., (x, xy + y3s+2, y3) for some s ~ 1 or g E k Q odkf and f is a 
weak stem, 
(Il·3:5) f = (x, xy + y3, xy2), 
3j+2 , 
'fI"\, 2\ { y, y : J ~ O} 
m 2\{y,y1 
2 3 3j+l. m 2\{xy,y ,y ,y :J~O} 
+cc{( ~~21,(~2),( g 3) :j ~ o}. 
\lJH l xy+y 
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The calculation of T d f will be found at A:2. 
Basis {y3j+1e3: j ~ 1}, 
multiplicity 1, 
2 2 2 3 4 3j + 2 . 
m 2\ { xy, y ,xy ,y ,y ,y : J ~ 0} 
2 2 2 3 4 5 
m 2 \ {xy, y ,xy ,y ,y ,y } 
2 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 3j+l . 




, yS ,~ : j ~ 1 , 
6 3j+4 . Y y 
2 2 3 4 3j+2. 
m 2\{xy,xy ,y ,y ,y :J~O} 
2 2 2 3 4 5 
m 2 \ {xy, y ,xy ,y ,y ,y } 
2 2 2 2 3 3 4 S 6 3j+1 . 
m 2 \ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,xy xy, y ,y ,y : J ~ t} 
8xy + 3y 0 0 
{ 2 4)( )( ) +ff' 0 , 0 , 0 ~ 2 3 46' (0 x Y + xY 2xy + y 2 3l 0 1 
Y3 Y4 2 4 
Y , Y ,xy + 3y , 
hence g E d 3f ::} 
g E d 4f::} 
gE d 5f::} 
for k ~ 6 g E dkf ::} 
Weighted homogeneous 
4 5 3 
Y Y 2xy 
l 
0 1 xy 31
4 
• xy~ • 
2xy xy 
4 4 l 21l
3j
+21 } Ys y S xy y . y ,4y , 0 , O. : J ~ 1 • 
6 0 4 3J+4 Y xy Y 
g E d 4(~, xy + y3 + ay4, xy2 + bxy3 + cy4), 
g E d S(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ayS), 
g E d 6(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ay6), 
g e d k+1(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ay3s+1) if k = 3s 
or d k+1(x, xy + y3, xy2) if k 1= 3s. 
weights (2, 1), 
degree(xy2) = 4, degree(yk) = k. 
Hence 
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Td3s+1(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ay3s+1) = Td3s+1f + «:{ay3j+1e3} if s ~ 2, 
Td5(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ay5) = Td5f + a::{ay5e3} 
and Td6(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ay6) = Td6f + «:{ay6e31. 
Note that Td5f 3 y5e3 and Td6f 3 y6e3 so that for these two cases, without loss 
of generality, a = O. Otherwise a = 1 or a = O. 
By 1:2 (x, xy + y3, xy2 + y3s+1) is (3s+1)-detennined provided that s ~ 2. 
Hence gEd4f::>g""'(x,xy+y3, xy2+ y3s+1) for some s~2 or gE kQodkf and r 
is a weak stem. 
(II·3:6) 
Proposition (see [Mond 1], p. 354) : if g E d 3(x, xy + y3, xy2) then g lies in 
d 4(x, xy + y3, xy2 + cy4). 
1 3 
If c :/: 0,2" 1, 2' then (x, xy + y3, xy2 + cy4) is 4-determined. 
(II·3:7) 
'ffi,2\{y} 
j 2L j 2l+1 2 
{x, x y : j+l ~ 2} + {x y . (x+y ):l, j ~ O} 
j j 2L+ 1 2 j 2l+2 2 {x, x, x y : j+l ~ 2} + {y(x+y ), x y (x+y ):l,j ~ 0} 
The calculation of Tdr will be found at A:3. 
Basis 
alternatively: observe that 
(xjy21+1+xj-ly2L+3)e2E Tdf=> (xjy2L+l+ (-1~+ly2(l+j)+3)e2E Tdf, 
(xjy21+xj-ty2l+2)e3E Tdf=> (xjy2L+ (-1~ly2(l+j)+2)e3E Tdf 
and (xjy2l+ (-1)l+lxG+l)y2)e3E Tdf. 
so we can also choose the basis {xjy2e3: j ~ 1}, 
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multiplicity .1; 
2 2 3 4 
'\1'\,2\{XY,y ,Y ,y} 
2 j 2l j 2l+1 2 {x , x y : j+l ~ 3} + {x y (x + y ) : j + l ~ 2} 
2 j j 2l+1 2 j 2l+2 2. {x ,'x, x y : j+l ~ 3} + {xy(x+y ), x y (x + y ) : J + l ~ n 
y 5 2j-l . 
4 (0 1 } ~ 6 • ~ 2j : J ~ 4 • 
f*m3·(Td f~ a: {y2j,e3} ) ~ n:1+1.e(f) provided that j ~ 3. 
223 
m 2 \ {xy, y ,y } 
2 j 2L j 21+1 2 {x , x y : j+l ~ 3} + {x y (x + y ) : j + l ~ 1} 
2 j j 2l+1 2 j 2l+2 2 {x ,x, x y : j+l ~ 3} + {xy(x+y ), x y (x + y ) : j + l ~ n 
+ (C {( g ).:~ 2 • ~! 
• 2 3 3 
x y+xy xy y 
hence g E d 4f ~ 
for k ~ 5 g E dkf ~ 
Weighted homogeneous 
g E dS(x, xy + y3, xy2 + y4 + ayS), 
g E d k+1(x, xy + y3, xy2 + y4 + ay2S) if k = 2s-1 
or gE d k+1(x,xy+y3,xy2+y4) if k= 2s. 
weights (2, 1), 
degree(xy2 + y4) = 4, degree(yk) = k. 
HenceTdk+1(x, xy + y3, xy2 + y4 + ayk+1) = Tdk+1f + (C{ayk+t.e3}. 
,For k = 4, TdSf 3 {yS.e3} so without loss of generality a = O. For k = 2s, a = 1 or 
a = 0 and by 1:2 (x, xy + y3, xy2 + y4 + y2S) is 2s-detennined for s ~ 3. 
Hence gEd4f~g_(x,xy+y3,xy2+y4+y2s) for some s~ 3 or gEkQodkf 









(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ; y4) ..., f = (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 3y4). 
G: {(G + 2)xlyj + 3jxl-1yj+2)ei: l ~ 1,j ~ 0, 1 SiS 3} 
{( 
Y2] -G, + 2).) 20 + .1)yj . } 
+ G: y, 0 . , jyJ+t : J ~ 2 ; 
2y3 2jyJ+2 0 
( G + 2)xlyj + 3jxl-1yj+2)ei = 2xlei' , 
( 0 + 2)xlyj + 3jxl- tyj+2)ei = 3xl- t (xy + y3)ei' 
( G + 2)xlyj + 3jxl- tyj+2)ei = 2xl- t (2xy2 + 3y4)ei' 
( 0 + 2)xlyj + 3jxl- tyj+2)ei = xl-t (Sxy3 + 9y5)ei' 
( 0 + 2)xlyj + 3jxl-1yj+2)ei = xl- t (6xy4 + 12y6)ei' etc. 
The calculation of Td f will be found at A:4. 
Basis for each tenn (xlyj)ei there are constants a(l,j), b(l,j) such that 
- - -" (axlyj + byj+2l)ei E Tdf, 
Basis is 
multiplicity 
for each tenn (xly2j+2)ei there are constants c(l,j), d(l,j) such that 
(cxly2j+2 + dxl+jy2)ei E T d f, 
for each tenn (xly2j+t)ei there are constants c'(l,j), d'(l,j) such that 
(c'xly2j+ t + d'xl+jy)ei E T d f. 
{yje3:j ~ 1} 
or equivalently {xjye3' xjy2e3: j ~ 1}, 
2. 
~ {(2xy2 + 3y4)et, (Sxy3 + 9y5)et, (Sxy3 + 9y5)e2' 
(0 + 2)xlyj + 3jxl- tyj+2)ei: l ~ 2, or l ~ 1 and j ~ 4, 1 siS 3} 
( 2] (3] 0 . . xy Y Y 2 4 -G + 2)y 20 + 1)yJ 2 3 4 xy + 3y j+t . + G:{( xy ]. Y 4' Y 5 ' 3 5 ' 0 . ,jy : J ~ 4}' 2xy3 2y 2y 4xy + 12y 2jy+2 0 
hence for k~4 g E dkf => 
Weighted homogeneous 
g E dk+t(x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + ayk+l). 
weights (2, 1), ' • 
degree(2xy2 + 3y4) = 4, degree (yk+ t)= k+ 1, 
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so Tdk+1(X, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + ayk+l) = Tdk+1f + a:{ayk+l-e31_ 
We may choose a = 2, then 
3 (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + 2yk+l) IV (x, xy + y3, xy2 + 2'y4 + yk+l)_ 
Hence g E d 4f* 
g E dk(x, xy + y3, xy2 + ~ y4 + yk) for some k:?! 5 or g E k Q odkf-
Note: f does not satisfy hypothesis i) of 1:2; for detenninacy degree see 11-3:9_ 
(II·3:9) 
We show that fk is k-detennined for k:?! 6_ 
k+l 




( 2 ) k+3 k . (2 ) k+3 k (J)f m 3-S(3) + m 2 -S(f) + x-miS(f)= co(f+h) m 3-S(3) + m 2 -S(f) + x-miS(f)-
Calculation by computer yields 
Td4,2f = a: {(7xyS + 15y7)el' (7xyS + 15y7)~, (2x2y3+5xyS + 3y7)ei 
5 
( 
4) -y y 
5 0 
+G: Y , {2/ 4xl+l0/ 
(j + 2)xlyj + 3jxl-1yj+2)ei : l:?! 3 or l = 2 and j -F 3 




3 7 lOxy +24y 





so for k ~ 6, 
so 
so 
Let fk + h = (x + hi' xy + y3 + h2' 2xy2 + 3y4+ 2yk + h
3
). 
Then Td(fk + h) contains 
{ 
xy + y3 + h2 1 + axhl 1 + axhl . 0 
o • xy. y ~ o.h2 • y3. Y ~ o.h2 • 2xl + 3y 4 + 2l + h2 • 
o 2y +axh3 2y +axh3 0 
so T~(fk + h) + f*m3·m~.e(f) contains 
3 3 




2 3 k-l 4x Y + 12xy + 2kxy 
We can eliminate the low degree terms to show that 
2 4 } xy +3y 




Y E T~(fk + b)+ f*m3·mi9(f). 
kxyk-l + kyk+l 
o o 
But o (k+ l)l e Td"(flc+h)+f*m3.m~e(f) for 
k-l' k+l' 4kyk+l (k+1)xy + 3(k-1)y 
1 k k 
det k+1 0 4k 
o k+1 3(k-1) 
k k+l 
The result follows since we know that 'miS(f) ~ Tdfk + 'm2 ·S(f). 
It is shown in lMond 11 that (x, xy + y3~ xy2 +; y4 + yS) is S-determined. 
Hence g E d 4f* 
Hence (x, xy + y3, xy2 + I y4) is a weak stem. 
(11·3:10) 
T~f 
1 (x, xy + y3, xy2 + '20) - f = (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + 0)., 
a: {(x+y2)xly2j+tei, (G+1)xy2j+jy2j+2)xlei: l,j ~ 0, i = 1,3} 






2j+t 2' Y -y J 
O • 2j+l , JY 
2y2j+3 0 
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j = 0 (X+y2)xly2j+lei = (xy+y3)xtei and (G+l)xy2j+jy2j+2)xtei = xt+1ei' 
j = 1 (x+y2)xly2j+lei = (xy3+y5)xtei and (G+l)xy2j+jy2j+2)xtei = (2xy2+y4)xtei' 
j = 2 (x+y2)xly2j+lei = (xy5+y7)xtei and (G+l)xy2j+jy2j+2)xlei = (3xy4+2y6)xlei' 
etc. 





for each term (xlyj)ei there are constants a(l, j), b(l, j) such that 
(axlyj + byj+ 2L)ei E Tdf, 
for each term (xly2j+2)ei there are constants c(l,j), d(l,j) such that 
(cxly2j+2 + dxL+jy2)ei E Tdf, 
for each term (xLy2j+l)ei there are constants c'(l,j), d'(l,j) such that 
(C'xLy2j+l + d'xl+jy)ei E T~f: 
{yje3:j~1} 
or equivalently {xjye3' xjy2e3: j ~ 1}, 
2. 
G:{(x+y2)xl-ly2j+lei' (G+l)xy2j+jy2j~2)xlei 
: 1 ~ 2, j ~ 0 or 1 = 1, j ~ 2 i = 1, 3} 
+a:{(x+y2)xl-ly2j+le2,xLy2j~:1~2,j~O or 1= 1 and j~2} 
{( 






} 2 3 4 xy + 3y . 2j+l . 
+ a: xy , Y 4' Y 5 ' 3 5 ' O. ' O. ' lY : J ~ 2 , 
2xy3 2y 2y 4xy + 4y jy2J+2 2y2J+3 0 
hence for k~4 g E dkf => 
Weighted homogeneous 
g E ~k+l(x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + y4 + ayk+l). 
weights (2, 1), 
so 
degree(2xy2 + y4) = 4, degree(yk+l)= k+l 
Tdk+1(x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + y4 + ayk+l) = Tdk+1f + G:{ayk+l.e3}. 
We may choose a = 2,· then 
Hence g E d 4f=> 
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We do not expect f to be a stem since it does not have the right transversal type. 
However we shall repeat the calculation II·3:9 to see how k-determinacy fails. 
(11·3:11) 
k+l 
Let h E 'ffi,2 'SCt) and f = (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + y4). Then 
and 
as in II·3:9. 
Calculation by computer yields 
T~4.2f = a:{(x+y2)xl-ly2j+l: l+j ~ 3Jel +a:{x2,(G+1)xy2j+jy2j+2)xl : l+j ~ 2Jel 
+ a:{(x+y2)xy, 3xy4+2y6, 3x2y2_y6, (x+y2)xl-ly2j+l: l+ j ~ 3Je2 
+a:{x2, x3, xly2j: l + j ~ 4 Je2 
a:{(x+y2)xl-ly2j+lel: l+j ~ 4Je3 +a:{x2,(G+1)xy2j+jy2j+2)xl: l+j ~ 2}e3 
+ a:{(x+y2)xy, 2x3Y-3xyS_y7, 2x2y3+3xyS+y7Je3 
{( ) ( 2) (3) 0 
xy Y Y 2 4 
+ a: x 2 y3 Y 4 xy + 3y 
y. 4' 5' 3 5' 






Y J -~. 1 
o ,jy J+ 
2y2j+3 0 




Let fk + h = (x + ht, xy + y3 + h2' 2xy2 + y4+ 2yk + h3). 
Then T~(fk + h) contains 
3 
xy+y +h2 1 + axht 1 + axht 0 { y+axh2 2 4 k 0 , xy· y+dx~ , y3. 2xy + y + 2y + h2 , 2 2 ' 0 2y +axh3 2y +dxh3 0 
0 0 dyht 
2 2 0 (x + ht) x+3y +dyh2 3 , , x· 3, k-1 (x + h1)(xy + y + h2) 0 4xy + 4y + 2ky + dyh3 
so T~(fk + h) + f*m3·m~.9(f) contains 
3 3 0 { xy+y, xy y 0 0 2 4 2 4 k 0 2 0 xy Y 2xy +y +2y x , 3 ' 5 ' 




2 3 k-1 4x Y + 4xy + 2kxy 
2 4 } xy +3y 
3 5 k+1' 4xy +4y +2ky 




If k = 2s then o 2s k 
2s-1 2s+1' Y E Td(fk + h) + f*mrmi9(f). 
xy + y 0 
Consequently f2s 'is not 2s-determined. 
If k = 2s+1 then 
o 
o 
2s 2s+2 (s+l)xy + sy 
s+l 0 1 
det 0 s+1 s 
-1 2s+1 2s+1 
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= 2(s+1)2 f:. 0 for s ~ O. 
k+l k+l k 
and Td (fk + h) + m 2 ·O(f) = Tdfk + 'm2 ·0(f);2 'miO(f). 
Consequently f2s+1 is 2s+1-detennined. 
1 
Hence g E d 3f =} g,.., (x, xy + y3, xy2 + 2'y4 + y2s+1) for some s ~ 3 or 
(11·3:12) 
Proof: first note that (x, xy + y3, xy2 + ~ y4) ,.., (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2). 
We prove that the map-germ (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2+ y2k+l(x+y2» is neither finitely 
determined nor equivalent to (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2). 
The curve {(x+y2)= 0} -+ (x, 0,0) is a double curve for each map-germ and 
( 
1 0 1 2 . (ar/ax, arjay) = y x+3y . 
2 2k+l 2 2k 2 2k+2 2(x+y )+y 4y(x+y )+(2k+1)y (x+y )+2y 
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On {(x+y2)= O} this becomes (~ . 2~ 2 ) and it is clear that the curve does not 
2k+t 2 2k+2 Y Y 
have transversal type At, so (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2+ y2k+t(x+y2» is not finitely 
determined. 
We identify the double point set of each map-germ. For a map-germ of the form 
(x, b(x, y), c(x, y» this is the zero set of the ideal 
, b(x,y)-b(x,y') c(x,y)-c(x,y') 
<x-x, " ,). y-y y-y 
For (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2) this ideal becomes 
<x-x', x+y2+yy'+(y')2, 2x(y+y')+y3+y2y'+y(y')2+(y')3> 
= <x-x', x+y2+yy'+(y')2, (y+y,)3> 
So (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2) has a single double curve y = -y' and x+y2= 0 with image 
(X, 0, 0). 
For (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2+ y2k+l(x+y2» the ideal becomes 
<x-x', x+y2+yy'+(y')2, 
2x(y+y')+y3+y2y'+y(y,)2+(y')3+x(y2k+y2k-ly'+ ... +(y,)2k)+y2k+2+y2k+ly'+ .•. +(y')2k+2> 
= <x-x', x+y2+yy'+(y')2, (y+y')3+yy'(y+y')(y2k-l+y2k-2y'+ ... +(y,)2k-l». 
This has a 2-1 double curve y =-y' and x+y2= 0 with image (X, 0, 0). Note that 
f-1(X, 0, 0) = {y(x+y2)= 0}(\{(x+y2)(x+y2+ y2k+l)= O} is the irreducible curve x+y2= O. 
Now (y+y')3+yy'(y+y')(y2k-l+y2k-2y'+ ... +(y,)2k-l) 
= (y+y')2(y+y' +yy' (y2k -2+y2k-4 (y')2+ ... +(y,)2k-2» 
so the map-germ has a second curve defmed by 
(y+y')+yy'(y2k-2+y2k-4(y,)2+ ..• +(y,)2k-2)= O. 
Let y+y' = 0: then (y+y')+yy,(y2k-2+y2k-4(y12+ ... +(y,)2k-2) = kyy'y2k-2=0 
so the curves (y+y')+yy'(y2k-2+y2k-4(y')2+ ... +(y')2k-2)= 0 and y+y' = 0 intersect only 
ay y =y' = O. If (y+y')+yy'(y2k-2+y2k-4(y')2+ ... +(y')2k-2) also maps onto (X, 0, 0) 
then (X, 0, 0) is at least a triple curve, otherwise we have found a second double 
curve. This shows that (x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2+ y2k+ 1 (x+y2» cannot be equivalent to 
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(x, xy + y3, (x+y2)2) and concludes the proof. 
(II·3:13) f = (x, xy + y3, 0). 
2 2 3 
'I1'\,2\{XY,y,y} 
2 2 2 3 4 
'11'\,2 \ { xy, y ,xy ,y ,y} + a: 
{X\xy + y3)j : i + j ~ 2} 
3 
xy+3y 0 




3 4 Y 'y . 
o ° 
The calculation of Td2,2f + 'I1'\,:.e(f) perfonned by computer established that 




'I1'\,iel + 'I1'\,ie2 ~ Td2,2f. 
g e ,d' 4(x, xy + y3 + ay4, bxy3 + cy4), 
g e d'5(x, xy + y3, ax2y3 + bxy4 + cyS) etc. 





2 2 2 3 3 4 
'I1'\,2\{y,xy,y ,x y, xy ,y ,xy ,y} 
000 o 0 
o 0, 0 
o ° 3 4 2 3 3 
xy + Y + ay x y + xy bxy 3 4 cxy cy 
The calculation of T d 4f was perfonned by computer. 
4-orbits: {(x, xy + y3 + ay4, bxy3 + cy4) : a, b e a:, c e a:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3, y4), 
{(x, xy + y3 + ay4, bxy3) : a e a:, b e a:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3, xy3), 
{(x, xy + y3 + ay4, 0) : a e a:} 3 (x, xy + y3,0), 






22 233 22 3423 4 5 
m 2\{y,xy,y ,x Y, xy ,y ,x y,x y, xy ,Y ,x Y , xy ,y} 
o 0 0 0 
+~ 0 0 0 0 
3 2 3 22 4 3 23 
xy + Y x Y + xy x y + 2xy x Y + x Y 
o 
o 
4 5 bxy +2cy 
o 
o 
2 3 5 
~ Y -cy 
o 
o 
2 3 4 






The calculation of T d'Sf was perfonned by computer. 
The unfolding F(x, y, t) = (x, xy + y3, a(t)x2y3 + b(t)xy4 + c(t)yS), where 
aCt) = 10cOt2 + 4bot + ao, bet) = 5cot + bo' c(t) = cO, 
is 5-trivial so if bO:/: 0 or cO:/: 0 then without loss of generality, a = O. 
The 5-orbits are: {(x, xy + y3, bxy4 + cyS): b, c e ~\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS), 
{(x, xy +y3, bxy4): b e ~\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3. xy4), 
{(x, xy + y3, cyS): c e «:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3, yS), 
{(x, xy + y3, ax2y3): a e «:\ {O}} 3 (x, xy + y3. x2y3), 
hence g e d'4f => g e {d'5(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS), dS(x, xy + y3. xy4), 












2 2 3 4 
'm,2\{ xy, y ,y ,y } 
2 2 2 3 4 S 
'm, 2 \ {xy, Y ,xy ,y ,y ,y } 
2 22 2322 34 S 6 









o 0 0 0 ~ 2 4 3 S 0 0 
xy +3y , y 6' 2 3' 2 2 6 . 
4ys 4y x y+ xy X y + y 
Calculations of Tdf + m~.e(f) and Td2,2f + m~O.e(f) were perfonned by' 
computer. 
Hence g E d 4f * 
gEdsf * 
gE ~kf,k~6 * 
Since f is weighted homogeneous, 
g E ds(x, xy + y3, y4 + ays), 
g E d 6(x, xy + y3, y4 + ay6), 
g E d{x, xy + y3, y4). 
Td s(x, xy + y3, y4 + ayS) = T d Sf + ~{ayS.e3} 3 ys.e3' 
T~6(x, xy + y3, y4 + ay6) = Td6f + ~{ay6.e3} 3 y6.e3. 
It follows that f is 4-detennined. 
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(U·3:17) f = (x, xy + y3, xy3), 
T~f 
{ j+l 3j+l 3j+2 2 3j+2 '~O} m2 \ y ,xy ,xy ,x y : J 
{ 3j+l 3j+2 3j+2, ~ O} m2 \ y ,Y , xY : J 
{ j+l 3j+l 3j+2 2 3j+2. '~O} m 2 \ y ,xY ,xY ,x Y ,J 
1 ' 4 3' 2 3' 
{ 
(6j+ll)X2y3j-1 +6xy3j+ 1 '2 jG_l)X2y3J- +jxy J- +y J 
+Q: 0 ' 0 
o 0 
o 0 o 
o 
Y 
0(6j+1)xy3j-2 +6y3j+1 , 0 2 'y , 
O (6' 1) 2 3j-1 6 3j+ 1 ~- x Y + xy (3 ,2 4') 3j-2 (6' 7) 3j J - J xy + ~- y 4 Y 
3' 3j-1 3j-2 (3j2+2j_1)y3j 3j-1 3j-1 (6j+1)y J 
-xy y. xy. 
y 0 :j~} (3,2 8') 3j+1 3j+2 0 0 0 J + J Y , Y , 
3j- 1 3j+ 10 (3j2 +8j)y3j+3 3'+2 3'+2 0 0 
-xy +y xy J y J 
The calculation of Tdf will be found at A:6. 
Basis 
multiplicity 
{xy3j+1.e3' y3j+1.e3, y3j+2.e3,y3j+3.e3: j ~3}, 
4, 
2\{ j+2 3j+1 3j+2 2 3j+2 " O} ffi2 Y ,xy , xy ,x y : J ~ 
2 3 3j+1 3j+2 3j+2. 0 
ffi2 \{xy,y ,y ,y ,xy :J~O} 
2 2 3 .j+2 3j+1 3j+2 2 3j+2 . 
ffi2 \ {x y, xy ,y ,xy , xy ,x y : J ~ O} 
{ 
(06' 11) 23j-1 6 3j+l 3j-1 ~+ x Y + xy -xy 
+... 3'+20" 
'" 0 ' yJ 
o 0 
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'2 J - X Y +Jxy +y 
3' 
o (6j+1)y J 
{ 
1 '0 1) 2 3j-4, 3j-2 3j 
+CC 0 3j-2 3j+l ,2, 3j+l , (6j+1)xy +6y , (3J +8J)Y , 
o o 0 
0 3j-2 (3l +2j_l)y3j 3j-l y Y 0 :i~2} 0 0 




+CC 0 ' 2xy2_3y 4 
2 2 4 6 









(3,2 4') 3j-2 (6' 7) 3j J - J xy + ~- y 
0 
(3j2 +8j)y 3j+3 3'+2 Y J 
y3 0 
4 
, y' 0 
6 2 3 
Y x y+xy 
Hence g E d 4f:} 
gEdSf :} 
g E d S(x, xy + y3, xy3 + axy4 + by5), 
g E d 6(x, xy + y3, xy3 + axy5 + by6), 
g E d k+1(x, xy + y3, xy3 + ay3s+1) if k = 3s, 
or g E dk+t(x, xy + y3, xy3 + ay3s+2) if k = 3s+1, 
or gEdk+t(x,xy+y3,xy3+axy3s+2+by3s+3) if k=3s+2. 
Each map-genn (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axy3s- t + by3s) has a triple curve 




3 3s-1 3s 





3 3s-1 3s 3xy + (3s-1)axy + 3sby 
o 0 
xy , xy+y 
. 3 3s-1 0 
xy + axy 
3 
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l ~ " Td3s+ t (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axy3s+2 + by3s+3) 3s-1 3s (3s-4)axy + (3s-5)by 
so (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axy3s-1 + by3s) is not equivalent to (x, xy + y3, xy3) and hence 
(x, xy + y3, xy3) is not a stem. 
(11·3:18) f = (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axy4 + by5). 
2 3 
'ffi, 2\ { y, xy, y ,y } 
2 3 4 
'ffi,2\{y,xy, y ,y, y} 
2343 54 32 23 4 4 {x, x ,x ,x ,x y, x ,x y, x y ,x y , axy , (Sb-6)xy } 
{ 
xy+y3 0 3 




3'2 5' 22 4 
xy+y x y- by 3x y +Sbxy 
o 
o 
, 3 5' 
xy +by 
Calculation of TdSf is perfonned by computer. 
Orbits- if 5b-6~O then without loss of generality a=O. 
Thus orbits are represented by (x, xy + y3, xy3 + byS), 
(11·3:19) f = (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axyS + by6). 
2 3 2 4 
'ffi,2\{y,xy,y ,y ,xy, y} 
2 3 2 4 5 
'ffi,2\{y,xy, y ,y ,xy ,y ,y} 
2 3 4 3 _5 5 4 _~ 6 5 {X, x ,x ,x ,x y, H \{ y ,xy } ,H \{ y ,xy } } 
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3 0 0 0 0 ~xy+y 3 245 0 0 +a: 0 xy+y 7xy +6y - 6by , , 3 '2 6' 
0 0 0 0 xy+y 2x y- by 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
226 5 , 4 6 5 , by6+2axy 5 ' 3 6' 2x y - 3y +4bxy 4xy +5y - 4bxy 2xy +by 
2 3 3 J ( 4) ( 4)~ Y Y 0 4y 7y y-y 2 3 4 5 5 Y 0 Y . 0 , 11 y -4by , Y , 0 . (y\a/ )C -b/ )'L6 ).(11y6+4bl)( 0 0 xl 
Calculation of T~6f is perfonned by computer. 
o 
The relevant tenn for the unfolding is 6 0 S. If b :/: 0 then b = 1. 
by +2axy 
Otherwise b = 0 and a = 0 or a = 1. 
Thus orbits are represented by (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axyS + y6), 
(x, xy + y3, xy3 + xyS) and (x, xy + y3, xy3). 
Clearly (x, xy + y3, xy3 + xyS) and (x, xy + y3, xy3 + axyS + y6) are not finitely 
determined since they have triple curves (0, y)-+(O, y3, 0) and (0, y3, y6) respectively. 
(11·3:20) 




m 2\ { y, xy, y , y } 
2 4 
m2\{y,xy, xy, y} 
2345 23 6 6 ~{x,x,x ,x ,H \{x y}, H \{y}} 
o 
2 
xy +y , , 
o 
o . 0 0 
o 0 0 
3'2 3'226' 
xy+y x y+xy x y +y 
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3 ~ 2 3' 3 ~ 6 '(~02)'(-5~y6\(~0~)\ 
x y+ x y -8x y+ lSy ; J If 
2 2 3 4 
'IT\,2\{ xy, y ,y ,y } 
2 2 2 3 4 5 
'IT\, 2 \ {xy, y ,xy ,y ,y ,y } 
2 22 23 3 22 34 23 45 6 7 
ffi2 \ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,x y, X Y ,xy ,y ,x y ,xy ,y ,y , y } 
{( ) 
2 3 53 
xY2 Y3 Y4 4 Y 5 
+a: xY Y Y 5y -3y 
, 6' 7' 




o xy +3y 
, 7' 6 
5y 5y 
2 ~ 3' 3 ~ 2 3 • 2 2 ~ 4 6 }. 
X y+ xy X y+ X y X Y + 2xy + y 
10 10 
Calculations of Tst'f + 'IT\,2 .e.(f) and Tst'2,2f + 'IT\,2 ·e(f) were performed by 
computer. 
g e dSf => 
g e st'6f => 
g e st'kr, k ~ 7 => 
g e s/6(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6), 
g e s/7(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay7), 
g E s/(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS). 
So f is at worst 7 -detennined and is at least 6-detennined since (0, 0, y6) ~ T s/ f. 
Now Td7(x,xy+y3,xy4+yS+ay7) = Ts/f 
(calculation of Td7 (x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay 7) is performed by computer). 
Orbits- {(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay 7): a e d:} lies in a single 7 -orbit, hence 




'1'1'\.2 \{ xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,xy , y , y } 
2 22 2322 345 46 
'\"(\,2 \ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,x y , xy , y ,y ,xy ,y } 
23445 6246678 (t {x ,x ,x ,x y, x } + '1'1'\.2 \{x y ,y ,x y ,y, y } } 
2 5 2 5 3 5 0 0 0 ~ 5xy +y x y- y xy +y 2 3 2 2 6 2 6 
~ 0 0 0 x y+xy x y - y 5x y- 3y , , , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
4 6 0 0 0 0 xy +y , 3 , 3 2 3 , 2 2 5 6 
, 3 2 8' 2 0 x y+xy X y+x y ?' y +2xy +y 3x y +4ay 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
' 8 8' 3 6 2 4 8 
3x Y - ay 
' 6 8 
3xy +2ay 3y -2ay 2xy +by (:i1' 
• 12 
The calculation of T ~2.2f + 'Jl'\,2 ·e(f) was perfonned by computer. 
g E sl'6f => g E d 7(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6 + by7), 
g E sl'7f => 
g E sl'kf, k ~ 8 => 
By computer we calculate that 
g E d 8(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6 + by8), 
g E d(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6). 
Td7(x, xy + y3, 'xy4 + yS + ay6 + by7) = Td7(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6) 
and Td8(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6 + by8) = Td8(x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6). 
and (x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6 + by8) ! (x, xy + y3, xy4 + yS + ay6) 





'ffi2 \ {y, xy, y } 
2 2 4 
'ffi2\{y,y, xy ,y} 
22 23 3 22 3423 46 
'ffi2\{y,xy,y ,x y,xy ,y, X y, X Y ,xy ,y ,X Y ,xy ,y} 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
3'2 3'323' 
xy+y X y+xy X y+x y 
o 0 0 xy2+ y4 . 
o. 0 xy+y3 O} 
22 6' 4 6' , 
X Y -2 Y 2xy + 3y 0 0 
2 223345 
'ffi2 \ { xy, y ,x y, y , xy , y , y } 
2 2 23224546 
'J'n,2 \ {xy, y , xy , y ,x y , y , y ,xy ,y } 
2 3 4 4 5 6 2.4 6 6 7.8 













2 3' 3 23' 
X y+xy X y+x y 
o o o 
o 0 0 0 0 
2256'328' 248' 68' 68' 
. X Y +2xy +y X y +2y 2x y -3y xy +y 3xy +2ay 
. 12 12 
Calculations of 'f~f + ~ ·B(!) and 'f~22f + 'JTl.
2 
.B(!) perfonned by computer. 
Hence g e ~Sf => 
gE~6f => 
' . 
g e ~6(x, xy + y3, yS + ay6), 
g e d 7(x, xy + y3, yS + ay7), 
g e ~8(x, xy + y3, yS + ay8), 
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f is at worst 8-detennined. 
Since f is weighted homogeneous and degree(y5):/: degree(yk) unless k = 5 we have 
Tdk(x, xy + y3, y5 + ayk) = Tdk(x, xy + y3, y5) + (C{ayk.e3l: 
Since T d (x, xy + y3, y5) 3 {y 7.e3, y8.e3} it follows that (x, xy + y3, y5) is 6-
detennined. It is not 5-detennined since Td (x, xy + y3, y5) 'fJ {y6.e3}. 
Td7(x, xy + y3, y5 + y6 + ay7) ;2 m~.e(f) for all a so that (x, xy + y3, y5 + y6) is 
6-detennined. 
(11·3:23) f = (x, xy + y3, xy4). 
2 2 3 2 2 6 7 3j+ 1 . 
. m 2\ { xy, y ,xy ,y ,x y ,y ,y ,y : J ~ O} 
224551. 
'IT\, 2\ { y, y ,xy ,y ,y ,xy ,y J 
22 23 3 22 3 4 32 23 42 S 6 
'll'\,2\{y, xy, y ,x y, xy ,y , x y, x y ,xy ,y ,x y ,x y ,x y, xy ,y 
6 7 2 6 8 10 3j+2. 












, -xy + y , 
o 3 xy+y 2 3 x y+xy 
o 
323 
x y+x y 
2 2 6 
x y +y 
o 
o 
2 3 5 7 8x Y + 3xy -9y 
o 
o 
3 2 6 
x Y +xy 
o 
o 
4 2 2 6 
x y +x y 
o 
o 
2 6 3 10 











2 2 3·+1 
4y y xy Y J 
5 7 
xy -3y 
, xy +3y 0 
S' 10 4xy -3y 
, 6 8' 
-4xy +3y 
The calculation of Tdf will be found at A:7. 
Basis 
multiplicity 
At A:7 it is shown that 
o 
3 7 0 0 0 
y , 6' 6' 3·+S 
o y xy Y J 













x y+x Y 
2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 4 S 6 7 3j+1. 
'ffi,2 \ { xy, y ,x y, xy ,y , x y ,xy ,xy ,y ,y ,y ,y : J ~ 1l 
2 2 23224 4 S S 61 
'ffi,2 \ {xy, y ,xy ,y ,x y ,y ,xy ,y ,xy ,y ,y 1 
7 7 6 2 S 2 6 7 8 8 9 10 3j+2. 
'ffi,2 \ {y ,xy , x y , x y ,xy ,y, xy ,y ,y ,y : J ~ O} 
234 S 6 5 2 4 
+ a:{x ,x ,x ,x ,x ,x y, x y } 
22 4 6 3 5 





2 2 4 6 




x y- Y 
o 0 
2 2 6 4 6 




3 2 6 
x y +xy 
o 
o 
4 2 2 6 







3 3 9 
x Y +y 
o 0 y2 




2 4 Y 
2 S 9' 7 9' Y6 
3x Y -2y 3xy +2y y 
y -2xy 
, 10' 5 7' 
Y x'1 - 3'1 
xy +3y 0, 
5' 10 
4x'1 -3'1 






-4x Y 4'1 
5 6 
o 0 3x'1 - 3'1 
6 8' 26 8' 
3x'1 7'1 , 
-4xy +3y -4x y +3xy 0 o o 0 
Hence g E d" Sf :} 
g E d"6f :} 
g E d"7f :} 
g E d"8f :} 
g E d"9f :} 





o 0 0 0 . 2 
, : J ~ • 9' 6' 2 6 3j+S 
7y xy x'1 Y 
g E d" 6(x, x'1 + y3, xy4 + axyS + by6), 
g E d"7(x, xy + y3, xy4 + axy6 + by7), 
g E d"8(x, xy + y3, xy4 + ax2y6 + by8), 
g E d"9(x, x'1 + '13, x'14 + axy8 + b
'19), 
g E d"10(x, x'1 + y3, xy4 + ay10), 
g E ~+1(x, xy + '13, xy4) if k:f. 3s+1, 
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or g E, ~+l(x, xy + y3, xy4 + ay3s+2) if k = 3s+1. 
Weighted homogeneous weights (2, 1), 
degree(xy4) = 6, degree(y3s+2) = 3s+2. . 
Hence for s ~ 3 T~3s+2(x, xy + y3, xy4 + ay3s+2) = T~3s+2f + <C{ay3s+2.e3}. 
By 1:2 (x, xy + y3, xy4 + y3s+2) is (3s+2)-determined for s ~ 3. 
Hence g E ~ lOf =+ g ...., (x, xy + y3, xy4 + y3s+2) for some s ~ 3 or g E k Q O~kf and 
f is a weak stem. 
~.3:24) f = (x, xy, y4). 
\{ 4j+l 4j+2 4j+2 . ~ O:t '1'1\2 y ,y ,xy : J 'I 
4j+2 4j+3 4j+3. 
'I'1\2\{y,y ,y ,xy :J ~O} 
4j+l ~ ~j+2 + <C y o 
3 2 4j+2 . 
'1'1\ 2 \ {y, y ,xy , y : J ~ O} 
4j+2 4j+2 Y xy 
4j+3 4j+3 
, y , xy 
o 0 
4j+3 o } 
, xy 4'+6 : j ~ 1 . 
4y J 
The calculation of T~f will be found at A:8. 
Basis {y4S+2.~, y4s+3.~,y3j+2.e3: j ~3}, 
multiplicity 3. 
Let 1C = 4. 
Since f is finite, there exists a value leo such that Tdf n 'I'1\~.e(f) ~ T~s,5f 
leo\{ 4j+l 4j+2 4j+2 ....... _1 
'1'1\ 2 Y , Y , xy : J c.. Jo-
. . 1 ,_/ leo \{ 4j+2 4j+3 4j+3 ....... _l so In parttcu ar, T~ s,sf ~ '1'1\ 2 Y • Y , xy : J c.. Jo-




Y 4j+l Y 4j+2 xy 4j+2 
4j+2 4j+3 4j+3 
+ a: y , y , xy 
o 0 0 
o } 4j+3 xy .. 
, 4' +6 : J ~ JO • 
4y J 
Let k = 4s-1. Then 
m~s.e(f) ~ Tds,sf + 'ffi,~S+4.e(f) + a:{y4S+2.e2' y4s+3.e2, xy4s-t.e2}. 
Then by 1.2:6, g E d 4sf => g E d 4s+4(x, xy + ay4s+2 + by4s+3 + cxy4s-1, y4). 
Now (x, xy + cxy4s-1, y4) is not finitely detennined, since (0, y) -+ (0,0, y4) is a curve 
of quadruple points. 
Also, f is weighted homogeneous so 
Td4s+4(x, xy + cxy4s-1, 0) = Td4S+4(x, xy, y4) + a:{cxy4S-1.~}, 
and (x, xy + cxy4s-1, y4) - (x, xy + xy4s-1, y4) is not (4s+4)-equivalent to 
(x, xy, y4) and is therefore not equivalent to (x, xy, y4). 
Therefore (x, xy, y4) is not a stem. 
(11·3:25) f = (x, xy + xy3, y4). 
T~f 
\{ 4j+l 4j+2 4j+3 ..... O} 'ffi,2 y ,y , Y :J ~ 
\{ 4j+l 4j+2 4j+3 ..... O} 'ffi,2 y ,y ,y :J ~ 
4 3 2.. 














Y 0 :J ~ 0 • 
The calculation of Tdf will be found at A:9. 
Basis {y4S+2.e2, y4s+3.e2:j ~3}, 
2, ' multiplicity 
For sufficiently large k, 'ffi,~.e(f) f1T~f ~ Td2,2f 
so that g E dkf => g E dk+t(x, xy + xy3 + ay4s+3, y4) if k = 4s+2 
or g E dk+t(x, xy + xy3 + ay4s+2, y4) if k = 4s+1 
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or g E d k+ 1 (x, xy + xy3, y4) otherwise. 
Now T.s,(' (x, xy + xy3 + ayk, y4) 3 x{y ~ll so that 
(0, ayk, 0) E Td (x, xy + xy3 + ayk, y4) 
and there are (at most) two k-orbits: 
. d k+1(x, xy + xy3 + yk, y4) and d k+1(x, xy + xy3, y4). 
By computer we find that 
15 Td2,2(x, xy + xy3 + y14, 0) ;2 '""2 .e(f)\{y15.e2, y17.e2, yI9.~, y21.e2, y23.e2} 
+ a:{(yI7+yI9)-~, (y21+y23)-e2} 
16 Td2,2(X, xy + xy3 + y15, y4) ;2 ffi2 .e(f)\{yI8.e2, y22.~, y26.e2}. 
Further attempts to complete the classification have failed. It is not known whether or 
not f is a stem. 
(11·3:27) 
2 2 2 2 8 L 3j+l . 
'""2\ { y ,xy ,x y ,y ,x y : j, l ~ 0} 
T~f 
3 3 2 3 9 L 3j+2 . 
'""2\{y,y ,xy ,x y ,y, x y :j,l ~O} 
2 23 22 3 23 5 525 
'""2\ {y ,xy ,y , x y ,xy ,x y , y ,xy ,x Y 
8 8 11 L 3j+l . 
Y , xy ,y ,x y : j, l ~ (} 
{ 
L 3j+1 3 






2 2 8 





o L 3j+2( 3 2 3 9 
xy x-y) xy+y 
o 0 
o 
L+3 4 3 L 3 2 2 8 
x y (x-y) xy(x-y) x y +9y 
o 0 0 
000 
S 8 4329tt 2S tt 
xy +4y x Y + Y x Y +y 
o 
o 
8 tt 4xy -y 
2 2 
Y2 ~3 XY3 Y y xy 
o 0 0 
2 3j+4 
-xy Y 
3' S o Y j+ 
(jy8 0 
3j+4 
YO : l,j~O}. 
2y3j+7 
The calculation of T~f will be found at A:10. 
basis 
multiplicity 
{y3j+t.e3: j ~4}, 
t 
At A:10 it is shown that f*m3{r~f) ~ 
0 
0 
L 3j+7 ( 3 
x Y . x-y) 
12 L 3j+1 . 
m 2 \{xy :3j+l ~ 1t} 
12 L 3j+2 . 
m 2 \{ x y :3j+l ~ to} 
12 L 3j+l . 









, 3'+4 2y J 
2 2 2 3 2 2 S 6 8 L 3j+l . 
m 2 \ { Y ,xY ,Y ,x Y ,Y ,Y , Y ,x Y : J + l ~ 1} 
2 3 3 4 2 3 6 7 9 L 3j+2 . 
m 2 \{xY,Y ,xy ,Y ,x Y ,Y ,Y ,y, x Y :j,l ~O} 
2 2 23 22 3 3223 S S 62S 
m 2 \ {y ,xY ,Y , x y ,xy ,x y, x y , y ,xY ,Y ,x Y 
8 9 8 1 t L 3j+t . Y ,Y , xy ,y ,x y : j, l ~ O} 
i L 3j+t 3 2 2 8 0 xy (x-y) x Y +y L 3j+2( 3 0 0 0 xy x-y) 2 3 9 xY +y 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 L+3 4 3 L 3 2 2 8 S 8 









ge d IOf * 
o 
o 
8 11 4xy -y 



















g e d 7(x, xy - y4, y6 + ax3y4 + by7), 
g e d 8(x, xy _ y4, y6 + ay8), 
g e d 9(x, xy _ y4, y6 + ay9), 
g e d IO(x, xy _ y4, y6 + aylO), 
g e d ll (x, xy _ y4, y6 + ayll), 
g e dk+1(x, xy - y4, y6+ ay3s+1) if k = 3s, 
or g e dk+1(x, xy - y4, y6) if k f= 3s. 
weights (3, 1) 
degree(y6) = 6, degree(y3s+1) = 3s+1 
Td3s+1(x, xy :- y4, y6+ .ay3~+1) = Td3s+1f + ~{ay3s+1.e3}. 
By 1:2 (x, xy - y4, y6+ y3s+1) is (3s+1)-determined for s ~ 4. 
Hence g e d llf * g .... (x, xy - y4, y6+ y3s+1) for some s ~ 4 or g e k Q odkf and f 
is a weak stem. 
(II· 4: 1) 
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11·4: j2f = (x, 0, 0). 
f = (x, 0, 0). 
2 
m2 
{Xj : j ~ 2} 
{Xj : j ~ 2} 
hence g E d 2f ~ g E d \x, ax2y + bxy2 + cy3, dx2y + exy2 + fy3), 




We show the 3-orbits are as follows: 
(x, x2y + y3, xy2), (x, y3, xy2), (x, y3, x2y), (x, y3, 0), (x, y3 - x2y, 0), 
(x, xy2, x2y), (x, xy2, 0), (x, x2y, 0), (x, 0, 0). 
This agrees with [Mond 1]. 
Proof: we shall make extensive use of the unfolding criterion 1·2:19 . 
o o o . m 2\{y} 
2 3 {x, x ,x } +«: 
2 3 {x, x ,x } 
2 2 3 2 2 3 




ax y+ bxy +cy 
o o o 
2 3 2 2 o , bxy + 2cy ,bx y + 3cxy 
2 23 2 3 2 2 
dx Y + exy + fy exy + 2fy ex y + 3fxy 
The calculation of Td3f was performed by computer. 
For each point (aa' bat co' do, eo, fa) the unfolding 
Y 
2 3 2axy + by 
2 3 
2dxy +ey 
(x, aox2y + baxy2 + cay3, (aot + d~x2y + (bot + ea)xy2 + (cot + fo)y3) 
is 3-trivial. If Co i: 0 then without loss of generality fa = O. If Co = 0 and fo i: 0 then 
interchange f2 and f3. Without loss of generality 
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Then T d 3f contains 
o o o o o 
2 2 3 2 2 
ax y + bxy + cy 'dx y + exy 
232 2 o ' bxy + 2cy , bx y + 3cxy 
o o 2 2 2 2 dx y + exy exy ex y 
Note that these are all tangent to {f = O}. 
For each point (ao' bo' co' do, eo) the unfolding 
(x, (; :ot2 + bot + ao)x2y + (3cot + bo)xy2 + coY3, (eot + do)x2y + eoxy2) 
is 3-trivial. If If eo f: 0 then w.l.o.g. do = O. Without loss of generality 
f = (x, ax2y + bxy2 + cy3,exy2) or (x, ax2y + bxy2 + cy3, dx2y). 
O. 0 0 . 0 
In the first case we consider «: 2 2 3 2 2 3 
ax y + bxy + cy 'exy' 0 'bxy + 2cy 
2 o 0 exy o 
Note that these are all tangent to {d = O}. 
For each point (ao' bo' co' eo) the unfolding (x, aox2y + boxy2 + coy3, eteoxy2) is 3-
trivial (recall eo f: 0). Without loss of generality eo = 1. 
o o o 
We consider a: 2 2 3 ax y , xy , cy 
o o o 
It is clear that without loss of generality, f is one of 
(x, x2y + y3, xy2), (x, x2y, xy2), (x, y3, xy2), (x, 0, xy2) 
In the second case we consider 
o 0 0 0 0 
2 232 2 3 2 2 
ax y + bxy + cy 'dx y' 0 'bxy + 2cy • bx y + 3cxy 
o 0 dx2y 0 0 
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Note that these are all tangent to {e = o}. 
If do:F 0 then the unfolding (x, aox2y + boXy2 + cQY3, etdox2y) is 3-trivial. Without 
o o o 
loss of generality do = 1. We consider a: 
2 2 
x Y , bxy , cxy 
o o o o 
It is clear that without loss of generality, f is one of 
(x, xy2, x2y), (x, y3, x2y), (x, 0, x2y). 
If do = 0 we consider 
o o o 
2 2 3 2 3 2 
ax y + bxy + cy 'bxy + 2cy 'bx y + 3cxy 
000 
The unfolding (x, (2. cot2 + bot + ao)x2y + (3cot + b~xy2 + cQY3, 0) is 3-trivial. We may 2 
assume that bo = 0 unless Co = O. 
It is clear that Without loss of generality, f .is one of 
(x, x2y, 0), (x, x2y - y3, 0), (x, xy2, 0), (x, y3, 0), (x, 0, 0). 
Hence g E ~2(x, 0, 0) => 
g E {~3(x, x2y + y3, xy2), ~3(x, y3, xy2), d 3(x, xy2, x2y), d3(x, y3, x2y), 
~3(x, x2y - y3, 0), d 3(x, y3, 0), d 3(x, x2y, 0), d 3(x, xy2, 0), (x, 0, a)} 
(11·4:3) 
{ 3j+2. O} 'ffi,~ Y :J ~ 
'ffi,2\{y, xy, y, 
2 3j+l . 'ffi,~ {xy, y ,y : J ~ 0} 
The calculation of Tdf will be found at A:11. 
Basis 
multiplicity 1, 




:j ~ 0 . 
hence g e d 3f ~ 
g E d 4f ~ 
and for k~5 g E dkf ~ 
Weighted homogeneous 
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2 2 3 2 3j+2. 
'm 2\ {y ,y ,xy ,Y : J ~ n 
2 222345 
'm2\{ xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,y ,y } 
2 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 3j+l. 
'm2 \ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,y ,xy ,y ,y : J ~ n 
2 3j+2 
xy y 
+a: 0 • 0 :j ~ 1 , 
4 3j+4 
xy Y 
2 2 3 2 3j+2. 
'ffi,2\{y,y,xy,y :J~1} 
2 2 2 2 3 S 
'm2\{xy,y ,x y,xy ,y ,y} 
2 2 2 2 3 4 S 3j+l. 
'm2 \ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,xy ,y ,y : J ~ 1} 
o xy2 y3j +2 y3 
+a: S' 3y • 0 • 0 ' 0 
4 4 3' + 4 S 2xy xy Y J Y 
g e d 4(x, x2y + y3, xy2 + ay4), 
g E d Sex, x2y + y3, xy2 + axy4 + byS), 
g e d k+1(x, x2y + y3, xy2 + ay3s+1) if k = 3s, 
or .s<k+l(x, x2y + y3, xy2) if k:F 3s. 
weights (1,1), 
degree(xy2) = 3, degree(y3s+1) = 3s+1. 
Hence Td3s+1(x, x2y + y3, xy2 + ay3s+1) = Td3s+1f + a:{ay3s+1.e3}. 
For s ~ 2, by 1:2 (x, x2y + y3, xy2 + y3s+1) is (3s+1)-determined. 
In [Mond 11 the detenninacy degree of (x, x2y + y3, xy2 + y4) is shown to be 4. 
By computer we calculate that 
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'ffi,2\{Y' 
T~5(x,x2y+y3,xy2+axy4+by5) = 'ffi,2\{Y'xy,y' +«= 
2 4 m~ {y, xy, y , y } 
so that {(X, x2y + y3, xy2 + axy4 + by5) : a, b E «=} lies in a single 5-orbit. 
Hence g E d"3f => g ..., (x, x2y + y3, xy2 + y3s+ 1) for some s ~ 1 or g E k Q Od"kf and 
f is a weak stem. 
(11,4:4) 
Td"f 
m~{ y3j+2: j ~ O} 
{ 2j. O:t m~ y, xY:J ~J 
2 3j+l·. m~ {xy, y , y : J ~ O} 
+~ 





2 3 2 3j+2. 
m 2\ {y , xy , y : J ~ O} 
22 234Sj. 
m 2 \ { y , xy , y , y , y , x Y : J ~ t} . 
2 2 2 2 3 4 5 3j+l. 
m2 \ {xY, Y , x Y, xY , Y , xY , Y , Y : J ~ t} 
2 3'+2 
xY Y ~ 
o 0 :j.~ 1 , 
4 3'+4 
xy Y ~ 
hence g E s/3f => 
g E s/4f => 




2 3 2 3j+2, 
m 2 \ {y ,xy ,Y : J ~ 0} 
22 235j, 
'11\,2\ { y , xy ,Y ,Y ,x Y : J ~ n 
2 2 2 2 3 4 5 3j+l, 
m 2 \ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,y ,xy ,y ,Y : J ~ n 
2 3' + 2 3 o xy Y J Y 
+ a: 3y5 0 0 0 
4 4 3j +4 5 
2xy xy Y Y 
g E ,s/4(X, y3 + ax3y, xy2 + by4), 
g E ,s/5(X, y3 + ax4y, xy2 + bxy4 +. cyS), 
g E ,s/k+l(X, y3 + ax3Sy, xy2 + by3s+1) : k = 3s, 
or d k+1(x, y3 + axky, xy2): k 1: 3s, 
weights (1, 1), 
Tdk+1(x, y3 + axky, xy2) = Tdk+1f + a:{ axky,~} 
and Td3s+1(x, y, xy2 + by3s+1) = Td3s+1r + «:{ by3s+t.e3}. 
The genns (x, y3, xy2 + y3s+1) and (x, y3 + xky, xy2) are not finitely detennined 
(having a cuspidal edge and a triple curve respectively). Neither are they equivalent to 




2 b 3s+ 1 
xy + y 
x 
'3 3s sax y 
2 
xy 




o ' y +ax y , 0 ' 0 2 , xy , 
o 0 x o 0 ) 0 o 
y 0 o 
, 3 3s-1 2 , 3 2 3s+1, 
sax y xy +ax 3 3s 3y + ax y 
3 2 3s Y 2x Y + (3s +1)bxy 2 3s+ 1 2xy + (3s +l)by 
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- Td3s+1(x, y3, xy2) + ([; a)OSY), ~ 
by3S+ 1 
The 3s+1-orbits orbits are {(x, y3 + ax3sy, xy2 + by3s+1): a, bE «:\{O}} 
{(x, y3 + ax3sy, xy2): a E «:\ {O}}, {(x, y3, xy2 + by3s+1): bE «:\ {O}}. 
Then (x, y3 + ax3sy, xy2 + by3s+1)_(x, y3 + x3sy, xy2 + y3s+1) is (3s+1)-determined 
provided that s ~ 2, since the hypotheses of 1:2 are satisfied. 
(11·4:6) 
m~{y~ 
0 2 2 . Y m~ { y , xly : 4 ~ j ~ O} +«: 4 0 ax y , 
2 4 0 4 m ~ {y, xy, y , y } y 
The calculation of T ~Sf was performed by computer. , 
Hence the 5-orbits are {(x, y3 + ax4y, xy2 + bxy4 + cyS): a E a:;\{O}~ b, C E a:;} 
and {(x, y3, xy2 + bxy4 +' cyS): b, C E a:;}. 
The two orbits are represented by the map-germs (x, y3, xy2), (x, y3 + x4y, xy2). 
Hence g E ~3(x, y3, xy2) * g"" (x, y3 + x3sy, xy2 + y3s+1) or 
(11·4:7) f = (x, y3, x2y). 
\{ 3j+l 3j+l ...... O} 11'\,2\ xy ,y :J.::; 
2 3j+l . 11'\, ~ {xy, y ,y : J ~ O} 
\{ 3j+2 2 3j+2 3j+l 3j+2 ...... O} 11'\,2\ xy, xy ,x y , y , y : J .::; 
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3'+ 1 3j + 1 
0 xy J y 
+a: 3 3j+4 Y . 0 0 
2 3j+2 
xy 2 2 3j +2 xy 2 3j+2 xy 
The calculation of Tst'f will be found at A:13. 
Basis {xy3k+2,e3' x2y3k+2.e3, y3k+l.e3, y3k+2,e3}' 
multiplicity 4, 
2 2 3j+l 3j+l, 
'Ii\, 2\ {x y, y , xy : J ~ O} 
2 2 2 2 3 4 3j+l, 
'ffi,2\{xy,y ,x y,xy ,y ,xy ,y :J~ 11 
2 2 3 4 3 2 3j+1 3j+2 3j+2 2 3jt2 , 
'ffi,2\{xy, x y, y ,xy ,x y, y ,y ,xy ,x y : J ~ O} 
+~ 
hence g E d 3f => 














4 6xy , 
o 
3'+4 3'+1 Y J xy J 0 
o 0' 3y3j +4 
2 3j + 5 2 2 3j + 2 2 3j+ 2 xy x Y x Y 
g E d 4(x, y3, x2y + ax2y2 + by4), 
g E d 5(x, y3 t x2y + ax3y2 + bxy4 + cyS), 
g E d k+1(x, y3, x2y + ax2y3s-1 + by3S+1): k = 3s, 
or d k+1(x, y3, x2y+ ay3s+2): k = 3s+1, 
or d k+1(x, y3, x2y + axy3s+2) : k = 3s+2. 
(x, y3, x2y + x2y3j+2), (x, y3, x2y + xy3j+2), (x, y3, x2y + y3j+ 1) 
are not finitely determined; 
the map-germ (x, y3, x2y + y3j+1) = (x, y3, y(x2 + y3j» has two triple curves with 
smooth pre-image along x2 + y3j = 0 if j is even, or one triple curve with non-
smooth pre-image if j is odd. 
The map-germ (x, y3, x2y + xy3j+2) has a triple curve along x = 0, which has 
transversal type D4, 
Consequently, f is not a stem, since it has a single, smooth curve of triple points 
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which has transversal type J 10 (the image satisfies Z3 = YX6 where Y is a constant), 
(II,4:8) 
The curve (x2 + y3) = 0 -+ (x, y3, 0) is a triple curve of transversal type D4' Note that 
the image of this curve is smooth, but not the pre-image, 
+CC 
t 3j+l, t 3j+l 2 3 , 'ffi,~{ x y : l,J ~ o} + CC{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ o} 
1 3j+1, t 3j+l 2 3 , 'ffi,~{ x y : l,J ~ 0} + CC{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ o} 
t 3j+2, t 3j+2 2 3 , 'ffi,~ {y, xy, x y : t,J ~ o} + CC{x y (x +y ): t+J ~ n 
3'+4 o -y ~ 
3y 4 , 2xy3j+4 
2 2 5 
x y +4y 0 





The calculation of Tdf will be found at A:14. 
Basis 
multiplicity 1. 
Note that (x2jy2+ (-1~+ly3j+2)'e3 and (x2j+1y2+ (-1~+lxy3j+2)'e3 e T~f so that we 
can rewrite the basis as {y3j+2,e3} or {xy3j+2.e3}. 
2 2 3 t 3j+l. 1 3j+t 2 3 . m~{y ,y ,x y : l+J ~ 1l + CC{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ 1l 
2 2 3 5 t 3j+t, t 3j+t 2 3 . m~ {y ,xy ,y ,y ,x y : l+J ~ 1l + CC{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ 1} 
2 3 4 t 3j+2. t 3j+2 2 3 . m~{xy, x y ,y ,y ,x y :l,J ~ O}+a:{x y (x +y ):l ~ 2 or J ~ n 
o 
4 3xy 
3 2 5 












3'+4 3j+t 3'+4 
xy ~ xy Y J 
2ij+7 • 0 0 
0 2 2 3j+2 xy 2 3j+S xy 
+<C 
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2 L 3j+t, L 3j+t 2 3 , m~ { x y : l+J ~ 1l + «:{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ 1l 
2 2 3 L 3j+t, L 3j+t 2 3 , 'ffi,~{y ,xy ,y ,x y : l+J ~ 1} + <C{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ 1l 














• 2 3j+7. 2 3j+7 • 
xy Y 




3'+4 Y ~ 
o 
2 2 3j+2 2 3j+S x y xy 
hence g E ,d4f => g E ,dS(x, y3, x2y + y4 + ax3y2 + byS), 
and for k ~ 5 g E ~kf => g E ,dk+l (x, y3, x2y + y4 + axy3s+2) if k = 3s+2, 
or d k+1 (x, y3, x2y + y4) if k = 3s, 
or ,dk+l (x, y3, x2y + y4 + ay3s+2) if k = 3s+1. 
Weighted homogeneous weights (3,2), 
. . 
degree(x2y + y4) = 8, degree(y3s+2) = 6s+4, degree(xy3s+2) = 6s+ 7. 
Hence T~3s+3(x, y3, x2y + y4 + axy3s+2) =Td3s+3f + a:{axy3j+2.e3} 
and T~3s+2(x, y3, x2y + y4 + ay3s+2) = Td3s+2f + a:{ay3j+2.e3}. 
By 1:2 (x, y3, x2y + y4 + xy3s+2) is (3s+3)-determined and (x, y3, x2y + y4 + xy3s+2) is 
(3s+ 2)-determined. 
(11·4:9) 
'ffi,~{ y, xy} 
224 m~{y, xy, y ,x y, y } 
2 2 2 2 5 m~{y, xy, y ,xy ,x y ,y } 
o y 
+ <C 2 4 
x y+y' 0 
2 o 2xy 
xy 
o 




x y +4y 
The calculation of TdSf perfonned by computer. 
The 5-orbits are 
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{(X, y3, x2y + y4 + ax3y2 + by5): b E a:\{O}; a E a:}, 
{(x, y3, x2y + y4 + ax3y2): a E a:}. 
The two orbits are represented by the map-genns 
(x, y3, x2y + y4), (x, y3, x2y + y4 + y5). 
By 1:2 (x, y3, x2y + y4 + y5) is 5-detennined. 
Hence g E d'3f ~ 
g _ '(x, y3, x2y + y4 + y3s+2) or g_ (x, y3, x2y + y4 + xy3s+2) for some s ~ 1 





. 2 3 l { xJ(x y-y ) : l + j ~ 2} 
The calculation of Td'2.2f was perfonned by computer (calculation modulo 'ffi,~.e(f) is 
g E d' 4(x, x2y _ y3, ax2y2 + bxy3 + cy4), 
g E d'S(x, x2y - y3, ax3y2 + bx2y3 + cxy4 + dyS) etc. 
We can obviously choose anyone non-zero coefficient to be 1. In fact this is the 
only simplification which can be made, giving the orbits 
(x, x2y - y3, ax2y2 + bxy3 + 0), (x, x2y - y3, ax2y2 + xy3), (x, x2y _ y3, x2y2) 
Worse still, none of the orbits (x, x2y - y3, ax2y2 + bxy3 + y4) are 4-detennined. 




m,2\{ y, xy} 
a: {x, X2, x3, x 4, xLy2j: l+ 2 j ~ 5} + a:{xLy3j+l (x2 _y2): l,j ~O} 
(C {x, x2, x3, x 4, X5, xLy2j+l: l + 2j ~ 5} + a: {XLy3j+2(X2 +y3): lj ~ 0} 
+ 
o 
2 2 4 













x Y -x Y 
o 
o 
4 5 5x y -6y 
y xy 3y 5xy 0 
2, 4, 0 
-xy -y , 0 'xjy : j ~ 2 • 
o 0 2xy3 4y5 xjy2 
The calculation of Tdf will be found at A:15. 
Basis { xjy2'e3}' 
multiplicity 1, 
2 2 2 3 
m 2\{ xy, y ,x y, y } 
(C {x2, x3, x 4, x5, xLy2j: ! + 2j ~ 6} + (C{xLy2j+t(x2 _y2): 2!+j ~2} 
a: {x2, x3, x 4, xS, x6, x Ly2j+l: l + 2j ~ 6} + (C{x Ly2j+2(x2 _y2): l+j ~ 1} 
0 0 3xy 2 2 0 xy x y 3x Y 
'+ 0 0 2 2 0 3 2 0 xjy -x y 
-x Y 4 2 3 3 3 5 
2 23 2 33 j 2 x Y -x y 5x y -6xy 0 xy 0 xy xy 
( ~ . 2) j+3 f* m 3' T f + (C{xJy 'e3} ~ m2 ,8(f) provided that j ~ 4. 
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2 3 m~{ xy, x y, y ,} 
2 3 4 5 1 2j. 1 2j+l 2 2 . a: {x ,x ,x ,x ,x y : l + 2 J 2: 6} + a:{x y (x -y ): l+J 2:1} 
2 3 4 S 6 1 2j+l. 1 2j+2 2 2 . a: {x ,x ,x ,x ,x ,x y : l + 2 J 2: 6} + «:{x y (x -y ): l+J 2: 1} 
2 3 
X Y -2y 
+ o 
'0 
hence g E d'4f ~ 
gE s/Sf ~ 
o 
3 2 4 









o S 3 3 x Y -x Y 
3 34 23 S S 
X Y -xy x Y -x y 5x y -6xy 
2y 3 xy 3xy 5y 3 0 0 ' 
4 22 22 4 j 
-xy -x y 0 0 X Y -3y x Y 
o 0 2ly3 u.yS 2ly3 -4l xjy2 
g E d'S(X, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4 + ax4y + bx3y2 + cyS), 
g E d' 6(X, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4 + ax4y2 + bxSy), 
and for k 2: 6 g E s/kf ~ g E d'k+l(X, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4 + axk-1y2). 
Homogeneous 
hence Ts/k+l(x, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4 + axk-1y2) = Td'k+lf + «:{axk-ly2.e3}. 
By 1:2 (x, x2y - y3, x2y2 - y4 + xk- t y2) is k+l-detennined for k ~ 6. 
Hence g E d'6f ~ 
g"" (x, x2y - y3, x2y2 - y4 + xk- t y2) for some k 2: 6 or g E k Q Od'kf , 
and f is a weak stem. 
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II·S : Map-genus having corank 2. 
We prove the results presented in table 4 and figure 4. 
(I1.5·l) Proposition: if f has corank 2 then f lies in one of the following 
d-invariant strata: 
d"2(xy, x2, y2), d"2(x2 + y'l, xy, 0), d 2(x2, y2, 0), 
d"2(x2, xy, 0), d"2(xy, 0, 0), d 2(x2, 0,0), d 2(0, 0, 0). 
Proof: if f has corank 2 then 
j2r = (alx2 + a2xy + a3y2, btx2 + b2xy + b3y2, CtX2 + c2xy + c3y2) 
for some ~,bi' ci E «:. 
If det ( ~: ~ ~) f: 0 then we can find a change of basis so that 
ct c2 c3 . 
Pf = (xy, x2, y2) 
otherwise we may assume that cl = c2 = c3 = 0, i.e. 
Pf = (at x2 + a2xy + a3y2, bt x2 + b2xy + b3y2, 0). 
If at f: 0 then we can subtract b1X/al from Y so that without loss of generality, 
b1 = O. This leads to the following: 
if b2 f: 0 then let x' = (b2x+ b3y). Then j2f becomes (CXtX2 + ~xy + cx3y2, b2xy, 0). 
We get (x2 + y2, xy, 0) or (x2, xy, 0) depending on cx3 (note (x2 + y2, xy, 0) and 
(x2 - y2, xy, 0) are equivalent under the coordinate changes y'= iy, Y'= -iY). 
If b2 = 0 then let x' = x + 2; y. Then j2f becomes (a t(x,)2 + CJ.3y2, b3y2, 0). 
t 
This gives the forms (x2, y2, 0) if b3 f: ° and (x2+ y2, 0,0) or (x2, 0, 0) if 
b3 = O. Then (x2+ y2, 0, 0) = «x + iy)(x - iy), 0, 0) is equivalent to (xy, 0, 0) under the 
coordinate change x' = x + iy, y' = x - iy. 
Finally. we suppose that al = bl = O. If det (~ ~) '" 0 then without loss of 
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generality Pf = (xy, y2, 0). Let x' = y, y' = x to get (xy, x2, 0). 
Otherwise without loss of generality b2 = b3 = 0 and Pf is one of 
(xy + y2, 0, 0), (xy, 0, 0) or (y2, 0, 0). 
We let x' = x + y to show that (xy + y2, 0, 0)...., (xy, 0, 0) and exchange x, y to show 
that (y2, 0, 0)- (x2, 0, 0). 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Note that none of these are finitely determined since they are all at least 2-1 
everywhere. (They have 2-dimensional instability locH) 
We look at (xy, x2, y2) and (x2 + y2, xy, 0) in more detail: 
(11·5·2) Proposition: if Pf = (xy, x2, y2) then f lies in one of 
- -
~2s+1(XYt x2, y2 + x2s+1) or no~S(xy, x2, y2) for some s> 0 
s~ 
D. 
(this is the example used in I·2-see 8, 14 and 20 in that section for the 3-jets). 
Proof: 
T~2;l.f = {x2i-iyi.e\, x2i-iyi.~, x2i-iyi.e3 : i ~ 2, O:S:j:S: 2i} + rn.;. (~y). ( ~x 1 
so for s ~ 1, g E ~2sf => g E ~2s+1(xy + LAjX2S+1-jyj, x2 + ay2s+1, y2 + bx2s+1) 
and g E ~2s+1f => g E ~2s+2(xYt x2, y2). 
For f = (xy + n jx2s+1-jyj, x2 + ay2s+1, y2 + ~x2s+1) 
+(C 
. 2s+1-tj 
xy + :EAj(2s+1-J)x y 
2 2x . 
(2s+1)plS+1 
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~'\ . 2s+1-j j 
xy + "'""',tlx y 
(2s+ 1 )ay 2s+ 1 
2y2 
2 ~'\. 2s+2-j j-1 
x + ... "',tlX y 
2s (2s+ 1 )axy 
2xy 
2 . 2s-j j+1 y + kAi(2s+1-J)x y 
2xy 
2s (2s+1)px y 
We rearrange this so that the last 4 terms become 









1 2s+1 . 2s+2-jj- 1 






2 2s+1 - ay 
(2s+ 1) px 2s+ 1 
We shall use these to construct (2s+1)-trivial unfoldings. 




Let F(x, y, t) = (xy + :EA./t)x2S+1-jyj, x2 + a(t)y2s+1, y2 + P(t)x2s+1) 
where a(t) = aO' 
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... , 
'\ ) (2 2)1( 1 3 1 2s+2 "I 0 1 2S+1) 2'\ 0 A 0 . /\'O(t = s+ . -"2 (2s+ )aO (2s+2)! t + /\.2s+1 (2s+1)! t + ... + /\.1 t + 0' 
A I( 1 1 2s+3 "I 0 1 2S+2) 2"1 0 A p(t) = -2(2s+2). -2" (2s+3)aO (2s+3)! t + /\.2s+1 (2s+2)! t + ... +- /\.ot + PO' 
1 2s+1 . 2s+2-j j- 1 
-"2 (2s+3)a(a)y + D}a)G+1)x y 
o and by 1·2:19 F is a 
_ 2AO(a)x 2s+ 1 
(2s+1)-trivial unfolding. If any of (cxO' A~'''., A2~+1) are non-zero then there exists a 
value of t such that ~(t) = O. 
So (xy + LJ...l2s+1-jyj, x2 + cxy2s+1, y2 + ~x2s+1) is (2s+1)-equivalent to either 
_ (xy + :EAjX2s+1-jyj~ x2.+ cxy2s+1, y2) or (xy, x2, y2 + ~x2s+1). 







2s+1 (2s+ 1) cxy2S+ 1 2 2s+1 
-2A2s+1Y - cxy 
0 0 0 
note that these are tangent to (~=O). 
Consider 
o 
Let F(x, y, t) = (xy + :EAj(t)x2s+1-jyj, x2 + cx(t)y2s+1, y2) 
where 
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~ _ , ... 0 1 2s+ 1 ... 0 ... 0 
'''2s+ 1 (t) = 2s·1\..0 (15+1)1 t + ... + 1\..2st + 1\..2s+ l' 
( , ... 0 1 2s+2 ... 0 1 2 ... 0 ) a(t) = -2 2s.1\..0 (25+2)1 t + ... + 1\..2s'2 t + 1\..2s+1 t + aO' 
Then a~a = 
. 2s-j j+1 
LA}a) (2s-J)x y 
2s+1 -2~s+1(a)y 
o 
and F is a (2s+1)-trivial unfolding. 
If any of (A~, ... , A2~+1) are non-zero then there e~ists a value of t such that 
a(t) = O. So (xy + LA,jX2S+1-jyj, x2 + ay2s+1, y2) is (2s+1)-equivalent to either 
(xy + LAl2S+1-jyj, x2, y2) or (xy, x2 + ay2s+1, y2). 
Under the change of coordinates x +-+ y, Y +-+ Z, (xy, x2 + ay2s+1, y2) is equivalent 
to (xy, x2, y2 + ax2s+1). 










Let F1(x, y, t) = (xy + LA..(t)x2s+1-jyj, x2, y2) where A.·(t) = A.? eO-1)t J J J 
These are both (2s+1)-trivial unfoldings. For any two values i,j with A~ .p 0, A.~ f: 0, 
o 0 
we may assume that A.. = 1 and A.. = 1. 
1 J 
Similarly, for (xy, x2, y2 + px2s+1), if p.p 0 we may assume that p = 1. 








3 2 234 
x Y x Y xy 
+Q; o , 
2 
o , 0 , o , 
4 
2x y 





















, 2x , 
0 




2x y , 
0 















has non-zero detenninant and a, d are both non-zero. 
The detenninant is ad(4ac3+4db3+27a2d2-b2c2-18abcd). 
Thus we get 
(xy + x3 + bx2y + cxy2 + y3, x2, y2) is 3-determined iff 
4c3+4b3+27-b2c2-18bc i= 0, 
and (xy + ax3 + bxly + cxy2, x2, y2) is not 3-determined. 
4 2y5 2xy 
4 5 
xy Y 
2 3 4 
2x Y , 2xy 
0 0 
-c -2d 0 . 
0 -c -2d 
2c 3d 0 
a 0 -c 
b 2c 3d 







Note that (xy + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3, x2, y2) - (xy + dx3 + cx2y + bxy2, x2, y2) under the 
coordinate change x ~ y, y ~ Z. 
Conclusion: d 2(xy, x2, y2) is a union of the following d-invariant strata: 
(xy + x3 + bx2y + cxy2 + y3, x2, y2) if 4c3+4b3+27-b2c2-18bc i= 0, 
d 3(xy + x3+bx2y + cxy2 + y3, x2, y2) if 4c3+4b3+27-b2c2-18bc = 0, 
~3(xy + x3+ x2y + cxy2, x2, y2), d 3(xy + x3 + xy2, x2, y2), d3(xy + x3, x2, y2), 
~3(xy + x2y + xy2, x2, y2), d3(xy + xy2, x2, y2), d3(xy + x2y, x2, y2), 
d 3(xy, x2, y2 + x3), d'3(xy, x2, y2). 
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We note that (xy + x3+ x2y + cxy2, x2, y2) has a double curve (0, ±y)-+ (0,0, y2) 
which does not have transversal type AI' 
(11·5:4) Proposition: if Pf = (xy + x3 + x2y + cxy2, x2, y2) and c(c-4)~ 0 then flies 
in one of 
n d'S(xy + x3 + x2y + cxy2, x2, y2) 
S~O 
or (xy + x3 + x2y + cxy2, x2 + ay2s+I, y2) for some s ~ 2, a~ O. 
In the second case f is (2s+1) - determined. Hence (xy + x3 + x2y + cxy2, x2, y2) is a 
. weak stem. 
Proof: Let 1C = 3, R = 4 and S = 3. 
Claim: Td'4.3f ~ m~.8(f)\{(0, y2j+l, 0): j ~ 3} and 
Td'2.2f ~ m~.8(f)\{(0, y2j+l, 0): j ~ 2}. 
Then for k ~ 4 j2kf = (xy + x3 +'x2y + cxy2, x2, y2) => 
f e d'2k+3(xy + x3 + x2y + cxy2, x2 + ay2k+l, y2)= fa say. 
Then 
2k+4 2k+4 6 . 
Td'4,3fa + m 2 ·8(f) = Td'4,3f + m 2 ·8(f) ~ mf9(f)\{(0, y2J+l, O):j ~ 3} 
Since Td'4,3fa = f*m3·Td'2,2fa it follows that fa is 2k+l-determined if 
2k+4 (0, y2k+3, 0) e Td'2,2fa +m2 ·8(f) 
Proof of claim: Note that 
m~.8(f)\ {CO, y2j+l, 0): j ~ 3} 
is an 03-module via (xy + x3 + x2y + cxy2, x2, y2) and that 
f*m3·m~.9(f)\{(0, y2j+l, O):j ~ 3} = m~.8(f)\{(0, y2j+l, 0): j ~ 4}. 
Therefore Td'4,3f ~ m~.8(f)\{(0,y2j+l,0):j~3} if and only if 
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This follows if we show that T~4.3f + m~.e(f) ;2 m~.e(f)\ {(O, y2j+l, 0): j ~ 3} since 
In rof(m;.e(3» tenns involving the square of the parameters are in m~.e(f) so we 
can calculate T~4.3f + m~.e(f) by computer: we find that 
T~4.3f + m~.e(f) =m~.e(f) + «:{x6, xSy, x4y2, x3y3, x2y4, xyS, y6, 16x7- cxy6, 
8x6y+cxy6,4xSy2-cxy6,2x4y3+cxy6,x3y4-cxy6,xlyS+2cxy6,2 cx2yS+cxy6, 
(3-8c)xy6+2cy 7}.el 
+ «:{x6, x5y, x4y2, x3y3, x2y4, y6, xyS + (1-2c)x2yS + cxy6, 8x7+cx2yS, 
-4x6Y+cx2y5,2x5y2+cx2yS,-x4y3+cx2yS,x3y4+2cx2y5}.e2 
+ t{x6, x4y2, x3y3, x2y4, xyS, y6, 16x5y + 16x7 + 16cx5y2 + cy7, 
16x6y-cy7, 8x5y2+cy7, 4x4y3_cy7,2x3y4+cy7,x2y5+2cxy6, x2y5_ cy7, xy6+2cy7}.e3 
5 4 
x x Y 3 2 x Y 
o 
2 23 x Y 
6 7 2cxy -cy 
3 26 x y 
0 
2 3 
x Y 4 4 32 23 4 5 xy x Y x Y x Y xy Y 
5 4 32 23 4 o ,0 ,2x ,2x y , 2x Y 2x Y ,2xy 
4 2xy 2y5 0 0 0 0 0 
6 6 
-l6cx y-cxy 6 4cxy -cy 7 
0 0 
7 5 2 16x +l6cx y 3y7 0' 
This contains m~.e(f)\ {(O, y2j+t, 0): j ~ 3} provided that c(c-4)1= 0; the relevant tenns 
are underlined in red. 
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6 
We obtain Td2,2f in a similar way (by calculating T~2,2f + 'ffi,2·e(f) by computer). 
We next show that (0, y2k+3, 0) E T~2.2fa + 'ffi,~k+4.e(f), recalling that 
The important terms are: 
a:{x4, x3y, y4, x2y2 + ay2k+3, x2y2 +2x4y + 2x3y2 + 2x2y3, xy3+ x3y2 + x2y3 + cxy4}.ei 
+ a:{3x5+ 2x4y + cx3y2, 3x4y + 2x3y2 + cx2y3, xS+ 2cx4y, x4y + 2cx3y2, }.et 
33223 4 
xy +3x Y +2x y +cxy 3 2 3 4 xy +x Y +2cxy 




Since a:{3x5+ 2x4y + cx3y2, 3x4y + 2x3y2 + cx2y3, xS+ 2cx4y, x4y + 2cx3y2}-et 
= a;{xS, x4y, x3y2, x2y3}.et 
we see that x2y2.e2 E Td' 2.2fa + m~+4.e(f) and hence if a f. 0, 
(0, y2k+3, 0) E Td'2:ia + 'ffi,~k+4.e(f) as required. 
This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
We perform a similar analysis for (xy, x2 + y2, 0). 
(11·5:5) Let f = (xy, x2 + y2, 0). Then Td'2,2f = 
{x2l-j~: I ~ 2, 0 ~j ~ 2l} U {x2l+1-2jy2j_xy2l, x21-2jy2j+l_y2l+1: l ~ 0, ° ~j ~ l} 
{x2l-j~: l ~ 2, 0 ~j ~ 2l} U {x2l+t-2jy2j_xy2l, x21-2jy2j+l_y21+1: l ~ 0, 0 ~j ~ l} 
2l .. . 2l . {x -JyJ+ xJy -J: l ~ 2, 0 ~j ~ 2l} 
D. 
+(C 




U 2yU+l :l~l 2xy , 
o 0 
g E d'2sf * g E d"2s+1(xy, x2 + y2 + axy2s + ~y2s+1, LA.jX2s+1-jyj) 
and g E d'2s+1f *g E d"2s+2(xy, x2 + y2, l:A.jXS-1-jyS+1+j), 
sl+1 sl Y xy xy 0 2 2 2s A 2s+1 x +y +axy +py o 
+«: 2xy 2L , 2y 2L+1 : 1 ~ 1 + a:: o ' xy , o o ' 
o o o o xy o 
o LA 2s+1-j j o 2 2 2s 2s+1 









tA. 2s+1-j j l y 
2 2 2s A 2s+1 
x +y +axy +py o o 
xy xy 
2 2s 2x +axy 2 2s 2s+1 2y +2saxy +(2s+1)~y 
't"'\ (2 1 ') 2s+1-j j ~. S+ -J x Y J 
2 
x 
't"'\ ' 2s+1-j j 
.Lo1\.j1 X' Y 
2 2s- 1 2s 
, 2xy+2sax y +(2s+1)~xy 
LA.} x 2s+2-j yi- 1 
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We see that the following are in Td2s+1f: 




, 2x +2y +(2s+1)axy +(2s+1)Py , 




2 2s-1 2s 2s+1 2s 2s+1 (AO+A2+ .. ·+A2s)XY +(A1+A3+ .. ·+A2s+1)y 
2sax y +(2s+1)pxy +ay 
, ~( . .) 2s-jj+1 
o ~Aj(2s+1-J}+Aj+2G+2) x y 
These give 
o o 
2s 2s+1 2s 2s+1 (AO+~+ ... +A2s)XY +(A1+A3+ .. ·+A2S+1)y , axy +~y , 
o 0 
o o 





from which to construct our (2s+ 1)-trivial unfoldings. 
Let A = ("-o+"-2+'''''-2s), B = (Al+A3+"'''-2s+1)' 
a) If A2_B2:f 0 then 
o 0 
T' -/2s+1f ~ y2S+1 and 2s '-/2 +1 ~ ~ xy . It is clear that that the codimension of T~ s f is 
o 0 
then independent of a and ~, so without loss of generality, a = ~ = O. 








2s+1 ~( . .) 2s-jj+l A1X +~Aj(2s+1-J)+Aj+2G+2) x Y 
For the second term, we try to solve the equations 
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Note that in this system 
d d 
i.e. dt A = (2s+2)B and dt B = (2s+2)A. 
2 
so d 2 A - (2s+2)2A = 0 and the solution is 
dt 
A(t) = Aoe(2s+2)t+ AIe-(2s+2)t, B(t) = (2s+2)Aoe(2s+2)t - (2s+2)AIe-(2s+2)t 
for some constants AO' AI. 
We conclude that the unfolding 
F(x, y, t) = (xy, x2 + y2, LA/t)x2S+I-jyj), where 
(AO(t)+~(t)+ ... ~s(t)) = AOe(2S+2)t + AIe-(2s+2)t 
and (AI(t)+A.3(t)+ ... ~s+1(t)) = (2s+2)AOe(2s+2)t - (2s+2)A1e-(2S+2)t 
is (2s+ 1)-trivial. 
Further, if Ao f: 0 and Al f: 0 then there exists a value of t for which 
AO(t)+~(t)+···~s(t)) = O. The condition AO = 0 or Al = 0 is equivalent to 
A2_B2 = O. 





assumed to be equal to 1. 
'implies that any non-zero value of Aj may be 
Hence if (xy, x2 + y2 + axy2s + ~y2s+ 1, LAjX2S+ I-jyj) satisfies A 2_ B2 :/: 0 then it is 
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equivalent to a map-genn of the fonn 
(xy, x2 + y2, LAjX2S+1-jyj) 
where Ao+~+ ... ~s = 0, A1+A3+ ... ~S+1 #: 0 and some non-zero Aj may be assumed 
to be equal to 1. For example this gives the three jets 
(xy, x2 + y2, x3 + A1x2y _xy2 + A3y3) if AO #:0, A1+A3:f 0 
or (xy, x2 +y2, x2y + A3y3) if AO= 0, A3:f -1, or (xy,x2+y2,y3). 
b) If A2_B2 = 0 but A:f 0 then under the transfonnation y ~ -y, 
(xy, x2 + y2 + axy2s + ~y2s+1, LAjX2S+1-jyj) 
~ (-xy, x2 + y2 + axy2s + _~y2s+1, l:(-1~Al2S+1-jyj) 
so A ~ A and B ~ -B so without loss of generality, we assume that A = B. 
Consideration of 
o o 
2s A 2s+1 A 2s A 2s+1 
axy +jJY and xy + y 
o o 
shows that if a :f ~ then 
0 0 0 0 0 
Td'"2s+1f 3 Ay2S+1 and 2s+1 2s 2s A 2s and ~y2S+1 x -xy axy or xy 
0 0 0 0 0 
so that without loss of generality, ex. = 1 and ~ = 0 or a = 0 and P = 1. 
o 
2s+1 2s ,_/ Suppose that a ='1 and ~ = O. Since x -xy E T~ 2;i 
o 
the unfolding (xy, x2 + y2 + xy2s + a(x2s+1 - xy2s), LAjX2S+1-jyj) is, (2s+1)-trivial 
(lemma I· 2:7). Hence 
(xy, x2 + y2 + ex.xy2s, LAjX2S+1-jyj) is (2s+1)-equivalent to 
(xy, x2 + y2 + x2s+1, LAl2s+1-jyj). 
Now apply the transfofmation x ~ y to see that without loss of generality we may 
assume that a = 0 and P = 1. 
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If a = ~ then {(xy, x2 + y2 + axy2s + ay2s+1, LAjX2s+1-jyj) : a E a:} lies in a single 
orbit, and without loss of generality, a = O. 
In either case we are left with the tenns 
o o 
o and 0 
2 .. 2s+t ~( . .) 2s-jj+t LAjX s+t-J~ AtX +,Aj(2s+1-J)+Aj+2(j+2) x y 
For the second tenn, we again try to solve the equations 
Now we have 
d 
ie. dt A = (2s+2)A. 
The solution is A(t) = Aoe(2s+2)t for some constant AO (which, by hypothesis, is 
non-zero). There exists a solution to A(t) = 1. 





assumed to be equal to 1. 
implies that any non-zero value of Aj may be 
Hence if (xy, x2+ y2 + a.xy2s + ~y2S+1, I.A.jx2S+t-jyj) satisfies A2_B2 = 0 then it is 
equivalent to a map-germ of the form 
(xy, x2 +y2, LAjX2s+t-jyj) or (xy, x2 + y2+ y2s+t, I.A.l 2S+t-jyj) 
where AO+A2+ ... A2s = At+A3+ ... ~s+t = 1 and some non-zero Aj may be assumed to 
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(0, y) -+ (0, 0, y2) 
is a double curve with non-transverse self-intersection: 
df/dx = (y, 2x, (2s+1)x2s) and dfldY = (x, 0, 2y). 
Consequently, we have 
Pf = (xy, x2, y2) => 
Pf - (xy + ~x3 + Atx2y + ~xy2 + A3y3, x2, y2) or (xy, x2, y2 + x3), 
Pf = (xy, x2, y2) => 
Pf - (xy + AoxS + 1..1 x4y + ~x3y2 + A3x2y3 + A4xy4 + AsYS, x2, y2) 
or (xy, x2, y2 + xS) . 
Pf = (xy, x2, y2) => 
Pf - (xy + AOx 7 + At x6y + ~xSy2 + A3x4y3 + A4x3y4 + Asx2yS + A6xy6 + A7Y 7, x2, y2) 
or (xy, x2, y2 + x 7), 
etc. 
(11·5:3) f = (xy + ax3 + bx2y + cxy2 + dy3, x2, y2). 
We find conditions for f to be 3-determined. This is equivalent to finding conditions 
4 
for mt9(f) ~ Td2•2f, which holds if and only if 
4 6 
'ffi,t9(f) ~ Td2•2f + 'ffi,2'9(f). 
Calculation using the program gives 
Td'2.2f + m~.9(f) = 'ffi,~.9(f) + ~{ x4 ,x3y, x2y2, xy3, y4, axS-cx3y2_2dx2y3, 
-ax4y + cx2y3 + 2dxy4, bx4y + 2cx3y2 + 3dx2y3, ax3y2-cxy4_2dyS, 
bx3y2 + 2cx2y3 + 3dxy4, bx2y3 + 2cxy4 + 3dyS}.et 
+ a::{x4, x2y2, y4, x3y + axS + bx4y + cx3y2 + dx2y3, 4xy3 + bx2y3 + 2cxy4 + 3dyS, 
ax4y + bx3y2 + cx2y3 + dxy4, 4ax3y2 + 3bx2y3 + 2cxy4 + dyS}.e2 
+ a::{ x4, x2y2, y4, x3y _ 4bx4y -2cx3y2_3dx2y3, xy3 + ax3y2 + bx2y3 + cxy4 + dyS, 
ax
4y + bx3y2 + cx2y3 + dxy4, axS + 2bx4y + 3cx3y2 + 4dx2y3}.e3 
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be equal to 1. For example, this gives the three jets 
(xy, x2 + y2, x3 + A,lx2y + (1-A,1)y3) or (xy, x2 + y2 + y3, x3 + A,tx2y + (1_A,t)y3) 
if A,o ;'0, 
(xy, x2 + y2, A,tx2y + xy2 + (1_A,t)y3) or (xy, x2 + y2 + y3,A,tx2y + xy2 + (1_A,t)y3) 
if A,O= O. 
c) If A = 0 = B we consider 
o o 
For the second term, we try to solve the equations 
d2 Now we have - a. - (2s+2)2a. = 0 d? 
and the solution is 
a(t) = aOe(2s+2)t + a. te-(2s+2)t, ~(t) = (2s+2)cxoe(2s+2)t - (2s+2)a. te-(2S+2)t , 
A=B=O 
for some constants cxO' CXt. 
If aO ;' cxt then there exists a solution to cx(t) = 0, and 
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o 
Td2s+1f 3 ~y2S+1 
o 
so without loss of generality, ~ = 1. 
Otherwise a = ± ~ and there either exists a solution to a(t) = 1 or aO = al = 0. 
Hence, if (xy, x2 + y2 + axy2s + ~y2s+t, LAl2S+1-jyj) satisfies A= B = 0 then it is 
equivalent to a map-genn of the fonn 
(xy, x2 + y2, LAl2s+1-jyj) or (xy, x2 + y2 + y2s+1, LAjX2S+1-jyj) 
or .(xy, x2 + y2 + xy2 + y2s+t, LAjX2S+t-jyj) 
where AO+~+ ... ~s = A,1+A,3+ ... ~s+t = 0. 
° The remaining tenn 
° 
implies that any non-zero value of A,j may b~ 
LA, 2s+1-j j l y 
assumed to be equal to 1. 
We conclude that the orbits are: 
st'"2s+1(xy, x2 + y2, l:A,jX2s+1-jyj) : A,O+~+ ... ~s = 0, A.l+A,3+ ••• ~s+1 i= 0, some A,j = 1, 
st'"2s+1(xy, x2 + y2, l:A,jX2S+1-jyj) : A.o+~+ ... ~s = A,1+A,3+ ... A,2s+1 = 1, some A,j = 1, 
d 2s+1(xy, x2 + y2 + y2s+1, l:AjX2s+1-jyj) : A,o+~+ •.. ~s = A,1+A,3+ ••. A,2s+t = 1, 
some A,j = 1, 
d 2s+1(xy, x2 + y2, l:A,l 2S+t-jyj) : A,O+~+ .•. ~s = A,1+A,3+ ... )..2s+1 = 0, some A,j = 1, 
d 2S+1(xy, x2 + y2 + y2s+1, LAjX2S+1-jyj) : A,O+~+ ... ~s = A,1+A,3+ ... A,2s+1 = 0, 
some A,j = 1, 
d 2s+1(xy, x2 + y2 + xy2 + y2s+1, LA,l 2s+1-jyj) : A.o+~+ •.. ~s = A,1+A,3+ ••. ~s+1 = 0, 
some A,j = 1. 
In particular the three jets are 
(xy, x2 + y2, x3 + A,tX2y _xy2 + A,3y3) : A,t+A,3:F 0, (xy, x2 + y2, x2y + A,3y3) : A,3:F -1, 
(xy, x2 + y2, y3) (xy, x2 + y2, x3 + AtX2y + (1-A,I)y3) 
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(xy, x2 + y2 + y3, A,tX2y + xy2 + (1_A,t)y3) (xy, x2 + y2, x3 + A,tX2y _xy2 - A, ty3) 
(xy, x2 + y2, x2y _y3) (xy, x2 + y2, 0) 
(xy, x2 + y2 + y3, x3 + A,tX2y _xy2 _ A,ty3) (xy, X2 + y2 + y3, x2y _y3) 
(xy, X2 + y2 + y3, 0) (xy, X2 + y2 + xy2 + y3, x3 + A,tX2y _xy2 - A,ty3) 
(xy, x2 + y2 + xy2 + y3, 0). 
None of these are 3-detennined, though it is to be expected that many (particularly 
in the families defined by parameters) are finitely detennined. 
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Chapter ill: Multiplicity, Geometry and Stems. 
Introduction. 
If f: (a:2,0)+ (a:3, 0) is a fmite map-germ and L = Supp(8(f)/Tdf) is l-dimensional 
then f is not finitely detennined and L contains at least one of a cuspidal edge, a 
double curve with transversal type A2n+3 (n ~ 0) or a curve of m-l points for some 
m ~ 3 [Mond 2]. The simplest cases are the tranversal types A2, A3 and D4• 
Definition. The curve li ~ L is of stem type if it is one of 
i) a curve of triple points with transversal type D4, 
ii) a double curve with transversal type A3, 
iii) a cuspidal edge with transversal ~ype A2. 
,Definition. The map-germ f is a geometric stem 'if ~ is an irreducible curve of 
stem type. 
D. Mond put forward the conjecture for, f: «(1:2, O)+ «(1:3,0): 
f is a stem ~ f is a geometric stem. 
In m·l we relate the multiplicity to the transversal type; in particular we find 
f is a geometric stem ~ L is irreducible and e = J.10(L). 
Mond's conjecture then becomes 
f is a stem ~ L is irreducible and e = J.1o(L). 
This means that we can apply the theory in Chapter I to the problem; in particular 
f is a stem <= L is irreducible and e = J.1o(L) 
is the conjecture proposed in 1.3. 
We also fmd direct relationships between the multiplicity and the transversal types An 
(n ~ 2). At the end of the section we calculate the transversal types for the map-
genns listed in Tables 2-5 of Chapter II. 
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In I1I·2 we investigate the conjecture 
f is a stem => f is a geometric stem. 
In particular we show that if f is a stem then it is finite and 1: is irreducible and is 
one of 
a) a 1-1 cuspidal edge, 
b) a double curve with transversal type A2n+3 for some n ~ 0, 
c) an m-1 curve (m ~ 3) with transversal type consisting of immersed 
sheets intersecting pairwise transversly. 
Further reduction of this list is a future research problem. The third case is 
particularly interesting in that it has proved difficult to determine whether or not the 
conjecture holds for some simple cases. 
In 111·3 we look at the geometry of the families for some weak stems. We calculate 
some invariants for each map-germ in the family; these invariants are the numbers 
N 
C, T and 1l(D2(f)/Z2) which are defined in [Mond 2] and [M-M]. 
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m·l : Geometry and Multiplicity. 
In this section we shall try to see how the multiplicty of e(f)/T~f and the 
transversal types of the branches of :E are related. In this section denote e(f)/TsI'f 
by N~f. 
From the multiplicity theory (1·1:15) we know that if :E = :Et U ••• U ~ then 
e(N~f) = :EJ.1o(l1).l(N.st'fl:i)' 
We shall look at how l(N~ f:Ei) is related to the transversal type of :Er In particular 
we shall identify those cases for which l(N~f:Ei) = 1. To do thi~ we need to look 
at multi-germs. 
In general if f: (~2, Pt, P2' ••. , pJ-t (~3,y) is a multi-germ then 
e(N~fy) = :EJly(:Ei)-l(N.st'fl:i)' 
The number l(N~ f:Ei) depends only on li and not on the point y e :Ei where 
NsI'fy is calculated so we can calculate l(N.st'f:Ei) at any point of :Ei and in 
particular we may assume that 
i) :E =:Ei is smooth and irreducible at y = 0 (i.e. ~oC:E) = 1) 
and ii) no double curves (of transversal type At) intersect :E at O. 
Then l(N~fr> = e(N~fO>. 
These assumptions make it much easier to find normal forms for map-germs having 
a particular tranversal type along :E and hence to estimate the multiplicity. 
The main result here is: 
(Ill. 1:1) Theorem: l(N~f:Ei) = 1 # f is of stem type along :Ei. 
Consequently f is a geometric stem if and only if :E is irreducible and 
l(N.st'f V = 1, equivalently e = ~o(t). 
We prove this in a series of lemmas which give precise values for l for transversal 
types Ak and minimum values for the remaining types. 
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If f is a multi-germ, we choose local coordinates (xi' Yi) at Pi = (0,0) for each i and 
give the local maps fi : (a:2 , PiH (<<:3,0). The coordinates on a:3 are (X, Y, Z). 
The frrst observation to make is 
(Ill·t:2) Lemma: if t ~ 2 and we consider f as two maps 
ft : (a:2, Pt, ... , Pi)+ (a:3,0) and f2 : (a:2, Pi+t,···, Pt)+ (a:3,0) (1 S i < t) 
then 
Proof. This is clear since T~fo C;;; T~ft.o e T~f2.0. 
We conjecture that 
f t and f2 intersect trans~ersly if and only if e(N~fO) = e(N~ft.O) + e(N~f2.0)' 
(m·t:3) Case t : t=L 
In this case f must have a cuspidal edge. We choose coordinates (x, y) on (<<:2,0) 
and (X, Y, Z) on (<<:3, 0) so that the cuspidal edge :E is given by Y = 0 , Z = 0 and 
f-t(L) is given by y = O. 
Suppose f(x, y) = (a(x, y), b(x, y), c(x, y». Then b(x, 0) = c(x, 0) = 0. Putting b = yb' 
and c = yc' we have 
o a oya 
ar x ar 
ax = 0xb', ay = b'+yoyb' 
o c' c' +y 0 c' x y 
It follows that b'(x,O) = c'(x,O) = 0 and that o~a(O,O) i: 0 so replacing x by x' = a(x,y) 
we may assume that f is of the fonn (x, y2b(x,y), rc(x,y». 
Case 1: If b ~ 'mr2 then we may assume c E 'mr2 (subtract b if it is not). Then 
j2f = (x, y2, 0) and by n.2:1 f is of the fonn (x, y2, y3q(x, y2». It also follows that 
L has transversal type A2n for some n ~ 1. 
i) If q ~ 'mr2 then f is isomorphic to (x, y2, y3) and e(N~fO> = 1. 
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This follows from n·2:9. 
ii) If q is of the form yk<p, for some k ~ 0 and some <p E 'ffi,2' then 
q(x,y) = 0 is a double curve intersecting 1: at (0,0,0); this contradicts the 
choice of 0 E 1:. 
iii) If y3q = y2n+t<p(x, y2) and <p rF 'ffi,2 then by n·2:S 
<xyndxcp, yn+tdx<p, yn+tdycp+nyn<p, yn<p)f'J2 = yn02 
'ffi,2 
'ffi,2 \{y} 
2n s 2j 
y 'ffi, 2 + {x y : j S n} 
It is clear that T ~ lI[ x s ~ 2r+ t 1 for r S n-l and hence e(Ndf~ = n. 
We note that for (x, y2, y2n+t<p(x, y2», the image is defined by the equation 
. -
Z2 - y2n+ t <p2(X, y) = O. 
Since <p rF '11'\,2 the transversal type of :E = V(Y, Z) is that of Z2 - y2n+t = 0, 
i.e. in this case :E has transversal type A2n. 
Case 2: if b, c E '11'\,2 but b(x,O) :f ° then write b(x,y) = p(x) + yq(x,y). Consider the 
map at a point (e,O) on f-j(:E). Making the change of coordinates x -+ x + e, y -+ y we 
get 
( x , y2p(x + e) + y3q(x + e,y) , y2c(x + e,y» 
which has Pf = (x, y2, 0) and behaves as case 1. Since ° was assumed to be a 
generic point of :E it must also have this property, i.e. f has e(N~f~ = n if and 
only if it has transversal type A2 • . n 
Case 3: if f is of the fonn (x, y3b(x,y), y3c(x,y» then 
r 3(s + t) s t {xy bc:r+s+t~t} 
{ly3(S+ t)bsct: r+ s+t ~ t} + '11'\,2 
r 3(s + t) s t {xy bc:r+s+t~t} 
1 o 
3y\+ y3dyb 
2 3 3y c+y dyC 
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and Tdt;6 [ :g 1 or [; J for any s so e(N~fol ~ 2. NOle thaI 1: does nol have 
transversI type A20 in this case. 
We can distinguish cases 1 and 2 and case 3 by looking at the 02-module 
Qf = 02/<dxftdyf2-diiJyft, dxftdyf3-dxf3d/l' di2dyf3-di3d/2>' 
In the case (x, y2, y2o+t<p(x, y2» this becomes 
°2/<y> 
which has multiplicity 1 and in the case (x, y3b(x,y), y3c(x,y» it becomes 
<dxftdyf2-dxf2a/l' aita/3-axf3ayfl' axf2a/3-axf3a/2> ~ <y2> 
so that Qf has multiplicity ~ 2. 
This can be calculated at any point p of the (irreducible) cuspidal edge C since 
e(Qr) = ~(C)!c(Qr)· 
In other . words, !c(Qr)=1 if and only the transversal type of 1: = fCC) is A20 for 
some n~ 1. 
(m·1:4) Case 2: t ~ 2: f has at least 1 cuspidal edge. 
The transversal type of 1: cannot be A20' 
Let f :(~2, PI' P2~ (~3,O). Suppose fl : (~2, Pt~ (~3,O) and f2 : (~2, P2~ (~3,O): 
If fl and f2 both have a cuspidal edge then 
e(N~fo) ~ e(N~fl.0) + e(N~f2.O> ~ 2 
so we may assume that f 1 is an immersion. 
If f2 has a cuspidal edge then we may assume that f2 is (x, y2, y3.). Otherwise 
e(N~f2.0) ~ 2. We may also assume that fl is of the form (x, 'V(x,y), <p(x,y», and 
since fl(~2) intersects f2(~2) along Y= 0, Z = ° we must have V(x,O) = <p(x,O) = 0. 
Then fl is of the form (x, YV(x,y), y<p(x,y» and 
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'm2 'm2 [~ ~sl[; ~sl(~ ~Xsy)[ x:v ~l 2 T~f~ Y'm2 Y'm2 + 2 Y'm2 Y 'm2 o x cP 0 
This module does not contain any elements of the type 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 or 0 0 . Hence e(Ndf~ ~ 2 • 
s 0 s 0 x xy 
If f is 3-1 or more onto a cuspidal edge :E then e(Ndlo) ~ 2 since it has a map 
which is 2-1 onto a cuspidal edge embedded in it so we can apply lemma Ill·1:1. 
This is enough to establish 
. (Ill·t :5) Lemma: suppose that ~ is a cuspidal edge and that C = f l (r,i)' 
Then i) l(Ndfli) = 1 if and only if :Ei has transversal type A2 
and ii) r, has transversal type A2n => l(Nd f~) = n. 
(m·1:6) Case 3 : f has t+1 immersed sheets. 
Let f: (a:2, Pt, ... , Pt+t) -+ (<<:3,0). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the t + 1 local maps are of. the ~orm 
(x, y, 0) ,(x, y, yktcp1(x,y», ..• , (x, y, ykc cp,(x,y» 
where r, is the curve Y = 0, Z = 0 and 1 ~ kl ~ ..• ~ ~ (if t = 1 then kt ~ 2 so that 
the intersection is non-transverse). Since no other double curves pass through (0,0,0) 
we must have CPi(O,O) :/: O. Then 
'""2 '""2 '""2 ••• '""2 
T~f~ 
'""2 y'""2 y'""2 ... y'""2 
~ kl ~ kt y 'm2 Y 'ffi,2 Y 'ffi,2 ••• Y 'ffi,2 
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(0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0) 0 ... 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 s 
o 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 x 0 ... 0 s +«: 
xs; 0 •.. 0 xs; •.. xs; , s ~-1 
,0 x 
0 ... 0 kix y 0 ... 0 0 0 
The missing tenns are of the fonn 
( o ... 0 0 0 ... ~){ 0 ... 0 0 0 o ... 0 0 0 0 ... 0 s 0 ... x o ... 0 xs; 0 ... 0 ... 0 0 0 
There are kl + k2 + ... kt + kt + (t - 1) missing terms for each s, with 
kt + (t - 1) + 1 equations between them. This means that 
We see that 
i) if t ~ 3 then e(NsI"fa) ~ 2, 
ii) if t = 2 and k2 ~ 2 then e(NsI"f~ ~ 2, 
iii) if t = 1 and kl ~ 3 then e(NsI" fa) ~ 2. 
This means that e is an 'upper limit' for the transversal type of :E. 
In particular, if t = 1 then 
(x, y, 0) , (x, y, yk<p(x,y» 
is equivalent to 










and Z2 - y2k<p(X, Y) = 0 so that :E has transversal type A2k-1 where k S e+ 1 so that 
e = 1 => A3, , e = 2 => A3 or AS' etc. 
Note that this estimate is a lower limit. For example it does not distinguish between 
the cases indicated in diagram 9: 
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Diagram 9. Inequivalent Map-genns with the same lower estimate for l. 
We next look at the two cases 
iv) (x, y,O), (x, y, yk<p(x, y» (transversal type A2k- t), 
and v) (x, y,O), (x, y, Y<Pt(x, y», (x, y, y <P2(x, y» (transversal type D4)· 
For iv) note that yk-t(k<p + ydy<P)·'I1'\,2 = yk-t''I1'\,2 since k<p + Ydy<P ~ '11'\,2 so 
'11'\,2 '11'\,2 0-
° Td"f= '11'\,2 '11'\,2 +G: 0 0 and e(Ndfo) = k. 
k-t k-t s r s r y '11'\,2 Y '11'\,2 
xy xy 
Hence a double curve li has transversal type A2k- t if and only if L(Nd fl1) = k. 
For v) assume that <Pt(x,O) f: <P2(x,O) so that f2 and f3 are transverse. If this is not 
the case then we choose coordinates so that f2' say, is given by (x, y, 0) and use 
case ii) above. We calculate Tdf: 
now m2-{(~ g g)H g g)}CT~f. 
consideration of the tenns 
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consideration of the tenns 
implies ilia! Ym2-{(g ~ g){g g ~)}cTdf. 
consideration of the tenns 
m 2 m 2 m 2 
Td'"f= m 2 ym2 ym2 + 
ym2 ym2 ym2 
£{(~s 0 0)(0 0. 0j(0 ° 0)( ° 0 0 o 0 x x 0 XS 0 0 0 S 
X
S 
'0 0 0' 0 XS<pl 0' 0 0 x 
and e(Nd'"fO) = 1. Thus 
(III·t :7) Lemma: suppose that li is not a cuspidal edge. Then 
i) l(Nd'"fli) = 1 <=> the transversal type of ~ is either A3 or D4• 
ii) if ti is a double curve then 
)J} 
l(N~fli) = k <=> the transversal type of ti is A2~-1. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem m·t:1. 
We finish this section by calculating the transversal types of the map-germs given in 
Tables 2-5. 
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In the case that the map-germ has e = 1 this is just a case of assigning the 
transversal types A2, A3 or D 4 according to whether ~ is a cuspidal edge, a double 
curve or a triple curve respectively. These map-germs are not listed below. We use 
Arnold's lists (fable 6) for the more complicated transversal types. 
i) (x, y2, x3y): this has e = 2. The curve ~ = V(X, Z) is a smooth, irreducible double 
curve. By ID·2:7 e = 2 implies the transversal type must be AS' 
ii) (x, y2, x4y): this has e = 3 but is otherwise like i). Thus the transversal type must 
be A7• 
iii) (x, y2, x2y3): this has e = 2. The curve ~ = V{xy, Z) has two smooth 
components, hence l(Ndf~) = 1 on each curve. The curve V(X, Z) is a double 
curve and is hence A3 while the curve V(Y, Z) is a cuspidal edge and is hence A2• 
iv) (x, y2, yS): this has e = 2 The curve ~ = V(y, Z) is smooth and irreducible hence 
l(Ns("f;V = 2. It is a 1-1 cuspidal edge with e(QC) = 1 and is hence A4• 
v) (x, xy + y3, xy2 + ~4): this has e = 2 The curve ~ = V(X2+6Z, 4~3+27y2) is not' 
s~ooth, hence l(Ndfv = 1 and J.10~) = 2. It is a cuspidal edge and is hence A2• 
vi) (x,xy+y3,xy2+~4): this has e= 2 The curve t= V(X2+2Z, Y) is smooth, 
hence l(Ndf;V = 2. It is a double curve and is hence AS' 
vii) (x, xy + y3, xy3): this has e = 4. The image satisfies 
(XY-Z)3_XSZ = 0 which is equivalent under Z-+ XY-Z to Z3+XSZ-X6y = O. 
The curv~ ~ is V(X, Z) and Z3+XSZ-X6y has multiplicity 10 so ~ has transversal 
'Jpe J10• 
vii) (x, xy, y4): this has e = 3. The image satisfies y4_X4Z = O. The- curve ~ is 
V(X, Y) so has transversal type Xg (with £=0 and a = -Z). 
viii) (x, xy + xy3, y4): this has e = 2. The image satisfies 
y4-4ZX2y2_ZX4(Z_1)2 = O. 
The curve ~ is V(X, Y) so has transversal type ~ (with £ ~ 0). 
ix) (x, y3, xy2): this has e = 2. The curve, ~ = V(xy, Z) has two smooth components, 
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hence l(Ns.(f~) = 1 on each curve. The curve V(X, Z) is a triple curve and is hence 
D4 while the curve V(Y, Z) is a cuspidal edge and is hence A2• 
x) (x, y3, x2y): this has e = 4. The image satisfies Z3_X6y = O. The curve 1: is 
V(X, Z) so has transversal type ItO (with £ = 0). 
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m·2: Geometry of Stems. 
H f fails to be a stem then for each k there exists a map-germ fk satisfying 
jkf = jkfk which is neither fmitely determined nor equivalent to f. We use this fact to 
fmd restrictions on the geometry of a stem. Throughout this section 1: denotes the set 
of points in a:3 at which f fails to be stable and 11c denotes the corresponding set 
for fk. 
The principal result is 
(111·2:1) Theorem: suppose that f:«(C2, 0) -+ (a:3, 0,- and that C ~ (C2 is a (not 
necessarily irreducible) curve, with 0 e C. Then for any k there exists a map-germ 
fk:(4:2, 0) -+ «(C3, 0) satisfying 
i) jkf = jkf k' 
ii) if (x, y) e C then 
f(x, y) = fk(x, y), axf(x, y) = axfk(x, y) and ayf(x, y) = alk(x,.y), 
iii) the set {(x, y)e (C2\c: fk(x, y) e 11c} consists of isolated points of (C2\C; 
consequently there is a neighbourhood of (0,0) on which f~l(l1c) = c. 
For example, suppose f has a cuspidal edge with an immersed sheet intersecting 
along the edge as in diagram 10: 
Diagram 10. A map-germ which is not a stem. 
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We expect to fmd an fk as in diagram 11: 
Diagram 11. A defonnation of the map-genn in diagram 10. 
. -1( ) Nonce that fk 11c = C U {Pt' P2'···: Pi ~ C}. 
Condition ii) ensures that 
a) fk is an immersion at (x, y) E C if and only if f is an immersion at 
(x, y) E C, 
b) if Zt = (Xt' Yt), ~ = (x2' Y2) E C with f(Zt) = f(~) then fk(Zt) = fk(~) 
and fk has a transverse double point at Zt, ~ E C if and only if f has a 
transverse double point at Zt, ~E C, 
c) if (Xt' Yt), (x2' Y2)' (x3' Y3) E C with f(xt, Yt) = f(x2' Y2) = f(x3' Y3) then 
fk(xt, Yt) = fk(x2' Y2) = fk(x3' Y3) 
so fk has a triple point at (Xt' Yt), (x2' Y2)' (x3' Y3) E C if and only if f has a triple 
point at (Xt' Yt), (x2' Y2)' (x3' Y3) E C. 
The proof of Theorem m·2:1 does not assume that f is finite but the followinng 
corollaries do. To see that f cannot be a stem if it is not finite ~ee llI·2:9. 
(Ill·2:2) Corollary: if f is a stem then 1: is an irreducible curve. 
Proof: suppose that 1: is not irreducible. Let 1:i S; 1:. Let C = r-1(11). By m·2:1, for 
each k there exists f k with the properties. 
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11c ~ fk(C) = Li S; L so fk is not d' -equivalent to f, 
if y E Li then f 0 1(y) ~ C. 
If f is finite then Li is at least one of a triple curve, a double curve with transversal 
type not At or a cuspidal edge. This is preserved for fk so y E ~, i.e. ~ = Li and 
fk is not finitely detennined. Thus f is not a stem. 
(III.2:3) Corollary: if f is a stem and L is a cuspidal edge then f1(l:) is 
irreducible. 
Proof: Suppose that fot(l:) is reducible. 
Let C ~ fot(l:) satisfy x E C ~ f is not an immersion at x. 
Apply III·2:1 to this curve; for each k there- exists fk with the properties 
f~l (11c) S;; C u {isolated points} so fk is not equivalent to f, and 
x ~ C ~ fk fails to be an immersion at x. 
So fk(C) is a cuspidal edge and fk is not finitely determined, hence f is not a stem. 
(III·2:4) Corollary: if f is a stem and L is a non-transverse double curve then 
fot(l:) has at most two branches. 
Proof: Let C be either 
one curve (f not I-Ion C) with non-transverse self-intersection or 
two curves whose images intersect non-transversely. 
Apply III·2:1 to this curve; for each k there exists fk with the properties 
f~l (~) S;; C u {isolated points} so fk is not equivalent to f if C i: ("teL), and 
!tl!2 E C, with f<!t) = f<!2) => fk fails to be transverse at !11 !2. 
So fk(C) is a non-transverse double curve and fk is not finitely determined, hence f 
is not a stem. 
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(III.2:5) Corollary: if f is a stem and L is a triple curve then f-1(L} has at most 
three branches. 
Proof: Let C be either 
one curve on which f is n-1, n ~ 3 or 
two curves Ct, <; : f is 2-1 on Ct and either 1-1 or 2-1 on C2 
three curves Ct , <;, C3 : f is 1-1 on each Ci. 
Apply III·2:1 to this curve: for each k there exists fk with the properties 
f~l (lie) ~ C u {isolated points} so fk is not equivalent to f if C f:. f-1(~), and 
~11~21~3 E C, with f~l) = f~2) = f~3) => fk has a triple point at ~tl~21~3' 
So fk(C) is a triple curve and fk is not finitely determined, hence f is not a stem. 
This shows that 
(III·2:6) Proposition: if f is a stem then 
i) k is irreducible, 
ii) f-1(~) has at most three irreducible components, 
iii) if f-1(~) has three components then k has transversal type D4, 
iv) if f-1(~) has two components then on each component f is either a 1-1 
immersion or is 2-1 with transversal type A l' 
The principal technique in the proof of llI·2:1 is the use of transversality. 
(III·2:7) Theorem [Math IV, Proposition 1·6]. Let S = {zl~"" zm} E ~n, and suppose 
that f(Zt) = ... = f(zm)' Let Ai be the germ at zi of the set 
{z E ~nl the germ of f at Z is d'"-equivalent to the germ ·of f at zi}' 
Then the multi-germ f:(~n, S) ~ «(CP, f(zi» is stable if and only if 
i) each germ f:(a:n, zi) ~ «(CP, f(zi» is stable, for 1 SiS m, 
ii) the map-germ fx ... xf:(Atx ... xAm, (zl'"'' Zm» ~ (~p)m is transverse to the 
set ~m,p:= {(zl'"'' zm}1 ~ = Zj for all i, j}. 
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(III·2:8) Transversality Lemma: 
If F: XxY -+ Z is transverse to the submanifold W of Z then there is an 
open, dense set U in Y so that fy: X -+ Z is transverse to W if y E U. Here 
fy(x) = F(x, y). 
The following result demonstrates the use of the transversality lemma. 
(III·2:9) Lemma: if f is a stem then it is finite. 
Proof: If f is not finite then the ideal f'*m3·02 defines a curve C unless f is the 
zero map. After a change of coordinates we may assume that x = 0 is not one of its 
branches. Then in a neighbourhood of 0 f(O, y) f. 0 if y =I O. Consider the unfolding 
Fk: a:
2xa:3 -+ a:3 given by 
Fk(x, y, a, ~, 'Y) = (fl(x, y) + ClXk, f2(x, y) + ~xk, f3(x, y) + 'Yxk) 
On x = ° Fk(O, y, a, ~, 'Y)= f(O, y) f. ° except at y = O. 
Otherwise oFk/oa = (xk, 0, 0), oFk/o~ = (0, xk, 0), oFk/o'Y = (0, 0, xk), and Fk is a 
submersion. Hence Fk intersects (0,0,0) transversly. Then by the transversality lemma 
there is an open dense set U in 0:3 such that (a,~, 'Y) e U implies that 
fa, p, y = (fl(x, y) + axk, f2(x, y) + ~xk, f3(x, y) + yxk) 
is transverse to (0,0,0) and hence fa, P. y is a finite map-genn. It is not finitely 
determined since if (x, y) E C then fa. P. y(x, y) = (axk, ~xk, yxk) which is a k-l 
curve. 
We use exactly the same technique to prove Ill·2:1 except that here we look at three 
maps derived from the unfolding, restricting -to the open dense sets as we proceed. 
The calculations to prove transversality are also rather more complicated. 
Proof of III·2:1; 
Suppose that C = Veep) and ep(O, 0) = O. 
Let Nk = {(i, j) : k S i+j S k+ t} and let 
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Let fa(z) = fez) + <p2(z)cr(z) where cr E Ak. 
Claim: there is an open dense set Uk ~ Ak such that for each cr E Uk and 
z E ~2\C then either fa(z) is an isolated m-l point for some m ~ 3 or an isolated 
point in f~l (fa(C» or fa is stable at fa(z). 
Any such fa can be chosen for the map-germ fk since it also satisfies jkf = jkfa 
aAft (z) + <p2(z)Ot(z») ay(ft(z) + <p2(z)OI(z») 
Ft (z, cr) = ax(f2(z) + <p2(z)cr2(z») ay(f2(z) + <p2(z)02(Z») 
a
x
(f3(z) + <p2(Z)cr3(Z») ay(f3(z) + <p2(Z)03(Z») 
is a submersion if z ¢ C. 
Hence by llI·2:8 there is an open dense set U1 such that for a E U t , 
jl(f + <p2cr) is transverse to :E1 ~ Jl(2, 3) at Z ¢ C 
where :E1 = {elements in Jl(2,3) of rank S n. 
Hence the germ fa:(~2, z) -+ (~3, fa(z» is stable and hypothesis (i) of Ill·2:7 holds. 
Claim 2: the map F2: (a:2)(2\C(2) xU 1 -+ (~3)(2) given by 
F2(zl'~'cr) = «f + <p2cr)(Zt), (f + <p2cr)(~» 
is transverse to L\2.3 = {(y, y): Y E ~3}. 
Hence by llI·2:8 there is an open dense set U2 such that for (J E U2, 
«f + <p2cr)(Zt). (f + <p2cr)(~» is transverse to L\2.3' 
Suppose that Z ¢. C and that f~l (fa(z») = {Z, z'l, say. Then 
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faxfa:(A t xA2' (z, z'» -+ (a:3)2 
is. transverse to the set A2.3. If z' ~ C then by m·2:7 the multi-genn is stable. 
Otherwise suppose that z ~ C and that f~l (fo(z») ('\ C ~ ¢. 
Now foxfa«a:2\C)xC) and A2.3 have codimension 3 so foxfo«a:2\C)xC) ('\ .12•3 
has codimension 6 and is hence an isolated point, i.e. z is an isolated point in 
Claim 3: the map F3 :- (a:2\C)(3) x U3 -+ (a:3)3 given by 
F3 (Zt'~, z3' cr) = «f + <p2cr)(Zt), (f + <p2cr)(~), (f + <p2cr)(z3» 
is transverse to 63, 3 = {(y, y, y): y e a:3}. 
Now «f + <p2cr)(Zt), (f + <p2cr)(~), (f + <p2cr) (Z3»«( a:2)(3\C3) has dimension 6, 63,3 has 
dimension 3 and Jl(2,3) has dimension 9. Thus the intersection of 
(f + <p2cr)(3)( a:2\ C )(3) and .13•3' if transverse, has cliffiension 0, i.e. it consists of 
isolated points. Note that any of these points. may be 4-1 . or greater so are not 
necessarily stable. 
Proof of claim 1: 
o 0 




Then Fl is a submersion unless for every pair (i, j), (i', j')e Nk the matrix 
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has zero determinant. 
Each determinant is <p3xi+i'-tyj+j'-t(<p(ij'_i'j) + 2(i-i')Ydy<p + 2G'-j)Xdx<P)· 
If i+j = i' + j' = k then this becomes 
(i_i')<p3xi+i'-tyj+j'-t(k<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p) 
and if i+j = i' + j' = k+ 1 then it becomes 
(i_i')<p3xi+i'-tyj+j'-t«k+1)<p + iYdy<P + 2Xdx<p) 
In particular, if Ft fails to be a submersion then all·of the following equations are 
satisfied: 
<p3y2k-2(k<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = 0, 
<p3x2k-2(k<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = 0, 
<p3x2k-t«(k+1)<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = 0 
and <p3y2k-t«k+1)<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = O. 
Now Z = (x, y) :/: (0, 0) and Z ~ C so <p(z):/: 0 
so the above equations are satisfied if and only if 
(k<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = 0 and «(k+ 1)<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = O. 
But then «k+1)cp + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) - (k<p + 2Ydy<P + 2Xdx<p)(Z) = <p(Z) = 0, which 
contradicts the choice of Z ~ c. 
Proof of c1~m 2: Suppose that F2(zt ,~,a) E a2,3. 
{
11 00 OO} 
Now TF2(zl~.a) a2 = G: 00, 1 1 , 00 
00 00 11 
and TF2(zl~.a) F2«G:2)(2\d2»( Ut) ~ G:{d~ .. (f + <p2a (Zt),f + <p2a(~»): (i,j) E Nk} 
lJ 
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2ij 2i o 
{ 
cP xtYt cP ~Y2 
= a:: 0 O. 
o 0 
2 ° ° 2 ° 0 
cP X;Yt cP ~Y2 ' 
. 0 0 o . 0 
Here Zt = (Xt. Yt) and ~ = (x2' Y2)' 
Then F2 is transverse to A2. 3 unless 
o 0 
o . 0 
2 i j 2 i j 
cP xtY t cP ~Y2 
: (i,j) E N~. 
2 k 2 k 2 k+t 2 . k+t 
cP (X2' Y2)Y2 = cP (Xt. Yt)Yt and cP (x2' Y2)Y2 = cP (Xt· Yt)Yt " 
If cp2(x2' Y2) = 0 then cp2(Xt. Yt):/: 0 and (Xt; Yt) :/: (0,0) since (Xt' Yt) ~ C so one of 
k+t k+t 
If cp2(x2' Y2):/: O:/: cp2(Xt. Yt) then x:/: 0 implies Xtk .= "2k so that Xt = x2 
x t "2 
k+t k+t 
d .10' . Yt Y2 an Y f" Implies k = k' so that Yt = Y2" 
Yt Y2 
But we cannot have (Xt' Yt)= (x2' Y2) so F2 is transverse to A2,3 as required. 
{
ttt 000 000\ 
. Now TP3(zl.l:!oZJ,a)t\3,3 = CC 000, 1 11 , 00 0 iJ 
000 000 tll 
and TF3(zl'~oZJ.a) F3«(a::2\C)(3) )( U2) 




2 i' 2 i j 
cp ~12 cp X3Y3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 i j 2 i j 2 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' cP XtYt cP ~Y2 cP X;Y3 ' 2 i j 2 i j 2 . . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 cP xtYt cP ~Y2 cp X;~ 
: (i, j) E Nk}. 
Subtracting the flrst column in each of these matrices using the elements of T ~3. 3 
gives the vector space spanned by 
{(Q dx(f + <p2a )(Zt) dx(f + <p2a) (Zt) ), (Q dx(f + cp2a)(Zt) dx(f + cp2a) (Zt) ), 
. (2 dx(f + <p2a)(~) 2), (Q dy(f + <p2a)(~) Q), (22 dx(f + <p2a )(Z3»)' (22 dy(f + <p2a) (z3) ) 
(0 aij ~ij)Rt, (0 aij ~ij)R2' (0 "aij ~ij)R3: (i, j) E Nk}, 
where aij = cp2(x2' Y2)~12-cp2(Xt, Yt)x;lt, ~ij = <p2(x3' Y3)x;13-<p2(Xt, Yt)x;lt 
and (a, b, c)~ denotes the matrix with (a, b, c) for the ith row and zeros elsewhere. 
The claim follows if this has dimension 6. 
Suppose that aij j:. 0 for some (i, j). 
Subtract the second column from the third to get the space spanned by 
{(QQ aijdif + cp2a)(zt)-~ijdx(f + <p2a )(Zt»), 
(2Q aijdy(f + <p2a)(zt)-~lJ.()y(f + <p2a )(Zt»), 
(Q Q ~ijdx(f + <p2a)(~»), (Q Q ~ijdx(f + <p2a)(~»), 
(Q Q dif + <p2a) (z3) ), (Q Q dy(f + cp2a) (Z3»)}' 
The claim follows if this has dimension 3. 
Now det(~iJ'()x(f + <p2a)(~) dx(f + <p2a )(z3) ay(f + <p2a) (z3) ) 
= ~ijdet(ax(f + cp2a)(~) ax(f + cp2a)(z3) ay(f + <p2a) (z3) ) 
and de~~iJ'()y<f + <p2a)(~) ax(f + <p2a )(z3) dy(f + <p2a) (z3) ) 
= ~ijdet(dy(f + <p2a)(~). dx(f + <p2a)(z3) dy(f + cp2a )(Z3») 
and one of 
det(dy(f + cp2a)(~) dx(f + <p2a)(z3) dy(f + <p2a) (z3) ), 
det(dx(f + <p2a)(~) dx(f + <p2a )(z3) dy(f + cp2a )(Z3») 
is non-zero by choice of a so transversality holds unless ~ij a O. 
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But then we get 
det( fJ.ijax(f + cp2(J)(Zt) ax(f + cp2(J)(z3) ay(f + cp2(J) (z3) ) 
= aijdet(ax(f + cp2(J)(Zt) ax(f + cp2(J)(z3) ay(f + cp2(J)(Z3») 
and det( fJ.ijdy(f + cp2(J)(Zt) dx(f + cp2(J)(z3) dy(f + cp2a )(Z3») 
= aijdet(alf + cp2a )(Zt) dx(f + cp2a )(z3) ay(f + cp2a) (z3) ) 
and one of 
det( alf + cp2(J)(Zt> dx(f + cp2a )(z3) dy(f + cp2a) (z3) ), 
det(dx(f + cp2(J)(Zt) ax(f + cp2a )(z3) dy(f + cp2a )(Z3» 
is non-zero by choice of (J. 
What happens if aij= 0 for all (i, j) e Nk? 
Then for all (i,j) e Nk cp2(x2' Y2)X~;2-cp2(Xt, Yt)X~;t= 0, 
In particular, as in claim 2, 
k+t k+t k+t k+t 
Yt Y2 xt ~ 
-=-and-=-k k k k 
~ Y2 xt x2 
so that Xt = x2 and Y t = Y2. But this contradicts the hypothesis. 
This concludes the proof of theorem 111·2:1 c. 
If, for example, f-I(L) is irreducible then this theorem gives us no information on the 
transversal type of 1:. We now inspect this problem. For this it is only necessary to 
find map-germs fk which have a different transversal type along fk(C) ~ 11c; we do 
not mind introducing new branches to l1c. 
We ftrst show that a stem is 1-1 along a cuspidal edge. In the case f is m-1 along 
a cuspidal edge we make the following assumptions: 
by llI·2:2 we may assume that C = f-I(1:) is irreducible so cp is prime. Let 
1= (cp) = l(f-I(1:» be the prime ideal defining C. Since C is a curve, without loss of 
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generality there is no value of k satisfying xkE I (and hence CP:P x). 
(111·2:10) Hypothesis: we make the assumption that for some i (say i = 1) the 
matrix 
has non-zero detenninant along C, 
Le. dxfidycp-d/ilxcp f. I. 
(111·2:11) Proposition: if f is 3-1 or more along a cuspidal edge and satisfies 
hypothesis llI·2:10 then f is not a stem. In fact for each k there is a map-germ fk 
with an m-1 curve which has only isolated non-immersive points. 
Proof: 
Let A = {a = (atxk.ra2xk+t, a3xk.ra4xk+t, aSxk.ra6xk+1): ai E t}. 
Claim: under these conditions the map F(x, y, a) = jt(f(x, y) + cp(x, y)a) is transverse 
to ~1 = {2x3 matrices of rank ~ t} except at isolated points. The result follows. 
Proof of claim: 
We identify 1;1 with the manifold {(t~ ~~): a, b, c, d, A.,11 ell:}. Note that if, say 
A :f. 0 then without loss of generality, A = 1 so there should really be only 4 
variables. Then the tangent space of ~t is spanned by 
{( g g).( ~ H (~ n (g ~ ).( ~ n a, b, c, d, A., 11 ell:} 
(note that at any point this space has dimension 4). 
dF 
Now for example .-s--= 
ua t 
k k-t k 




If F(x, y, a) E:Et then (A:Il) is in the ratio 
(ox(ft + <pat) : oy(ft + <pat» 
so transversality follows if the matrix 
k k-t 
x 0x<p+kx <p 
k+t k 
x dx<p+(k+l)x <p 
°x(ft+<pa) 
has rank 2. 
If this fails then 
Xk(oxftdy<p.~d/tdx<P) + kxk-tcpa/t =0 
and xk+t(dxftdy<p-d/tdx<P) + (k+1)xk<pd/t =0 
so that we also have xk<pdyft =0. 
The condition fails when x(oitOy<p-d/tdx<P) = 0 and X<pd/t =0. 
Now the only curve which intersects 1:t at other than isolated points is <p = 0, 
hence x(oxftdy<p-d/tdx<P) = 0 intersects 1:1 only at isolated points. 
This proves the claim and hence the proposition. 
(III.2:12) Proposition: if f has a double cuspidal edge and hypothesis III·2:10 
holds then f is not a stem. 
Proof: 





Then fk is an immersion at all but isolated points of C since 
0. 
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alt (Zt) ayft (Zt) alt (~) a/t (~) 
al2 (Zt) a/2(Zt) al2 (~) ayf2(~) 
ax (f3+xk cp)(Zt) aAf3+xk cp)(Zt) ax(f3 +xk cp)(~) ay(f3+xk cp)(~) 
has rank 2 since the tangent space of f along f(C) is tangent to f(e), i.e. the 
ait(Zt) ayft(zt) alt(~) a/t(z:z) 
matrix di2 (Zt) dyf2(zt) di2 (z:z) dyf2(Z:Z) 
dx f3(zt) ay f3(zt) di3(~) dyf3(Z:Z) 
has rank 1 when f(zl) = f(~). This proves the proposition. 
Note: we cannot guarantee that the map-germ (fl, f2' f3 + xkcp) does not have a new 
cuspidal edge off C. 
D. 
. .. (di i dyfi ) 
What happens if hypothesis III·2:10 fails, i.e. if det :\ e (cp) for aU i? At a 
. ~cp ~Cp 
point where C is smooth we may choose local coordinates so that cp = y. Then the 
condition becomes dii e (y), and hence fi e (y) for all i. Then f fails to be finite at 
a smooth point of C. Since C is smooth almost everywhere and f is finite at 0 this 
gives a contradiction. Hence this hypothesis holds for all finite map-germs. 
(llI.2:13) Proposition: if f is a stem with an m-l curve (m ~ 3) then :E has 
transversal type consisting of immersed sheets which are pairwise transverse. 
Proof: we assume that 1= (cp) = I(f-t(L» is the reduced ideal defining C = f"1(L). 
Since e is a curve, we can also assume that x=O is not a branch of C so that 
en {XeD} consists of isolated points only. If yk e I for any k then C ~ V(yk) and 
hence cp = y (since <p defines a reduced curve). Then without loss of generality, either 
cp = y or x is not a factor of <p and for each k yk rt. I. 
We may also assume that 
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O/t(Zt) oyft (Zt) °It(~) . O/t(~) 
0/2 (Zt) 0yf2(Zt) °xf2(~) Oyfi~) 
Ox f3(Zt) Oy f3(zt) °xf3(~) oyf3(~) 
has rank 2 when f(zt) = f(~). 
Let A = {a = (atx~~xk+t, a3xk+a4xk+t, a5x~a6xk+t): ai E a::}, 
B = {t = (bty~b2yk+t, b3yk+b4yk+t, b5y~b6yk+t): bi E a::}. 
If <P = y then we consider the unfolding fcp= f + <pa where a E A, otherwise we 
consider the unfolding fcp= f+<p(a+t) where a E A and tE B. 
It is enough to show that 
axfcp,t (Zt) ayfcp,t (Zt) a/cp,t (~) 
0lcp,2 (Zt) 0yfcp,2(Zt) 0lcp,2 (~) 
Ox fcp,3 (Zt) Oy fcp,3 (Zt) 0xfcp,3(z2) 
has rank S 2 at only isolated points of C. If 0x<P E I then replace the third column 
with the y-derivative; they cannot both vanish. Hence we may assume that 0x<P ¢ I. 
0lcp,t (Zt) oyfcp,t (Zt) a/cp,t (~) 
We prove that F(z, z, a, t) = 0lcp,2 (Zt) ayfcp,2(zt) alcp,2 (~) 
ax fcp,3 (Zt) ay fcp,3 (Zt) alcpt3(~) 
is transverse to the submanifold S = {3x3 matrices of rank S 2}. 
We identify S with the manifold 
{( 
Aa Ab AC) } I3d ~ ~f: a, ~, 'Y, 0, a, b, c, d, e, fE a:: • 
'Ya+&i 'Yb+oe 'Yc+Of 
To show that this is the correct set suppose that A is an element of S. If the frrst 
row of A is (000) then put A = 0 otherwise put A. = 1 and (a b c) equal to the first 
row of A. Repeat this with the second row. If neither of these rows are zero then 'Y 
and 0 are uniquely defined so that A is of the above form. If A = 0 then let 'Y = 1 
and if ~ = 0 let 0 = 1. Choose a, ... , f appropriately to get the required form. Note it 
is never necessary to choose (a, 'Y) or (~, 8) = (0,0). 
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{(a b c) (0 0 0) (0 0 0) (0 0 0) (a. 0 0) (0 a. 0) (0 0 ex, Then TS = 0 0 0 , d e f ,   0 ,  0 0, 0 0 0 ,  0 0 , 0 0 0 , 000 000 ab C de f ')'00 0')' 0 00')' 
(0 0 0) (0 0 0) (0 0 O)} ~gg, ggg, ggg . 
Now for example (differentiating with respect to a, a, and a) 
If <p = Y then 
axf<p,l 
k 
rank Xl ax <p 
x~+l ax <p 
k k, 
Xl ay <p x2 ax <P 
o 0 
o Q 
otherwise we add the rows 
o o 
= rank 
k k k, k+l (Yt ax <P Yl ay <P Y2 ax <P), (Yl ax <P 





We have seen that without loss of generality dildy<P-d/ldx<P ~ I. The sets 
{(O, Yl' x2' Y2): f(O, Yl) = f(x2' Y2)}' {(xl' Yl' 0, Y2): f(xl' Yl) = f(O, Y2)} 
consist of isolated points and we have either (xl-x2) = ° and Y = ° or (xl-x2) and 
(YCY2) = ° which both imply that (xl' Yl) = (x2' Y2)· 
This concludes the proof. 
We have proved 
(III·2:12) Theorem: if f is a stem then it is finite, L is an irreducible curve and 
exactly one of the following holds: 
1) L has transversal type D4• 
2) L is a 1-1 cuspidal edge. 
. 0. 
3) L is a double curve with either one or two pre-images; The transversal type is 
A2m+l for some m ~ 1. 
4) L is an m-1 curve (m> 3) with irreducible preimage and transversal type 
consisting of immersed sheets which are pairwise transverse. 
S) L is a 4-1 curve with two pre-images, f being 2-1 on each pre-image. ~e 
transversal type of L consists of immersed sheets which are pairwise transverse. 
(111·2:13) Conjecture: if f is a stem and (2) or (3) holds then the transversal type 
is A2 or A3. 
Example: (x, y2, yS) has transversal type A4: 
for each k (x, y2, yS + xky3) has transversal type A2. 
Example: (x, y2, x3y) has transversal type As 
for each k (x, y2, x3y + x2y2s+l) has transversal type A3 
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For a given example we suggest looking at defonnations. of the fonn 
f + cpp or f + cp2p 
for some suitably chosen p E e(o. 
Progress on this problem is limited by the way that the transversal type is defined: it 
is found by looking at a smooth point of :E where we can assume that 
:E = {(X, 0, 0): X E a:}. We must then study the function p(X, Y, Z) which defmes the 
image and how it changes as we change f. Alternatively we can study the module 
e(f)/TsI"f to see how its generators are related. 
(Ill.2:14) Conjecture: if f satisfies (4) or (5) then it is not a stem. 
Example: (x, xy + xy3, y4) is 4-1 along (0, y). 
Example: (xy, x2 + y2, x2y + xy4) has 2-1 curves 
(0, y) .. (0, y2, 0) and (x, 0) .. (0, x2, 0). 
In the case m> 4 is not a prime we have for example 
(x, xy, y6) and the family (x, xy+ y6k+3, y6). 
We expect it to be simple to reduce the problem to the case that m = 4 or m is 
prime. However from this point progress has halted. We have tried to gain insight 
into it by looking at the above examples. We have not been able to find map-genns 
with triple curves which have these 5-jets, nor have we been able to prove that no 
such map-genns exist. We have no. suggestions as to how to find a defonnation in 
a given case • 
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m·3 .K -invariant numbers. 
We calculate the numbers defined in [M-M] and [Mond 1] for various 
families Uk: k ~ kol of map-germs of corank 1 calculated in the previous sections. 
We shall assume that each map-germ is of the form f = (x, f2(x, y), f3(x, y». These 
numbers are 
C = dim ()2/Qf' 
T = dim ()3/~' 
J.1cD2(f)/Z2), 
where Qf is the ramification ideal Qf = <of2/oy, Of3/oy), 
~ is the second Fitting ideal of the presentation matrix of f, 
52(f) ~ ~x~2 is the double point scheme defined by the ideal 
f2(x, y)-f2(x, y') f3 (x, y)-f3 (x, y') 
< y-y' , y-y' ) 
and i52(f)/Z2 is the quotient scheme under the symmetric group 712 which permutes 
y and y'; if hex, y, y) = (x, yy', y+y'), 02(f) = V(H) and i)2(f)/712 = V(H') then 
H = H'oh. 
These numbers are related to the geometry although the relation may not be obvious: 
the number C is the cross-cap number, i.e. the number of cross-caps 
which appear in a generic deformation of f. It is infmite if and only if f has a 
cuspidal edge. 
the number T is the triple point number. We expect that an infinite value for 
T is connected with the presence of a triple curve. 
For example, T is infmite for (x, y3, y4) and (x, y3, y4 + xky) ha~ a triple curve for 
every k. 
We expect that an infinite value for J.1(D2(f)/Z2) is related to the presence 
of a double curve whose transversal type is A2n+t for some n ~ 1. 
For example, J.1(i52(f)/Z2) is infinite for (x, y2; yS) and (x, y2, (x2k - y2)'ly) has such 
a curve. 
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This last number is related to J,l(i52(f» by the formula 
J,l(D2(f» = 2J,l(fS2(f)/Z2) + C-l. 
Consequently, J,lcD2(f» is fmite if and only if J,l(!>2(f)/Z2) and C are both finite. 
We aim to test the conjecture 
cod (~e ' f) - (C + T + J,l(tS2(f)/Z2») 
is a constant for the family of map-germs related to a weak stem. 
For map-germs which are weighted homogeneous R. Pellikaan and T. de Jong have 
recently announced a proof of the formula 
cod (~e ' f) - (C + T + J,lcD2(O/712») = -1 
so the conjecture is true for weighted homogeneous families, ego {(x, y2, y3 +xky)l. 
We shall make use of the fact that for these families {fk: k ~ kol some of the 
numbers are independent of k. 
(Ill·3:1) lemma: if C(O is fmite then there is a value k such that 
jkg = jkf => C(g) = C(O. 
Proof: if C is finite then 
r Qf ~ 'ffi,2 .for some r. 
Le k d · . r+l t = r an wnte g m the form f+h, h e 'ffi,2 ' then 
. h r+l 
smce e 'ffi,2 • 
Hence C(O = C(g). 
Qg = <CJg2/CJy, CJg3/CJy) 
= <df2/CJy +CJh2/CJy , df3/CJy+ CJh2/CJy) 
= <CJf2/dy , df3/CJy) = Qf 
(III·3:2) lemma: if J,l(D2(O/Z2) is fmite then there is a value k such that 
jkg = jkr ~ J.l<D2(g)/Z2) = J,lW(O/Z2). 
c. 
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Proof: ~(52(f)/Z2) is fmite <=> 02(f)/Z2 has an isolated singularity 
<=> H' is finitely determined with respect to $equivalence. 
But then i)2(f)/Z2 (and hence J.1(i52(f)/Z2)) is determined by the r-jet of 
H'. Then H = H'oh so H' is determined by the 2r-jet of H, which is determined by 
the (2r+1)-jet of f. c 
(llI·3:3) lemma: if T(f) is finite then there is a value k' such that 
jkg = jkf => T(g) = T(f). 
Proof: T = ~di1ll4: O&r so T is fmite <=> i)3f has an isolated singularity 
*=> the map defming :i53f is fmitely determined with respect to ~equivalence. 
But then iS3f (and hence 1) is determined by the r-jet of the map, which 
is detennined by a k-jet of f for some k. 
The results are probably also true for map-germs having corank 2. 
For a geometric stem the numbers are quite well-behaved: 
(III·3:4) lemma: if f is a geometric stem then exactly two of the three numbers 
C(f), T(f) and J.l(D2(f)/l2) are fmite. 
c 
Proof: suppose frrst that :E has transversal type A2. We show that'i)2(t)/l2 has at 
worst an isolated singularity and that the triple point set is at worst an isolated 
point. It is sufficient to look at a generic point of :E; then we can assume thai f is 
equivalent to (x, y2, y3). 
[
-z 
This map-germ has the presentation matrix y2 
Also 02(t) = V (y+y', y2 + yy' + ya). 
Let 52(f)/l2 = V(H1, where H' = H'(O', 't) and H'o(y+y', yy') = (y+y', y2 + yy' + yrl) 
then H'(a, 't) = (a, a2 - 't), so i)2(t)/l2 is smooth and J.l(iS2(t)/Z2) = O. 
This proves the assertion for the transversal type A2-
It is clear that for the remaining cases ,(A3 and D4) C must be fmite since the map-
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germ obviously can't have a cuspidal edge. 
The case A3 at a generic point of :E is identical to the. case for (x, y2, xly) at a 
generic point of :E, i.e. T = 0 except at (0, 0) [Mond 21-
Similarly, by comparison with (x, xy, y3), Jl(i)2(f)/l2) = 0 at a generic poit of :E 
when it has transversal type D4. 
Finally, we note that for each family f + Ps cod (d', f + Ps+l) = cod (d', f + ps) + 1 
(section 1·3, p. 55) so that cod (d', f + Ps) = s + c(f), where c(f) is a constant 
depending only on f. This means that we need only check that 
C(f+ Ps) + T(f+ Ps) + Jl652(f+ Ps)/l2) = s + d(f) 
for some constant d(f). 
The table below shows that this is satified by several families (the reference refers to 
the calculation in Appendix B. One calculation is included here to demonstrate .the 
method. 
Table 7 . .sl"-invariants for the families associated with some 'weak stems. 
families C T JlcD2(f)/l2) ref 
(x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + y2k+l) 3 0 k+l B:l 
(x, y2, x4y + 2x2y3 + yS + xky) 4 0 k-l B:2 
(x, y2, x4y + xly3 + y2k+l) 4 0 k+l B:3 
(x, y2, xly3 + yS + xky) k 0 3 B:4 
(x, xy +y3, xy2 + y3k+ 1) 3 k 1 B:S 
(x, xy +y3, xy2 + y4 + y2~ 3 k-l 1 B:6 
(x, xy +y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + yk) k 1 1 B:7 
(x, xy +y3, xy4 + yS) 4 2 3 B:8 
(x, xy +y3, xy4 + y3k+2) 5 k+2 6 B:9 
(x, xly + y3, xy2 + y3k+l) 5 k 1 B:I0 
(x, y3, x2y + y4 + y3k+2) 4 2k 2 see below 
(x, y3, xly + y4 + xy3k+2) 4 2k+l 2 see below 
(x, x2y - y3, x2y2 _ y4 + xky2) 6 k 2 B:ll 
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For example (x, y3, x2y + y4 + y3k+2), (x, y3, x2y + 0 + xy3k+2). 
Qf = <y2, x2> therefore C = 4. 
f)2(X, y3, x2y + y4) = V(y2+yy'+y,2, x2+y3+y2y,+yya+y'3)= V(y2+yy'+y,2, x2+y3). 
We show that hf = (y2+yy'+y,2, x2+y3) is ~finite (hence hf has an isolated 
singularity so that J,1652(x, y3, x2y + y4» is finite-then 
J,1cD2(x, y3, x2y + 0»= J,1(i52(x, y3, x2y + 0 + (x)y3k+2) as above). 
Since hf is weighted homogeneous J,1(hf) = dim 03/ <hf' Jh> which is finite if and 
only if hf is ~fmite. Then J,1(i}2(x, y3, x2y + y4» = dim 03/ I where 
I = <y2+yy'+y,2, x2+y3, x(2y+y~, x(y+2y~, y2(y+2y~> 
-
= <x3, xy, xy', x2+y3, y2+yy'+y,2, y3+2y2y'> 
~ {y4, y3y', y2y,2, yy'3, y,4}. 
Hence J,1(D2(f) = 7 = 2J,1cD2(f)/712)+C-1 ~ J,1{D2(f)/712)=2. 
We calculate a presentation for (x, y3, x2y + y4 + y3k+2). 
x2y + y4 + y3k+2 




x2y3 + y6 + y3k+4 X2y+y2 yk+l -z 
Then ..92 = {Z, Y+X2, ykJ03• Let y' = Y+X2, then ~ = {Z, Y', X2kJ03 and T = 2k. 
We calculate a presentation for (x, y3, x2y + y4 + xy3k+2). 
x2y + y4 + y3k+2 




x2y3 + y6 + y3k+4 X2y+y2 xyk+l -z 
Then ..92 = {Z, y+X2, XYkJo3• Let Y' = y+X2, then ~ = {z, Y', X2k+t}03 and 
T = 2k+1. 
At 
Appendix A: Calculations for Chapter II. 
Calculations of T d'f for non-finitely detennined map-genns in sections 11·3 and 11·4. 




+11: ~3~+2 :j~O 
. . 
T d' f is spanned b. a a 3 a a a 3 a a a 3a 
y . x ax' xYax • Y ax' x ay • xy ay • y ay' x az · xy az • y az f 
A2 
(A.2) f = (x. xy + Y 3. xy 2) 
1£1 C= m2:~:::~~~O} H{(~~2)t(~:'{ ~ 3):j~O} 
2 3 3j+l" y3J+4 y) xy + y 
m 2\ { xy t Y t Y t Y : J ~ O} 
= «X) + ¢{ y1j+3 t y3j+4: j ~ Ol) ;x + «X. y3») ;y + 
«xl'X;2)+¢{x.rj+S,y3j+6:j~0})a~ +¢{(~~2]t(~2'{ ~ 3):j~O} 
. ljt4 y3 J xy+y 
Then f*m3·C = «x2, xy3) + ¢{ rj+6, y3j+7:j ~ Ol) a; + «x2, xy3, y~)aay 
+ «x3, x2y2, xyS) + ¢{r, x2y + xy3, y3j+8, y3j+9:j ~ Ol) a~ 
{ 2 4 { 3" 2] } +~ xy~ 2 6 0 4 ,y: ~. :j ~ 1 xY { 0 ) xY Y J+ 
xy 2xy + y xy y y3J+4 
2 2 2 3 4 3j + 2 . ' 
m 2\ { xy, Y t xy ,y ,y ,y : J ~ 0} 
2 2 2 3 4 5 
m 2\ {xy, Y t xY ,y ,y ,Y } 
2 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 3j+l . 








] } ~s ~ :j~ 1 
6 3"+4 Y yJ 
A3 
Working modulo r *m3'C we can replace the last 4 elements by 
2 (3~{)' (x:'3l), (xl~3), (-2::51 2x y 2xy -2x Y J 0 
Hence C ... T s/r + r*m3'C so that C III T s/r. 
(A·3) 
LetC-
. 'ffi,2\{Y} { l 0 ) } j 2L j 2L+1 2 Y 2 2'-1 {x, x y : j+l ~ 2} + {x y (x+y ):l, j ~ 0} ~ (Y \ y ~ :j~ 
j j 2l+1 2 j 2l+2 2 3) y2J {x, x , x y : j+l ~ 2} + {y(x+y ), x y (x+y ):1, j ~ O} y 
-
... «x, y 2»aa
x 
+ (<<:{x, xjy21: j+l t!2}+ «:{xjy21+1(x+y2): j,l~})fv 
+( a:{x. xi. xly2l+l: j+L ~}i4:{y(x+Y). xiy2l+2(x+y2): j,l <!O}) ! I a:{(::). ~~-I : j ~ 2 } 
Then r*m3'C", «x2, xy2, YS»;x + (<<:{x2, x2y+xy3, xj+ly21, xjy21+4:j+l t!2} ;y 
~{f, xj+ly21+1(x+y2), y21+S(x+y2):j,l~}) aOy +( «:{xl, xj+1, xj+ly21+1, xy(x+y2), y21+S:j+l ~2}i 
i4:{y1. xy(x +r). x i+ly U+2(x+r). y U+4(x+r):j.L ~O}) ! I a:{ 
2 2 3 4 






y ~ ( 0 2j-1) , .... 2} Y xy :J c;; 6 2' Y xy J 
2 j 2l j 2l+1 2 
{x , x y : j+l ~ 3} + {X y (x + y ) : j + 1 ~ 2} 







a a . .2 4 a a .3 a 2 4 a a 
Td'f is spanned by:x ax ,(xY+r)ax,(xr+Y )ax,Xay,(XY+')ay'(xy +Y )ay'Xaz, 
.3 a 2 4 a (xy+, )az ,(xy +Y )az ' 
(:Y2],(~:)h!]h:].r ii;xl 3]l XY1l4]l Xlt3/s]l xl:3l6] \Xy y \y \y \2x y+4xy \2XY -t4y \2XY -t4y \2xY-t4Y 
Hence C .. T d'f + f·'I'l'\,3-C so that C .. T ~f. 
(A.4) r = (x, xy + Y 3. 2xy2 + 3y4) 
Let C .. a:{0+2)x lyj + ~jxL-lyj+2:l ~ 1, j ~ o} a; I a:{( 0+2)~j + 3jxL-1yj+2):l ~ 1, j ~ o} -W 
r {[ Y ]-0 + 2); 20 + l)yj } +a:{(j+2)~j+3jXL-lyj+2):l~l,j~O} a~+G: y2 0., jyj+l :j~2 
2y3 2jy+2 0 
Clearly r ·'I'l'\,)'C ;;2 a:{( 0 + 2)xLyj + 3jx L-lyj+2) : 1 ~ 2, j ~ ole (e.. ;x' ~ ;z~ 
Then (j+3)(xy+ y3)(j + 2)xlyj +3jXL-1yj+2) - -
=0+2)(0 + 3)xL+1y41+30+1)xlyj+3) + j(O + S)xLyj+3+1+ 3(j+3)xL-1yj+S) 
since 0+3)(j+2)+3j(j+3) .. 4j 2+14j+6 :I 30+1)0+2)+j(j+S),' 
~ence r·'I'l'\,3-C;;2 a:{(0 +2)xyj+3jyj+2)e: j ~ 3}e (e .. * ;Y' a~~' 
We check that 
0+4)(2xy2 + 3y4)( 0 + 2)xLyj + 3jxL-1yi+2) .. 
20+2)( 0 +4)~+1yj+2 + 30+2)xLyj+4) + 3j( 0 +6)xLyj+4 + 3(j+4)x1-1yi+6) 
since 3(j+4)(j+2)+6j(j+4) :I 9j 2+42j+24 .. 3j(j+6)+60+2r-
20 + 1).xyj , } 
- J+l 'J·'2 JXY - c;. -
o 




hencer.'I'l'\,3-c~a:{[ :;23]{-~Y:]{~~~1-(j~~): 2(jj:~/ :j~S}, 
2xy xy 0 2JI" 0 
Finally. to establish that C is indeed an () 3-module via r· we show that 
(j+3)(j+5)(xy + y 
(j+4)G+3)(xy + y 
AS 
+2jG+3)( (j + 5)xyj+3 + 3G+3)yj+5);Z - 2jG+2) 
+4jG+4)( (j + 6)xyi+4 + 3G+4)yj+6)a~ - 3jG+2) 








+jG+3)((j+4)'Yj+2+ 3G+2)Y.i+4);y - 2jG+l) (j + 3)y.i+4 
o 
20 + l)yj 
G+S)G+4)(2xy2+3y4) jyj+l = 4(j+S)G+1)(G+4)xyj+2+3G+2)y.i+4)a~ 
o 
20 + S)yj+4 
+2jG+4)((j+S)~j+3+3G+3)yj+5)a; - 3jG+l) (j +4)yj+5 
o 
C is spanned by: G + 2)x yj + 3jyj+2e for 0 S j S 2, i.e. 
a .3 a 2.A a a .3 a 2 ·.A a a 






2 3 4 ~y -Sy -6y 
o 0 0 
y4 6y5 8y6 
A6 
a a a a . .3 a 2.A a a 
Td"f is spanned by: x ax' (xy+y3)ax ,(2xy2+3yi)ax ,x ay ,(xy+y- lay ,(2xy +3y lay ,xaz' 
a . .2 .A a (xY+r)az ,(2 xy-+y) az ' 
(:y J'( ~2).( ~~ J.(~! J.( x\~xl J.[ XY~3y3J.[ xy2~3Y 4 J.( xy3 ~3ysJ' 2xy2 2y3 2y 4 2yS 4x2 y+12xy3 4xy212y 4 4xy3 +12yS 4xy 4 +12y6 
Rewrite the last 3 columns modulo f *m3.C to get (~3) ( ~y 4 ) ( ~l) 3y4 16yS lOj6 
bearing in mind that f *m3·C 3 Sx y3 + 9ySe, 6xy4 + 12y6e. 
Hence C ... T d"f + f*m3·C so that C ... T .s£f. 
(A·S) 
Let CD 
It is clear that 
r ... (x, xy + y 3, 2xy2 +y4) 
«: {(x+r)xly2j+l, (G+1)xy2j+jy2j+2)xt: L,j ~ o} fx. 
.. .. " a .' a 









• 2j+l ...... 1 lY :J~ 
o 
+ «:{(x+y)xly2j+l: 1 ~ 1, j ~ o} a~ + a:{x2, xly2j: l+j ~ 3, 1 ~ 1} ;y 




... (x+y2)y2j+l ~ and (2xy 2+y4)rj~ - y 2j+4 ~ e r *m3·Cfor j ~ 2, y ay ay ay·. 
G+2)(xy + y)(x+r)xly2j+l lOa G+2)(xt+2y2j+2+2xt+1y2j+4+xly2j-t6) .. 
G+2)x,l+2y2j+2+(j+1)xl+1y2j+4 + G+3)xt+ly2j+4+(j+2)xly2j~ 
so that (G+1)Xy24jy2j+2)xta~,y2j+2 ;y,(G+1)Xy24jy2j+2)xta~ e r*m)"C for j~2 
and (2xy2 + y4)(x+y2)xly2j+l.. 2(x+y2)xt+ly2j+3 + (x+y2)xly2j+S 
so that (x+y2)xly2j+l a~' (x+y2)xly2j+l aay ' (x+y2)xly2j+l:Z e r *m3·C for j ~ 2. 
Also (j+2)(2xr + y4)(G+1)xy24jy2j+l) III G+2)(2G+1)~2j+2 + (3j+1)xy2j+4 + jy2j+6 
A7 
- 20+1)(G+2)x2y2j+2 + G+l)xy2j+4) + j(0+3)xy2j+4 + 0+2)y2j+6) 
so that <G+1)xy24jy2j+2)xL~, (G+1)xy24jy2j+2)xL~ E f ·'Il\.3'C for j ~ 3 ax az 
and (xy + y3)(G+1)xy24jy2j+l) = 0+1)(x2y2J+l + xy2j+3) + j(xy2J+3 + y2J+S) 
so that (x+y 2)xly2J+l a~ ,(x+y2)xly2J+l a~ E f ·'Il\.3'C for j ~ 3, 
Hence f·m,3'C ~ a: {(x+y2)xly2J+l, (0+1)xy24jy2j+2)xL:j ~ 2 or l~ 1 andj ~ o} aax 
0+3 
+ a:{(x+y)xLy2j+l: j ~ 2 or 1 ~ 1 and j ~ 0} ;y + a:{x2, x Ly2j: 1 + j ~ 3} a~ 
+ a:{(x+y)xLy2j+l, (0+ 1)xy24jy2j+2)xL: j ~ 2 or 1 ~ 1 and j ~ o} ;z 
2' G+1)xy J 
o 





2 2j+3 xY 
~1 ~ 
xy Y 
o =(xy2j+l+y2j+3~+2(xy2j+3+y2j+S>b - 0 

















, 2j+l . 3 JY :J~, 
o 
AS 
( Xl:3Y\). (xl4~3l6) 
4xy +4y 4xy +4y 
Hence CaT ~f + f·'1T\,3'C so that CaT ~f, 
(A,6) (x. xy+ y3, xy3) 
{ j+l 3j+l 3j+2 2 3j+2 "O} 'll'\,2 \ y ,xy , xy , X Y : J c:;. 
Let C= \{ 3j+ 1 3j+2 3j+2, , O} 'll'\,2 y , Y , xy : J c:;. 
{ j+l 3j+t 3j+2 2 3j+2 "O} 'll'\, 2\ y ,xy , xy , X Y : J c:;. 
{ 
(6j+11)X2y3j-l +6xy3j+ 1 
+¢ 0 
o 
1 '0 1) 2 3j-4, 3j-2 3j 














o 0 Y 
2 o 0 Y 





(3,2 2' 1) 3j 3j-l 3j-l } J + J- Y xy Y 
o 0 O:j ~ 1 
(3,2 S') 3j+3 3j+2 3j+2 J + J Y xy' Y 
Cm«xl)t¢{ xiJ, x2ylJ, X 2ylj+I,(6j+17)x2ylj+2~xrjt4,~G+ l)x2ylj-I~+ 1)xrj+l+rj+3:j~ O} }i,c 
. +«x2> + G:{ ylj+3, xy3j. xy3j+l, (6j+7)xylj+2+6ylJ+4:j ~ O})iY 
+«x1)+¢{xyj, x2y3j, x2y3j+l, 1(j+l)x2y3j-l+(j+l)xylj+l+ylj+3, (6j+S)x'2y3j+2+6xylJ+4:j~ O})~ 
{ 
y (6j+1)l~ _xy3j-1 
2 (3,2 8') 3J+1 3j+2 













• Y 0 :il!l} 
3j+2 3j+2 
xy y 
= (j+1)(6j+l1)xyj+l+(6j+l1)yj+3_lj(j+l)6xrj+1 .. (j+l)(3j+ll)xrj+l+(6j+ll)}3j+3 where j ~ 1 
2 
.. (j+l)(6j-l)xy3j+l+(6j-l)y3j+3_..!j(j+l)6xy3j+l .. (j+1)(3j-l)xrj+1+(6j-1)y3j+3 where j ~ 1 
2 
so that (j+l)(3j+ll)xy 3j+l+(6j+ll)yj+3ix, (j+l)(3j-l)xrj+l-t{6j-:l)y3j+3 a~ E C for j ~ 0, 
rm3'C ~ «x3> + t{x2, x2y+xr, xy3j+3, x2y3j, x2y3j+l, (6j+17)x2y3j+2+6xrj+4, 
1(j+l)x2y3j-l+(j~I)xy3j+l+rj+3: j ~ 1) ~~ 
+ «xl> ~ t{ rj+3, xy3j, xy3j+l, (6j+7)xrj+2+6y3j+4: j ~ 1}) ;y 
, + «x'3> + t{xl, x2y+xyl, xy3j+3, x2y3j, x2y3j+l, ,!j(j+l)x2y3j-l+(j+l)xrj+1+y3j+3, 
2 
(6j+S)x.2y3j+2+6xrj+4: j ~ t}) ~ 
and Pm3'C 3(j+l)(3j+ll)xylj+l+(6j+ll)yj+3ix, (j+l)(3j-l)xy~1+(6j-l)y3j+3iz for j ~ 2. 
(6j+l)ij 




x 0 .. 0 E r ·m3·C for j ~ 1, 
3j+2 3j+2 
Y xy 
3j-l 3j-l 3j-l Y Y Y 
(xY+r 0 = xy 3.L.!. + xy3j+3~ + y3 0 :+ 0 E r·m3·C for j~2, 3j+2 ax az 3j+2 3j+2 Y Y Y 
3j-l 
-xy 





















3'+1 Y J 
0 






















3'+4 (6j+ll»y J e f *m3·C for j::!! 2, 
o 
(6j+1)y3j 
G+ 1) (3j+ 11)(6j+ 7)(x)t-r (3l +8j)y 3j+ 1 = (6j+ 7)(6j+ 1)( G+ 1)(3j+ 11)~3}+ 1+(6j+ 11)y}+3) ;X 
o 
(6j+7)y3j+3 
+G+1)(3j+ 11)(3r+8j)( (6j+ 7)xy3}+2+6r .i+4) aay +(3P+8j)G+ 1 (3j+ 11)0+ 1)y3j+4 
o 




so 11(xy +y) e r *m3'C and (3j+11)G+1)y3}+4 e r *m3'C for j ~ 2, 
o o 
Hence r*m3'C ~ «x3> + ~{x2, x2y, xy3j, x2y3j, x2y3j+l, (6j+17)x2y3j+2+6xy3j+4, 
~G+1)x2y3j-l+G+1)xy3j+l+y3j+3:j ~ 1) :x 
+ «xl> + ~{y3j+3, xy3j, xy3j+l, (6j+7)xy3j+2+6y3j+4: j ~ n) o~ 
+ «x:1> + ~{x2, x2y+xy3, xy3j+3, x2y3j, x2y3j+l, ~(j+1)x2y3j-l+G+l)Xrj+l+rj+3, 
y ~ Y , -xy 
{ 
(6'+7) 3j+3 3j-1 






y4 0 0 
(3,2 2' 1) 3j 3j-1 3j-1 } ~ + J- Y xy Y 
o . 0 . 0 :j~2 
(3,2 8') 3j+3 3j+2 3j+2 J + J Y xy Y 
Y 
2 .A 0 .3 0 2 2 .A 0 3 a 2 (7xy +{),) oY , (xY+Y-) oz ,(Sx y +{)xy) oZ ,xy oZ' Y ,+ other tenns 
.' 4 
Y 
Tdr is spanned by: x oOx' (xY+r)oox' xy3 oOx' x ;Y' (xy+y3)o~' xy3 ;Y' x o~ '(Xy+y3)o~ , 
xy3i, (:Y3]' (~:), (~:], (~:], (i+i~A (XY~3l (xl+~ll, (xl ~3) xy Y Y Y 3x Y ') 3xy J 3xy 2xy J 
Long and somewhat tedious calculations yield that C ~ T dr + r*mrC so that C - T dr. 
(A'7) (x, xy+ y3, xy4) 
2 2 3 2 2 6 7 3j+1. 
'ln2\{xy,y ,xy ,Y ,x Y ,Y ,Y t Y :J~O} 
Tdr 
2 2 4 5 S 1 
'In 2 \ {y, Y t xY t Y t Y t xY t Y 1 
'In \{ 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 4 3 2 2 3 4 2 S 6 2 y, xY, Y ,x Y, xY ,Y , x y, x y ,xy ,Y ,x y ,x Y ,x y, xy ,Y 
6 7 2 6 8 10 3j+2. 
xy ,Y ,x Y ,xy ,Y ,Y : J ~ O} 
A12 
2 2 







2 3 5 7 8x y + 3xy -9y 3 2 6 x Y +xy 
4 2 2 6 

























2 6 3 10 






·24 o (y) y3 
o Y y 
8 10 5 7 







YO :J'~2} 3}+5 y 
C = «x3, xy3) + a:{x, x2, xly, xy+y3, x2y2+y6, y3j+S, y~j+9: j ~ O}) a; 
+ «Xl, xy6, xr-y 7) + «:{x, xy, y3, xy3, xy4, y6}) ;y 
+«~ ,x3y3,xly 7 ,x4y2+x2y6 ,4xly6_3xy 8)+«:{x,x2,x3 ,x4,x4y,xy4,x 2y4,x lyS,xy 7,xy+y3, 
xly+xy3,x3y+x2y3,xly2+y6,x3y2+xy6,8xly3+3xr-9y7,x ly6_3Y 10,y3j+9,y3j+13: j ~ O})i 
{( Yl
3 
0 2 Y4 2 +«: Y Y -2xy 
5 7 5 7 














-~i x~2 y:;: :j~ \ 
o xy6 y~ 'f 
f*m3'C = «x4, x2y3, xy6) + «:{ x2, x3, x3y, xr, xly+xy3, x3y2, x2y2+2x0+y6, y3j+8, 
y3j+9:j ~ O})~ + «x3, x2y3, xy7, yl~ + «:{x2, xly, xy3, xy6, x2y2+xy4, xy4+y6, y9}) aay 
+ «x.6, x4y3, xly8, xSy2, x3y6, xy11) + «:{x2, x3, x4, xS, xSy, x 2y4, x3y4, x3yS, x 2y 7, xly+xy3, 
x3y+xly3,x4Y+X3y3, x3y2+xy6, xlyS+xy7,xly2+2x0+y6,x3y3+y9, llxly6_6xy8_9y l0, 













2 6 8 




















3 5 4 6 2 4 3'+1 
xY +Y xY +Y 0 xY +Y 0 yJ 5 7 5 7 3 5 g 0 0 XYg+Y10 4xy +3y xY +Y Y :j ~2 7 9 2 6 g 6 g 3'+5 
xY +y xY +y 4x Y +4xy xy +y 0 yJ 
= «X3, x2y3, xr) + a;{ x2, x 2y+xy3, x2y2+2xy4+y6, y3j+8, y3j+9:j ~ Ol) a; 
+ «x'3, x2y3, xy6, y8) + a;{x2, x2y, xy3, x2y2+xy4, xy4+y6} )a; 
+«~ ,x4y3 eX 2y 7,x3y4,xy9)+G;{x2,x3,x4,x ly4,x ly+xy3 ,x3y+x2y3 ,x4y+x3y3,x3y2+xy6,x lyS+xy7, 
x2y2+2xy4+y6,x3y3+y9,l1xly6_6xy8_9Y 10, x4y2+x2y 6,3xy 7+2y9,y3j+12, y3j+13:j~}) :z 





4y6 +4x.y4 6+4 4 4 Y xy -4xy 
3y7 7 5 0 3y -3xy 
0 3 10 
- Y 0 
2 3 4 S 2 4 
XY4 Y4 xy 3xy 
3xy -7xy 0 0 
0 0 6 2 6 8 xy -4x y +3xy 
'lxy4 3'+1 0 0 0 yJ 
4 4 4 o· 0 3xy 2xi s 3xr 3 :j ~2 2 2 3 10 4y9 3'+S x Y - Y 4x y 
o 














3 S 0 
Y 6 6 
4xy y 
T~f . ed b a .3 a '4 a a .3 a 4 'a. a .3 a 




(x, xy, y4) 
{ 4j+t 4j+2 4j+2 ...... O} 1 y4j+t 'lj\, 2\ Y , Y ,xy : J c::; 
4j+2 4j+3 4j+3. 4j+2 
'lj\,2\{y,y ,y ,xy :J~O} y 
3 2 4j+2 • 0 
'lj\, 2 \ {y, y ,xy , y : J ~ O} 
.. «x2)+G:{fj+3, y4j+4, xy4j, xy4j+l, xy4j+3:j ~ O}) :X 
4'+2 Y J 







+ «X2)+G:{y4j+4, y4j+S, xy4j, xy4j+l, xy4j+2: j ~ O}) aay 
4j+t 4j+2 4j+2 
{ 
Y Y xy 
, , , a 4j+2 4j+3 4j+3 
+«x2,xy3)+G:{x, xy, y4J+4, y4J+S, y4J+7:j~}~ y y xy 
o 0 0 
o } 4j+3 xy , 
4j+6 :J~ 
4y 
~j+3 } xy , 
4j+6 :J~ 
4y 
Then f*'m.3· C " «x2)+G:{y4j+7, y4j+8, xy4j+4, xy4j+S, xy4j+3:j ~O})ix 
+(<x2)+G:{fj+8,y4j+9,xy4j+4,xy4j+S,xy4j+6:j ~ O}) aayl «x2,xy4)+«:{),ij+8,y4j+9,y4j+11:j ~ on a~ 
(A·9) 
~lll 21 y 4j+t y 4j+2 xy 4j+2 0 } xy 2 xy 3 4j+2 4j+3 4j+3 xy 4j+3 " +«: xy xy y y xy 4' -Hi ,J ~ 1 o 0 0 0 0 4y J 
(x, x y+XT, y4) 
\{ 4j+l 4j+2 4j+3 ...... O} '""2 y ,Y ,y :J c::; 
\{ 4j+l 4j+2 4j+3 ...... O} '""2 y ,y ,y :J c::; 
4 3 2. 
'"" 2\ {y, y , y ,xy ,} 
o 












} y: :j~O 
xy xy 4' 3 ' 2 3 4 a 2 3 J+ 4 J+7 {lll
21 Y 4j+2 




Y ~ :j~O 
Then f*m3'C = «x2, xy3)+¢{y4j+8, y4j+4(r-r):j ~ OJ) a; 
+ «xl, xy4)+¢{y4j+8, y4j+4<r+y 7): j ~ O}) aay 
xy xy 4' 3 4' 7 323 48 2 2 a 2 3 J+ J+ {lll
21 y4j+2 
+«x ,x y ,xy ,Y )+¢{x ,xly,xly}}~ X6' X6' Y ~ 4' 2 
y4
j
+l } y: :j~1 
. . a 2a 4a 43 . .5 a a a 2 a 3a C IS spanned by. x ax' xy ax' y ax' y (y -r) ax' x ay' xy ay' xy ay' xy ay' 
4 a 4 7 a a a 3 a 4 a sa 6 a 7 a Y2 ? 7 III 2) Y ay' y (r+y )ay' x az ' xY az ' xY az' y az' Y az' y az' Y az' b y-; 




,y4 ;x' x ;y' (xy+xr);y' y4 ;Y' xfz-, (Xy+xy3)a~ , 
y4 a~ ,l:Y2]' (~:), l~:], l~;]' l x2i~xl 3]' l XY~3l 4]' l xlt3Y\], l Xl4~3yS6] 
xy Y Y Y 2x y+4xy 2xy +4y 2xy +4y 2xy +4y 
Hence C = T df + f·m3·C so that C .. T dr. 
(A· to) (x, xy_y4, Y 6) 
2 2 2 2 8 L 3j+l • 
'1'1\2\ { y ,xy ,x y ,y ,x y : J, l ~ O} , 
T.s{'"f 
3 3 2 3 9 L 3j+2 . 
'I'1\2\{y,y ,xy ,x y ,Y ,x Y :J,l ~O} 
2 23 22 323 5 S2S 
'1'1\ 2\ {y ,xy ,Y , x Y t xY ,x Y , Y ,xy ,x Y 
8 8 11 L 3j+l . Y , xY ,Y , x Y : J, l ~ (} 
A16 
L 3j+l( 3) 2 2 8 0 
xy x-y x y +y 0 
2 3 9 1 0 0 L 3j+2( 3 x Y x-y ) x y +y 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
L 3j+7 ( 3 L+3 4 3 1 3 2 2 8 5 8 4 32 9 11 x Y x-y) x y (x-y ) xy(x-y) x y +9y xy +4y xy+y 
2 2 8 2y8 2 3j+4 3'+4 
0 0 Y3 xy Y9 
-xy 
Y3j+5 
Y J :L.j~O } 3 0 0 Y xy Y 0 0 Y 0 




x y +y 4xy.-y 
C=(G:{xly3j : l+j > O}+G:{x2y~+y8, xly3j+l(x_y3), xL+3y2, xLyS, xl+ly8, xly3j+11: l,j ~ O}) :X 
+( G:{xly3j+l:l+j > O}+G:{xL+1, x l+3y3, x2y3+y9, xLy3j+2(x_y3), xly6, x l+ly9, xLy3j+12:l, j ~ O}) iv 
+(G:{ .}y(x_y3), xl+l, xL+3y2, xl+3y3, xl+3yS, xly3j+6, xl+2y8, Xl+lyl1, xly3j+14: l,j ~ O} 
+a:{x2y2+9y8, xyS+4y8, 4x 3y2+9yl1, x 2y S+y 11 , 4x y8_y 11,·x lrj+l(x_y3): 1 + j ~ 4})fz-
2 2 8 2y8 2 3j+l 3j+l f2 Y3 xy Y9 -xy Y3' 2 Y :j~ 1} 3 +G: YO Y xy y 0 0 y.t+ 0 
0 0 0 3y11 flt8 0 3j+4 2y 
f*1'1\3' C = (G:{Xl+1y3j , xLy3j+6: 1 + j > O}+ G:{x 2y2+y8, xl+1y3j+l(x_y3), xly3j+4(x_y3), xl+3y2, 
Xl+lyS, xl+ly8, xly3j+11: l,j ~ O}) :X + . 
+(G:{xl+1y3j+l, xly3j+7: l+ j > O}+ G:{x L+2, xL+3y3, x2y3+y9, 
xl+1y3j+2(x_y3), xly3j+S(x_y3), xL+1y6, xL+1y9, xly3j+12: l,j ~ O}) aay + 
G:{xl+1y(x_y3), xl+3y4(x_y3), xLy3j+7(x_y3), xl+2, xl+4y2, xL+3y3, xL+3yS, xl+1y3j+6, y3j+12, x l+2y8, 
xl+lyl1, x Ly3j+14:1, j ~ O}+G:{x 2y2-2xr+~8, x 3y2+9xy8, x2yS+4xy8, ~xy8_y 11)! 
A17 
12 . L 3j+1 . 
'11\2 \{ X Y : 3J + l ~ 1 t} 
12 L 3j+2 . 
'11\2\{xy :3J+l~10} 
12 L 3j+1 . 
'11\2 \ { X Y : 3J + l ~ in 
{ 
3j+1 3j+1 y Y 
3j+2 0 
+(t Y , 3'+4 
o 2y J 
. a 4 a 3 a 6 a a a 2 . .5 a 4~ 6l... 
C IS spanned by:x ax'(xy-y )ax'Y ax'Y aX'xay,xyay,(xy -Y-)aY'Y aY'Y aY' 
a 4 a 3 2 a 5 8 a 6 a 9 a (y 2l (Y~l -~l y: 
xaz ' (xY-Y )az ,x Y az' (xy +4y )az ,Y az' Y az' y , Y' 8 7 
o 0 6y 2y 
_/ ' a 4 a 6 a a .A a 6 a a 4 a T~ r IS spanned by: x ax' (xY-Y )aX' Y ax' x ay' (xY-Y )aY' Y aY' xaz' (xY-Y )az ' 
y6 ! . (~) ( ~2) ( ~) ( ~~) ( ~) ( x:~~l). ( xY~:l)' (XY:1YS)' (xY:~l). (XY:1y7) 
Hence C = T s/f + r*rn,3'c so that C = T d'f, 
(A,H) (x, xly +y3, xy2) 
'11\~{ y3j+2: j ~ a}· 
Let C= '11\~{y, xy, y, + a: 









Then r*rn,3'c = «x2, xy3)t¢{xy, y1j+4, y3j+6:j ~ Ol) a; 1<x.3, xly2, xy3, y6)+ a:{x2}) ;Y 
2 3'+2 
xy yJ 




2 2 3 2 3j+2. 
'fli,2 \{ y ,Y t xy ,Y : J ~ 1} 2 y3j + 2 
xy 
2 2 2 2 3 4 5} + G: :j ~ 1 
.. 'fli, 2\ { xy t y ,x y, xy ,y ,y ,y 0 0 
2 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 3j+l. y3j + 4 
'fli,2 \ {xy, Y ,x y, xY ,Y ,Y t xY ,Y ,Y : J ~ 1} 
a a 2a 3a a 2.. a 2 a 3a 4 a sa a 
C is spanned by: x ax' y ax ,xy ax' Y ax' x ay , x -y ay , xy ay' y ay' y ay' Y ay' x az ' 
2 
Y 
2.. a 2 a 3 a sa 0 
x -Y az ,xY az' Y az' Y az' 4 
y 
a a a a 2. .• .3 a 2 a a 2 3 a Tdf is spanned by:x ax,(x2y+r)ax,xy2ax,Xay,(x-Y+Y-)ay'xy ay'X az ,(x y+y )az' 
x 
a 2 




Let C .. 
2:( 2:~3. 2:;4 ,(X3 ~3xY1'(lY~ ~ll,(xV~ f).(XV~;) Y Y Y 2x Y 2xy 2xy J 2XY) 
2 
Y 
o sa 2 a 4 a sa 
4 ,Y az' x y az' y ay' Y ay 
y 
f .. (x, Y 3, xy 2) 
3· 2 'ffi,~ { y j+ : j ~ O~ 
{ 2 j . O:l. 
'ffi,2\ y, x y : J ~I 








Then r·m3-c .. «x2, xy3)+¢{xy, yj+4, y3j+6.j ~ Ol)~~<x2y2'Xy3.y6)+¢{xj:j ~ 21)..!.. 




0 , 0 :j ~ 1 
4 3j+4 
xY Y 
2 3 2 3j+2 0 
'1"1\ 2\ {y ,xy ,Y : J ~ O} 
22 2345j 0 
'1"1\2\ { y , xy ,Y ,Y ,Y ,x Y : J ~ 1} 
2 3j+2 
xY Y 
0 0 :j~ 1 
2 2 2 2 3 4 5 3j+1 0 
'1"1\2\ {xy, y ,x y, xy ,Y ,xy ,Y ,Y : J ~ 1} 4 3j+4 xY Y 
o 0 a a 2 a 3 a a 2 a 31- 41- s1- x 1-
C IS spanned by 0 x ax' y ax' xy ax' Y ax' x ay' xY ay' Y ay' Y ay' Y ay' az' 
2 a 2.. a 3 a s a (y2) 
xy az' x 1 az • y az' y az' ~ 4 
_/ 0 a 2 a 3 a a 2 a 3 a a 2 a 
T ~ f IS spanned by: x ax' xY ax' Y ax' x ay' xy ay' Y ay' x az ,xY az' 
(A·13) 
Let C= 
f = (x, y 3, X 2y) 
3j+l 3j+l 0 '1"1\~ {xy , y : J ~ O} 
2 3j+1 0 
'1"1\ ~ {xy, y ,y : J ~ O} 







xy 2 2 3j+2 xy 









30 +1 30 +1 xy J Y J 
o 0 
2 2 3j+2 2 3j+2 X Y xy 
:j~ 
A20 
f*m 3'C= «X3, x2y3) + a:{xl, x2y2, y3j+S, y3j+6, xy3j+3, xy3j+2:j ~ O}) :X + 
«X3, x2y2, xyS) + a:{xl, xy3, y3j+6, y3j+8:j ~ O}) ;y 











3y3j + 7 
2 3j+S 
xy 
3j + 1 3' +4 
xy Y J 
o 0 :j~O 









3y , y3 :Z • ~ .( ~ 2]' ( ~23]"[ (], 
2x2y 2xy 2xy 2xy 3 x 
2 
xy 2 2 xy 
Hence C = T d'f + f*m3'C so that C ... T df, 
(A· 14) f ... (x, y 3, x 2y + y4) 
L 3j+l .' 1 3j+l 2 3 • m~{ x y : t,J ~ O} + «:{x y (x +y ): t+J ~ 0} 
Let C ... 
L 3j+l, L 3j+l 2 3 . m~{ x y : t,J ~ O} + «:{x y (x +y ): t+J ~ O} 
L 3j+2. L 3j+2 2 3 • m~{y, xy, x y : t,J ~ O} + «:{x y (x +y ): t+J ~ t} 
3'+4 3'+4 3j+l 3'+1 0 ~~ xy J xy y~ 
+a: 3y4 2 3j+4 2y3j+7 0 O. xy 
-2 2 5 
0 0 2 2 3j+2 2 3j+2 x y +4y xy . xy 
... (a:{xly3j , xly3j+2, xly3j+l(x2+r), y(x2+r), y2: L+j > O} )a~ 



















Then f*'I'l\3· C=(G:{xYj,'xly3j+2, xYj+l(x2+y3), xy(x2+y3), y4(x2+y3), xy2, yS: l+j> 1} );x 
+ (G:{xly3j, xly3j+2, xly3j+l(x2+y3)' xy(x 2+y3) , y4(x2+y3): l+j> 1}) ;y 
+(G:{xly3j, xl+1y3j+l, xly3j+2(x2+y3):l+j > 1}~{xy2(x2+y3), yS(x2+y3), xy4, y3j+7:j ~ OJ) ooz 
{ 
2 o x Y 
+G: xy4 0 
5 3 2 









3j+t 3j+4 } xy Y 
o O:j ~O 
2 2 3j+2 2 3j+S x y xy 
2 2 3 L 3j+l. L 3j+l 2 3 . m~ {y ,y ,x y : l+J ~ ~} + ~{x ~ (x +y ): l+J ~ t} 
2 2 3 5 L 3j+l. L 3j+t 2 3 • 
= m~{y ,xy ,y ,y ,x y : l+J ~ t} + ~{x y (x +y ): l+J ~ t} 





















2 2 3j+2 xy 
3'+4 Y J 
o :j~O 
2 3j+S xy 
50 a 2.,a 3 a 4 a l y 1 0 4 Y oY' x az ' x y az y az' Y az' 0, 3y 
222 5 2xy x y +:4y 







2 2 S 








Let c= a: {x, X
2
, x3, x 4, xLy2j: 1 + 2 j ~ 5} + a:{xLy3J+\x2 _y2): l,j ~} 
a: {x, x2, x3, x 4, X5, xLy2j+l: 1 + 2 j ~ 5} + a: {x Ly3j+2(x2 _y2): l,j ~ O} 
0 0 0 0 
2 2 4 0 0 0 X Y -y 
2 3 3 3 4 2 3 0 x y-y x y -xy x y -x y 
0 y xy 3y 5xy 0 
0 2 4 0 0 xjy :j~2 
-xy -y 
4 5 5x y -6y 0 0 2xy 3 4yS 
'2 
xJy 
= «x2,y 2)+4: {x} )aOx +(G:{xly2j:l+2j ~ 5}-+¢{xL+1, y2(X2_y 2), x ly2j+ 1 (X2_y 2):lj ~O}) ;Y 
+( G:{xly2j+1:l+2j ~ 5}+G:{xL, x2Y(X2_y 2), xY(X2_y 2), y(5X4-6y4), Y(X2_y 2), xly2j+2(X2_y 2): 
- --
o {y xy 3y 
. LJ~O}) az I G: -xl -/ 0 3 
o 0 2xy 
Then f*mfc = «x3, xy 2, y4) -+¢{x2}).!.+ G:{xly2j: l+2j ~ 6}.!.+ 
oX oY 
G: {x2, x3, x4, xS, xy(x2-y 2), xy2(x2_y 2), xly2j+l(x2_y 2): l+j ~ 2})iY 








2 5x y 
o 
2 23 4 5 x Y xy 
2 2 2 3 
m 2' { xy, Y t X y t Y } 
~ {x2 t x3 t x4 t xS t xly2j: L+ 2j ~ 6} + ~{xty2j+l (x2 _y2): 2L+j ~2} 
2 3 4 5 6 1 2j+l. 1 2j+2 2 2 . ~ {x tXt X tXt X t X y : L + 2J ~ 6} + ~{x y (x -y ): L+J ~ n 
o 0 
+ o 0 
4 2 3 3 3 5 














2 3x y 
o 
2 3 3 xy 
. . a 2 a 3 a a 4 a 32 a 2 2 a 22 2 a C IS spanned by. x ax' x y ax' y ax' x ay ,xy ay' x y ay' y(x -y )ay' y (x -y )ay' 









2 22 xy 
2 3 
x y-3y 
2 2 4' 
2x y -3y 
o 3y 
2 
x Y 0 
223 





2 2 4 
x y -3y 
2 3 5' 











2 3 5 
x y -3y 
2 4 6 




3 3 2x y-3xy 
Bt 
Appendix B : Calculations of # -invariants for m·3. 
For map-germs of the form (x, y2, yp(x, y2» the presentation matrix is 
[ 
-z p(X, Y)] 
Yp(X, y) -z and T = O. 
B:1. (x, y2, x3y + x2y3 + y2k+l). 
Qf = <y, x3) th°erefore C = 3. 
02(f) = V(y+y', x3 + x2(y2+yy'+y'2) + y2kry2k-ly'+ ... +y'2k) = V(y+y', x3 + xly2 + y2k). 
Then ~(D2(f» = cod ~(V(x3 + x2y2 + y2k» = dim 02/ <3x2 +2xy2, 2xly + 2ky2k-l). 
Let 1= <3x2 +2xy2, 2xly + 2ky2k-l> and suppose that xyS'""2 ~ I. 
Then x3y + kxy2k-l _ x3y mod XyS,",,2' 3x3y +2xly3- 2xly3, 3x2y3 +2xyS- 2xyS, 
hence xyS02 ~ I, hence <x4,_x3y, xly3, xyS, y2k+l) ~ I, h~nce. 
""2 - .., ~(D (f» = 2k+4 = 2~(D2(f)ll2) + C - 1. Hence ~(D2(f)ll2) = k+1. 
B:2. (x, y2, x4y + 2xly3 + yS + xky). 
Qf = <y, x4) therefore C = 4. 
f>2(f) = V(y+y', x4 + 2x2(y2+yY'+y'2) + y4+y3y'+ ... +y,4 + x~ 
= V(y+y', x4 + 2xly2 + y4 + xk) = V(y+y', (x2+ y2)2 + xk) 
Then ~(i52(f» = cod ~(V«x2+ y2)2 + xk- 1» = dim 02/ <4x(x2+ y2) + kxk-l, 4y(x2+ y2» 
Let 1= <4x(x2+ y2) + kxk-l, y(x2+ y2». Then 
xy(x2+ y2) e 1* xk-ty e 1+ xk-3y3 e 1+ •.• + (x)yk(-t) e I 
(depending on whether k is even or odd) 
and xy2(x2+y2) e 1+ xk-ly2 e 1+ xk-3y4 e 1* •.• + (x)yk(+l) E:oI. 
Then xk+l e I and °2/1 has a basis U, x, •.. , xk, y, xy, ... , xk-ly, y2} so 
~652(f) = 2k+l = 2~<D2(f)/l2) + C -1. Hence ~(D2(f)/Z2) = k-1. 
B:3. (x, y2, x4y + x2y3 + y2k+t). 
Qf = <y, x4> therefore C == 4. 
B2 
02(f) = V(y+y', X4 + X2(y2+YY'+yl2) + y2k.ry2k-tY'+ ... +yl2k)= V(y+y', x4 + x2y2 + y2k) 
Then Jl<D2(f) = cod Jl(V(x4 + x2y2 + y2k»= dim 02/< 4x3+ 2xy2, 2x2y + 2ky2k-t > 
Let 1= <2x3+ xy2, X2y + ky2k-t> and suppose that xy3m2 ~ I. 
Then x3y + kxy2k-t - x3y mod xy3m2 and x3y +xy3_ xy3 E 1+ xy3m2 
hence xy302 ~ I, hence <xS, x3y, xy3, y2k+l> ~ I, hence 
~ ~ -Jl(D (f) = 2k+5 = 2Jl(D2(f)/Z2) + c - 1. Hence Jl(D2(f)/Z2) = k+ 1. 
Qf = <y, xk> therefore C = k. 
~~(f) = V(y+y', x2(y2+yy'+y'2) + y4+y3Y'+ ... +y4 + xk) = V(y+y', x2y2 + y4 + xk) 
Then Jl(D2(f) = cod Jl(V(x2y2 + y4 + xk» = dim 02/<2xy2 + kxk-1, 2x2y + 4y3> 
Let I = <2xy2 + kxk-1, x2y + 2y3> and suppose that x3y'm 2 ~ I. 
Then 2xy3 + kxk-1y - 2xy3 mod x3Y'm2 and x3y +2xy3- x3y E 1+ X3Y'm2 
hence x3Y02 ~ I, hence <yS, x3y, xy3, xk+l> ~ I, hence 
Jl{i)2(f) = k+5 = 2Jl(D2(f)/l2) + C - 1. Hence Jl<D2(f)/712) = 3. 
For map-germs of the form (x, xy +y3, p(x, y» we note the following: 
Let X = x, Y = xy+y3. Then 
We see that 
y4 = yY _Xy2 
yS = y2y - xy +xly 
y6 = y2 _ 2XYy + X2y2 
y7 = yy2 _ 2XYy2 + X2y _ X3y 
y8 = y2y2 _ 2XY2 + 3X2yy _ X3y2 
y9 = y3 _ 3yxy2 + 3X2Yy2 _ X3y + X4y etc. 
i) y3j+i E 'm~ {i, y, y2}, 
ii) y3j+i = yiyj modulo X.m!2 -1 for i E {O, 1, 2}, 
iii) y2j+i = (-l~yiXj modulo Y.'TT\,2 for i E {i, 2}. 
B3 
B:S. (x, xy +y3, xy2 + y3k+l). 
Qf = <x + 3y2, 2xy + (3k+l)y3k) = <x', - 6y3 + (3j+l)y3k) under the coordinate 
change x' = x+3y2 so C = 3. 
~ . 
n 2«x, xy +y3, xy2» =V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, x(Y+y1) 
= V(x+y2+yy'+yr2, (y+y')(y2+yy'+yr2» = V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, y3+2yry'+2yy,2+y,3) 
Then 1l052(t) = 1l(l32(x, xy +y3, xy2» provided that 1l(D2(x, xy +y3, xy2» is finite. 
Then IlcD2(x, xy +y3, xy2» = cod 1l(V(y3+2yry'+2yyr2+y'3» 
= dim ()2/ <3y2 + 4yy' + 2y,2, 2y2 + 4yy' + 3yr2) 
This gives 2 equations between the 3 tenns {y2, yy', y,2}. 
MUltiplying each equation by x, y gives 4 equations between the 4 tenns 
3 4 2 0 
o 3 4 2 
{y3, yry', yy,2, y'3}. Hence dim = 4 since has non-zero detenninant. 
2 4 3 0 
024 3 
Then 1l(02(t) = 4 = 2IlcD2(t)/Z2) + C - 1 => 1l(!>2(t)ll2) = 1. 
Calculate a presentation for (x,xy+y3, xy2+ y3k+l) mod X''ffi,2 
1 y y2 
yk x 
xy3 + y3k+2 0 -z yk 
xy4 +y3k+3 yk+t 0 -Z 
Then ~+X''ffi,3 = {X, Z, y1q()3 so. that ~ = {X, Z, y1q()3 and T = k. 
B:6. (x, xy +y3, xy2 + y4 + y2k). 
Qf = <x + 3y2, 2xy + 4y3 + 2ky2k-l>' = <x', - 2y3 + 2ky2k-l> under the coordinate 
change x' = x + 3y2 so C = 3. 
j)2«x, xy +y3, xy2 + y4» = V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, x(Y+y1 + y3+yly'+yy'2.ry,3·) 
= V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, y3+yry'+yy,2+y,3_ (y+y')(y2+yy'+yr2» = V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, 
yly' +yy'2). 
Then 1l(02(t) = IlcD2(x, xy +y3, xy2 + t» provided that ~(D2(x, xy +y3 t xy2 + y4» is 
fmite. Then Ilc02(t) = cod Il(V(yry'+yy,2» = dim ()2/ <2yy' + ya, y2 + 2yy') 
This gives 2 equations between the 3 teims {y2, yy', y,2}. 
B4 
Multiplying each equation by x, y gives 4 equations between the 4 tenus 
o 2 t 0 
002 t 
t 200 
has non-zero determinant. {y3, y2y', yy'2, y'3}. Hence dim = 4 since 
o 1 2 0 
Then J.1<D2(O) = 4 = 2J.1<D2(O/Z2) + C - 1 ~ J.1<D2(O/Z2) = 1. 
Calculate a presentation for (x,xy+y3,xy2+y4+y2k) mod Y.m3 
1 y y2 
xy2+0+y2k -z Y (_1)k-1Xk-1 
xy3 + yS + y2k+l 0 -z + (-l)Icxk Y 
xy3 + y6 + y2k+2 0 0 -z + (_1)kXk 
Then ..9i + Y·m3 = {y, Z, Xk-t}03 so that ..92 = {V, Z, Xk-1}03 and T = k-1. 
B:7. (x, xy +y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + I). 
. . 
Qf = <x + 3y2, 4xy + 12y3 + kyk-l> = <x', kyk-l> under the coordinate change 
x' = x + 3y2 so C = k. 
n2«x, xy +y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + yk) = 
V (x+y2+yy'+y,2, 2x(y+y') + 3(y3+y2y' +yy'2+y'3)+yk;. ... +y'k) 
= V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, 3(y3+y2y'+yy,2+y'3) +yk;. ..• +y'k _ 2(y+y')(y2+yy'+y,2» 
= V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, y3_yry,_yy,2+y'34-yk;. •.. +y,k). 
Then J.1(i52(O) = cod J.1.(V(y3_yry' _yyt2+y'3) +yk;. ... +y,k) 
= dim 02/<3y2 - 2yy' - yt2+kyk-l+ ... +y'k-l,_y2 _ 2yy'+ 3y,2+yk-l+ ... +ky,k-l> 
Let 1= <3y2 - 2yy' - y,2+kyk-l+ ... +y,k-l,_y2 _ 2yy'+ 3y,2+yk-l+ •.. +ky,k-l> 
Assume that {y3, yry', yy'~}m2 ~ I. Then 1+ {y3, yry', yy,2}m2 . 
= <3y2 - 2yy' - y,2+y,k-l,_y2 _ 2yy'+ 3y,2+ky,k-l> + {y3, y2y', yy"2}m2 
~ {3y3 - 2y2y' _ yyt2, _y3 _ 2y2y'+ 3yyr2, 
3kyry' - 2kyyt2 - ky'3+ky,k_yry' _ 2yyr2+ 3y'3+ky'k). Hence {y3, yry', yyt2, y'k)02 ~ I 
and J.1<D2(O) = k + 1 = 2J.1<D2(f)/Z2)+C-l ~ J.1(t)2(f)/Z2)= 1. 
BS 
Calculate a presentation for (x, xy +y3, 2xy2 + 3y4 + yk) mod m~ assuming that k ~ 6 
1 Y y2 
2xy2+3y4 
2xy3+3yS 






Then ~ + m3 = {y, Z, X}03 so that 5i2 = {Y, Z, X}03 and T = 1. 
--
B:8. (x, xy +y3, xf + yS). 
3Y 
-z 
Qf = <x + 3y2, 4xy3 + :Sy4) = <x', 5y4_12yS) under the coordinate change 
x' = x + 3y2 so C = 4. 
i52«x, xy +y3, xf + yS» = V(x+y2+yy'+y'2, x(y3+y2y'+yy,2+y'3)+f+ ... +y'4) 
= V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, y4+ ... +y'4 _ 2(y3+y2y'+yyr2+y'3)(y2+yy'+y'2» 
= V(x+y~yy'+yr2, y4+ ... +y'4 _ 2yS-4fY'-6y3y'2-6y2y'3~ 4yy'4_2y'S). 
Then Jl(02(f» = cod Jl(V(y4+ ... +y,4 - 2yS_4y4y'_6y3y'2_6y2y'3:- 4yyr4_2Y'S) 
= dim °2/1, where 1= <4y3+3y2y'+2yyr2+y'3_ 10y4_16y3y'-18y2y,2_12yy,3- 4y,4, 
y3+2y2y'+3yyr2+4y,3_ 4y4_12y3y'-18y2y,2_16yy,3- 10yr4). 
6 
Calculate this modulo '""2. Then there are 6 equations between the 6 monomials of 
123 4 0 0 
o 1 234 0 
500 1 234 
degree 5, so I ~ '""2 since has non-zero determinant. 
432 1 0 0 
04321 0 
00432 1 
Hence Jl(02(f» = 9 = 2Jl(D2(f)/Z2)+C-l => Jl(52(f)/Z2)=3. 




xyS + y6 y2_X2y -Z-2XY+X3 
xy6+y7 X2y+xy2 y2_2X2_X3 
Then .ss = {Z+xy, y _X2, X2+XY}03. Let y' = y _X2, then 
~ = {Z, y', X2+X3}03 and T = 2. 





Qf = <x + 3y2, 4xy3 + (3k+2)y3k+l) = <x', -12yS + (3k+2)y3k+l) under the coordinate 
w change x' = x+3y2 so C = 5. 
~ 
D2«x, xy +y3, xy4» = V(x+y2.ryy'+y,2, x(y3+yly'+yy,2+y,3») 
= V(x+y2+yy'+y,2, (y3+yly'+yy,2+y'3)(y2+yy'+y,2») 
= V(x+y2+yy'+y'2, yS+2y4y'+3y3yt2-+:3yry'3+2yy'4+y'S) 
Then ~(i)2(x, xy +y3, xy4») = cod J.1(V(yS+2y4y'+3y3y,2+3yly,3+2yy,4+y'S) 
= dim °2/1 where 1 = <5y4+8y3y'+9yly,2+6yy,3;-2y,4, 2y4+6y3y'+9yly'2+8yy'3+Syr4). 
Then J.1(52(f») = J.1(02(x, xy +y3, xy4») provided that J.1(D2(x, xy +y3, xy4») is finite. 
8 
Calculate this modulo 'm2. Then there are 8 equations between the 8 monomials of 
7 
degree 7, so 1 ~ m,2 since the relevant matrix has non-zero determinant. 
Hence J.1(02(f)) = 16 = 2J.1(D2(f)/Z2)+C-1 => J.1(D2(f)/Z2)=6. 
Calculate a presentation for (x, xy +y3, xy4 + y3k+2) modulo X.m,;. 
1 Y y2 
xy4+ y3k+2 
-z XY , :_X2+yk 
xyS+ y3k+3 yk+l_X2y 
_Z+X3 XY 
xy6+y3k+4 xy2 yk+l_2X2y 
_Z+X3 
3 3 
Then ~ + X·'m3 = {Z, xy, -X2+YkJ03• Then -9i + X·'m3 ~ {Z, XY, X3, yk+l}03 
and T= k+2. 
J, 
B7 
B:I0. (x, x'2y + y3, xy2 + y3k+l). 
Qf = <x2+ 3y2, 2xy+ (3k+l)y3k> ~ <x3, y3, xy> so C = 4. 
i52«x, x2y + y3, xy2» = V(x2+y2+yy'+yl2, x(y+y'». We show that 
hf = (x2+y~yy'+yl2, x(y+y'» 
is $fmite. Since hf is weighted homogeneous J.1(he) = dim °3/ <he' Jh> 
which is fmite if and only if hf is $finite. 
Then J.1(i')2(x, x'2y + y3, xy2» = dim 03/ I 
where 1= <x2+y2+yy'+y'2, x(y+y,), 2x2-2y2_3yy'-yl2, 2x2- y2_3yy'-2yl2, x(y-y'» 
= <x3, xy, xy', x~y2+yy'+yl2, 2x2_2y2_3yy'-y,2,2x2- y2_3yy'-2y,2> 
~ {y3, y'2y', yyt2, y'3}. Hence J.1(D2(f) = 5 = 2J.1(D2(f)/l2)+C-l * 
J.1(l52(f)/Z2)= 1. 
Calculate a presentation for (x, x2y + y3, xy2 + y3k+l) modulo X''ffi,3: 
1 y _ y2 
xy2+ y3k+l 
-z yk X 
xy3+y3k+2 0 -z . yk' . 
xy4+y3k+3 yk+l 0 -z 
since y3k+i = yiyk modulo X''ffi,3' 
Then SS + X''ffi,3 = {Z, X, ykJ03• Then SS = {z, X, ylq03 and T = k. 
B:l1. (x, x2y - y3, x2y2 _ y4 + xky2). 
Qf = <x2_3y2, 2x2y-4y4 + xky> = <x2_3y2, -10y4 + xky> therefore C = 6. 
n2(x, x2y _ y3, x2y2 _ y4) = V(x2_y2_YY'_yt2, x2(y+y')_y3_y2y'_yyt2_y,3) 
= V(x2_y2_YY'_yt2, (y+y')(y2+yy'+yr2) _y3_y2y'_yy,2_y,3) 
= V(x2_y2_YY'_yt2, y2y'+yy,2). 
We show that hf = (x2_y2_yy'_y,2, y'2y'+yy'2) is $finite. 
Since hf is weighted homogeneous J.1(hr) = dim 03/ <hr, Jh> which is finite if and 
only if hf is $finite. Then J.1(D2(x, x2y - y3 t x2y2 - y4» = dim 03/ I 
where I = <x2_y2_yy'_yt2, y2y'+yyt2, x(2yy'+yr2), x(y2+2yy'), (y-y')(2y+y')(y+2y'» 
= <x2_y2_yy'_y,2, y2y'+yy,2, x(2yy'+y,2), x(y2+2yY'), y3+3y'2y'_y'3> 
B8 
o 1 1 0 0 0 
o 0 1 1 0 0 
o 0 0 1 1 0 
~ {yS, y4y', y3y'2, n'3, yy,4, y'S} since the matrix has 
1 3 0 -1 0 0 
o 1 3 0 -1 0 
o 0 1 3 0 -1 
non-zero detenninant. Hence J.1(02(O) = 9 = 2J.1cD2(O/l2)+C-l => J.1cD2(O/12)=2. 
Calculate a presentation for (x, xly - y3, xly2 _ y4 + xky2). 
1 Y y2 
x2y2 _ y4 + xky2 
-z y Xk 
x2y3 _ yS + xky3 _Xky _Z+Xk+2 Y 
x2y4 _ y6 + xky4 _y2 _XkY+X2y _Z+Xk+2 
Then .92 = {Z, y, xkJo3 and T=k. 
Cl 
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Introduction. 
There are two versions of the program, module and param, which calculate a 
set of generators for the module 
.# R ) (s) k+l Td R.Sf = U\ 'n\2 ·9(2} + rof 'n\3·9(3} modulo 'n\2 9(f) 
for integers R, S, K and f(x, y} = (f1, f2' f3), where each fi is a polynomial with 
integer coefficients. In the version param the polynomials may also take parameter 
coefficients. 
Language and Computers. 
Versions exist to run on the Sun Workstation and the Apple Macintosh, with 
different versions for each computer, making use of their different capabilities. The 
programs are written in Pascal (since this is the only language I know). To save 
the data in an external fue it has been necessary to use language which is specific 
to these computers, namely Berkely Pascal (on the Sun) and MacPascal. I believe 
that this is only necessary when saving or printing the data; however, without this 
facility the programs are of limited use. A lot of problems were found in 
transporting the programs from the Mac to the Sun and it is likely that similar 
problems would be found in transporting the program to other systems. 
Apple Macintosh. 
Advantages: it is relatively easy to write and debug programs in MacPascal. 
There are also features of the language which make it easy to send data to an 
external file without overwriting anything and to send data directly to the printer. 
The system does not crash when it recieves, unexpected input (a character when it 
expects an integer). 
Disadvantages: it is very slow and there is not much memory space (one of 
. . 
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the main differences in these versions is the use of numerous prompts to let the 
user know that things are happening). The range of integers is small (± (2t5_1) or 
±32,767) so we have to reson to the use of alternative methods of storing numbers. 
The use of non-standard Pascal makes the p~gram difficult to transpon to other 
computers. 
, , 
Note: a manual for use of the package Lightspeed Pascal has recently become 
available at Warwick. This includes a compiler so it should become possible to 
provide compiled versions of the programs, which will be much faster and have 
more memory space available. 
Sun Workstation .. 
Advantages: it is far faster and far more memory available. The integer 
range is larger (at least ± 2,000,000,000) and the program is closer to standard 
Pascal so is likely to be less difficult to transport. 
Disadvantages: it is more difficult to save data and more errors can be 
made doing so (the chief being overwriting a file that was wanted). It is more 
. ' . 
difficult to debug the programs. 
Presentation of data. 
Every effort has been made to make the programs easy to use. There are 
numerous prompts for the user and the user can make small alterations or 
corrections to the example quickly. 
The module can be expressed in the form 
Ita/aX + I2a/ ay + I3a/az + ~{vl"" vr} 
where each Ij is an' 03-module via f· and the supplementary generators Vj are of 
the fonn (Pt, P2, P3) where at least two of the Pi'S are non-zero. 
We give generators for each ~ Ij in tum, followed by a list of supplementary 
generators. If there are none then this is indicated. Generators for I are given in 
ascending order, starting with monomials; if there are a large number of monomial 
generators then we give them in the form Hn\{missing monomials}, where Hn 
indicates the set {xn-jyj: 0 ~j ~ ru . 
. 
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Running the programs (an example), 
For example, suppose we are calculating 
T~ R,Sf modulo 'm~8(f) for f = (x, xy + y3, 2xy2 + y4) 
with the program param. 
The prompt 
This program calculates the terms in tf(M~R) + wf(N~S) for 
f(x,y)- (fl(x,y),f2(x,y),f3(x,y». 
It will only run if f1,f2 and f3 have no constant terms or if f2 or f3 are ze: 
In this version f may have parameter values. 
Program written by D. Ratcliffe. 
please enter R 
should appear. In the programs we denote 'm2'8(2) by M and 'm3,8(3) by N. 
Powers are indicated by a circumflex before the integer. The program the waits for 
the data to be given. The procedure for this example is as follows: 
Please enter R 1 
Please enter S 1 
Please enter k.7 
Type in number of terms in f1 1 
Do you wish to add terms with moduli ? n 
Type in scalar 1 
Type in power of x 1 
Type in power of y 0 
Type in number of terms in £2 2 
Do you wish to add terms with moduli ? n 
Type in scalar 1 
Type in power of x 1 
Type in power of y 1 
Type in scalar 1 
Type in. power of x 0 
Type in power of y 3 
Type in number of terms in f3 2 
Do you wish to add terms with moduli ? n 
Type in scalar 1 
Type in power of x 1 
Type in power of y 2 
Type in scalar 1 
Type in power of x 0 
Type' in power of y 4 
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Calculating tf(MA1) + wf(NA1) mod M2 A8 
for f-(x, xy +yA3, xyA2 +yA4) 
Is this correct ? y 
, . 
The program then proceeds with the calculation, giving prompts as it completes 
certain stages, ego 'calculated cof', etc. The prompt 'comparing supplementary 
generators' means that the program has started to compare supplementary generators 
with supplementary generators. This is frequently the slowest part of the program 
for a complicated map-germ. The phrase 'place = n' indicates which list of 
supplementary generators is being studied. There are four lists: 
place = 0: this indicates that there are no zeros on any row of the generator, 
place = 1 : this indicates that the the frrst row is zero, 
place = 2: this indicates that the second row is zero, 
place = 3: this indicates that the third row is zero. 
The indicative phrase will be repeated every time the program runs through that list 
applying the particular algorithm. 
. A typical display will be as follows: 
tf(MA1) + wf(NA1) mod MAS for f - (x, xy +yA3, xyA2 +yA4) is as follows 
generators in rowel) are 
Hl\{ y} H2, H3, H4, HS, H6, H7, 
generators in row(2) are 
Hl\{ y} 2: C{ xA2, xy +yA3} H3\{ yA3 xA2y }+C{ xA2y -yAS } H4\{ xyA3,}+C{ xyA3 +yAS} HS\{ yAS}'H6, H7, 
generators in row(3) are 
Hl\{ y} 2: C{ xA2, xy +y A3} H3\{ yA3 xyA2 }+C{ xyA2 +yA4 }H~~\{{ ~6A4}, xA2yA2,}+C{ xA2yA2 -yA6} HS\{ X~A4,}+C{ xyA4 +yA6}· Y H7, 
supplementary generators are 
(0, yA3, yA4), (0, yAS, yA6) (y, yA2, yA3) 
cod =- 7 
cod is the cOcnmension of m2e(O/T~ R,sf. Note that if simplifications have been 
missed or parameters are involved, this number is frequently wrong. 
The display continues as follows: 
Is the displaY'satisfactory ? y 
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Do you wish to save the data ? y 
enter name of file (10 chara~ters): 
IF THERE IS ALREADY A FILE WITH THIS NAME IT WILL BE OVERWRITTEN! 
examplel 
filename is examplel 
Do you wish to continue ? n 
The display is controlled by counting the number of tenns or supplementary 
generators printed on a line and putting in a return at flXed intervals. This is 
essential since otherwise the entire display would be printed on one line. On the 
screen this does not matter, but it results in the loss of data when it sent to a 
printer. This does not take account of the length of ·the tenns, so if the coefficients 
are large, the preset values may be too big. If it is suspected that this may occur, 
the values may be altered. 
Note that the name may have blanks (or returns) at the end (but not in the 
middle). If the program pauses at this point, it is usually because not enough 
characters have been entered; press returns until it continues. 
The allowed input is as follows: 
k must lie between 1 and 40. This is an arbitrarily chosen maximum; it is 
the size of certain arrays used in the program. 
fl must be non-zero and have no constant term. This is because the 
b . . .. k+l program starts y calculating powers of f 1 until some power bes In '""2 • 
The other polynomials may be zero, but may not have a constant term. 
Expansion A future plan is to expand this to a package of programs to calculate 
submodules of T~f, T..%f and T~ f for map-genns (a:n, 0)-. (tP, 0) for small 
vaues of n and p. 
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. Basic Algorithms. 
For storing data we use the same technique throughout; we fonn lists of 
records using pointers, creating a record at the end of the list when we have new 
data to store and destroying the record when it is no longer needed. This keeps the 
data stored to a minimum. The disadvantage of this is that bugs related to pointers 
are difficult to locate and eradicate. 
1) The polynomial. 
Polynomials are formed tenn by term and ordered. The ordering system is 
xiyj < yi'yj' if i+j < i'+j'. 
If i+j = i' +j' then the order becomes 
r 
xiyj < yi'yj' if i> i". 
If there are parameters then the overriding ordering is 'constants frrst'. Thus the 
frrst term in a polynomial is a constant unless all its terms have parameters. 
2) Simplification procedure for polynomials. 
When inspecting a term p in the poly~omial P being simplified, if there is a 
polynomial already stored having p as its lead term either 'with constant coefficient 
or the same coefficient as p then p is eliminated from P. 
For example, if the polynomial x2y2 + y6 is inspected and x2y2 + xy4 is already 
stored then x2y2 + y6 is replaced by -xy4 + y6. If, later 2xy4 + y6 is added then 
this is stored as y6. On following cheks the set {x2y2 + xy'l, x2y2 + y6, 2xy4 + y6} 
initially calculated will be stored as {x2y2, xy4, y6}. 
This simplification process is also applied to the supplementary generators. 
The disadvantage with this is that simple patterns in the generators may be 
obscured. This is a common problem with generators of the form xkp when f has 
corank 1. 
3) Simplification procedure for supplementary generators. 
The problem is how, for example, do we recognise that (xy, x2y,0) and 
(xy, 2x2y,0) should be replaced with generators (xy, 0, 0) and (0, x2y, 0) while at 
the same time avoiding constantly cycling through the loop 
{(xy, x2y, 0), (xy, 0, x2y2)} .-. {(xy, x2y, 0), (0, -x2y, x2y2)}? 
" . 
For each row of the map being inspected, we select terms which may cancel and 
fonn a list. We then attempt to simplify all the maps in the list by elimination of 
polynomials. 
For example, given (x2y2 + xy4 + y6, P2, P3), we search for all map-germs of 
the fonn (ax2y2 + bxy4 + cy6, P2, P3), where a, b, c E Z. We then try to eliminate the 
terms x2y2, xy4, y6 from the frrst row of each map-germ in the list. The 
simplification procedure is as follows: 
1. Increase the 'place' of the map- i.e. try to reduce rows to zero. This also 
avoids looping, since in the example 
{(xy, x2y, 0), (xy, 0, x2y2)} ~ {(xy, x2y, 0), (0, -x2y, x2y2)} . 
(xy, 0, x2y2) has place 2 so is preferred to (0, -x2y, x2y2), which has place 1. 
2. Shorterf the poynomial if none of the other rows is made longer. 
We do not guarantee that the porocedures will give a complete simplification in 
every case, but this is safer than getting into infinite loops through trying to be too 
clever. 
program Parameters(input. output); {commence 12-12-89} 
const 
LIMIT = 40; 
Cp = 3; 
DEFITL = 12; 
DEFVTL = 3; 
MAXV ALUE = 2000000000; 
NOQUERY = 10; 
{maximum value for k} 
{preset display parameter} 
{preset display parameter} 
{maximum integer value handled} 
ADDM2 = true; 
DEBUG = 4; {resetting debug accesses checking routines} 
Parameters 
AcrDIS = true; {ACfuaIDISplay allows options in display procedures} 
DEFDIS = false;{DEFaultDISplay eliminates options and merely displays the data currently stored} 
DOMAP = false; 
DOPOL Y = true; 
ADD = true; 
STRING LENGTH = 45; 
DELETE = true; 
KEEP = false; 
CHARTOLINE = 80; 
type 
allowedint = O .. LIMIT; 
charlist = array[O .. Cp] of char; 
intset = set of aJlowedint; 
blist = array[l .. Cp] of boolean; 
shortsuing = packed array[l .. lO] of char; 
string = packed array[1 .. STRINGLENGTH] of char, 
blist4 = array[0 .• 3] of boolean; 
variablenarne = ·x·.:y·; 
polynomial = "poly term; 
polytenn = record 
x. y. s : integer; 
m : char; 
next : polynomial; 
end; 
map =. arraY[l .. Cp] of polynomial; 
mappomter = map; 
Dmap = array[,x',:y1 or map; 
polydata = record 
length. maxcocff. mincoeff : integer; 
moduli : boolean; 
end; 
mapdata = array[1 .. Cp] or polydata; 
polylist = "listmember; 
listmcmber = record 
poly : polynomial; 
data : polydata; 
no : integer; 
next : polylist 
end; 
ch~klist =, array[O .. LIMIl1 or record 
smgle : mtset; 
sum : polylist 
end; 
module = array[1 .. Cp] of checklist; 
vectorlist = "vector; 
vector = record 
f : mappointer; 
data : mapdata; 
good : boolean; 
maxcoeff, mi~coeff : integer; 
next : vectorhst 
end; 
vectorstore = array[O .. 3] or vectorlist; 
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var 
continue. ch : char; 
k. R. S. Odim. forder. PrinUlo. Lno. Vno : integer; 
one : polynomial; 
f : map; 
Df: Dmap; 
wf: module; 
tf : vectorstore; 
rerun: boolean; 
name. changer : charlist; 
relata : mapdata; 
range. subrange : intset; 
dialogue : record 
query : array[1 . .NOQUERy] or string; 
response : set of char; 
end; 
{A: ERASURE PROCEDURES) 
proced.ute ruboutpoly. (var a : polynomial); 
var Item: polynomIal; 
begin 







procedure ruboutmap (var r : map); 
var 
c : integer; 
begin 
for c:= 1 to Cp do if f[c]<>nil then ruboutpoly(f[c]); 
end; . . . {ruboutmap} 
procedure ruboutdata (var tf : vectorstore; {subprocedures:-rubouttffJ 
var wr : module); {ruboutlist} 
var 
coord, grade : integer; 
procedure rubouttf (var tf : vectorstore); 
var 
v : vectorlist; 
j : integer; 
begin 
for j:= 0 to 3 do 












procedure rUboutlist (var list: polylist)· 
var ' 
v : poly list; 
begin 










list:= list" .next; 





for coord:= 1 to Cp do 
ror grade:= 0 to LIMIT do 
begin 
wf[coord][grade].single:= 0; 




{B: MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURES} 




write(dialogue.query[number]. ref. '1 1; 
readln(reply); 
until (reply in dialogue.response); 
ir reply = 'Y" then reply := "yO; 
ir reply = "N" then reply := On"; . 
end; {makequery} 
pro~edure getpolydata (q : polynomial; var qdata : polydata); 
began 
qdata.maxcoeff := 0; 
qdata.mincocff := 0; 
qda la.mod uti:=f alse; 
qdata.1ength :=0; 
ir q<> nil then qdata.moduli := (q".m <> " 1; 
wbile q <> nil do 
begin {for each term} 
ir (q .... s <> 0) then 
begin {get data} 
ir qdata.maxcoeff < q".s tben qdata.maxcoeff := q" .s; 
qdata.1ength := qdata.1ength + 1; 
ir qdata.mincoeff > q .... s then qdata.mincoeff := q'" .s; 
qdata.moduli := (q .... m <> " 1 or qdata.moduli; 
end; {of get data} 
q := q".next; 
end; 
end; {gelpolydata} 
procedure getmapdata (v : map; var vdata : mapdata); 
var 
c : integer; 
begin 
ror c := 1 to Cp do getpolydata(v[c]. vdata[c]) 
end; {getmapdata} 
procedure getlimits (var data : mapdata; var max, min : integer)' 
var ' 
i : integer; 
begin 
max := data[1].maxcoeff· 
min := data[l].mincoeff·' 
ror i := 2 to Cp do ' 
begin 






ir min > data[i].mincoeff then min := data[i].mincoeff; 
end; 
end; {getlimits} 
runction polycopy (old: polynomial; ix. iy. factor: integer; deleteold : boolean) : polP&~tt5."f)py 
var . {calculate factor·x"ix*y"iy·old} 
newp. oldlenn. newlCnn : polynomial; {when factor = 1, ix = iy = 0 this is used to remove terms with zero coefficient} 
begin 
ne\yp:=nil; 
ir factor = 0 then writer error in polycopy 1; 
while old <> nil do 
begin 
if (oler-.x + old".y + ix + iy <= k) and (old'''soO) then 
begin {copy term:first add new term to polynomial} 
ir newp=nil then 
begin new(newp); newtenn:=newp end 
else 
begin new(newtenn".next); newtenn:=newtenn" .next end; 
with newtenn" do 
begin 
s := old".s • factor; 
x := old".x + ix; 




end; {oj save term} 
oldtenn:=old; 
old := old" .next; 
if deleteold then dispose(oldtenn) 
end; {go on to next term} 
polycopy := newp 
end; {polycopy} 
{C:DISPLAY PROCEDURES} 
proc!dure show (power: integer; ch : char); {display ch"power} 
beglD 
ir power <> 0 then 
begin 
write(ch : 1); 
if power <> 1 then write(M-. power : 1) 
end; 
end; {show} 
procedure wIn (var counter : integer); 
{not! : c~unter usually indicates the number of objects printed on a line} 
beglD wnteln; counter := 0 end; {win} 
procedure displaypoly (p : polynomial; var printno : integer; Ino : integer); 
var 
first : boolean; 
begin 
first:=true; 
while p <> nil do 
be~in {go on. to next term} 
pnntno := pnntno + 1; 
!f ~ot first and (pA.S >= 0) then writer+- : 2); ~, P .s < 0 then writer-- : 2); 
I' first then first:= not first; !' ~A.X + p".y = 0) or (abs(p".s) <> 1) tben write(abs(p".s) : 1); 
I'h P .(m .. <> _- - then write(p".m); 






if (printno mod Ino = 0) tben wln<printno); 
p:=p".ncxt; 
end; {of go on to next term} 
if fJISt then wrile(,01; 
end; {displaypoly} 
procedure displaymap (v : map; var printno : integer; Ino : integer); 
var 
c : integer; 
begin 
writer(1; 
for c := 1 to Cp do 
bel=in 
displaypoly{v[c1, printno, Ino); 





procedure displayTAC (var tf : vectorstore; {subprocedures:-} disp/ayTAJ 
var wC : module; {displaywj) 
real display : boolean); {displaytf) 
var {getname} 
1no, vno, printno, i, dim, j : integer; 
name : shortstring; {nb : realdisplay false indicates that this} 
ch , ok : char; {is a display for debugging purposes and does} 
dcCaultdis, savedis : boolean; {not include options to improve layout or save to a fJ1e} 1 if 
procedure DisplaywC (var wC : module; {sub procedure showsingle} D1SP ayw 
const showH = true; 
n, 1no : integer; var dim, printno : integer); 
var 
i, j. countl, count2 : integer; 
list : polylist; 
intrange : intset; 
procedure showsingle (terms: intset; countl, count2, i : integer; showsingle 
var printno : integer; showH : boolean): 
var {d{splay (monomials) or HNmonomials). depending on showH} 
J. c. n : mteger; 
begin 
if (i + 3 - countl + count2 + printno > Ino) then wln(printno): 
c:=O; 
if showH then 
begin 
write(" H", i : 1); 
n:= i+l-count1: 
printno := printno + 1: 




begin writer ", i : I, ": C{1;n:=countl; printno:=printnO+l end; 
for 1 := 0 to i do 




sh~w(i - j. "y1: 
pnntno := pnntno + 1; 
c:=c+l; 
if (c <> n) or (count2>O) tben writer .. ) 
end; 





writeln(' generators in row(', n : I, 1 are 1; 
for i := 0 to k do 
begin {run through k} 
count} := 0; 
count2 := 0: 
intrange := [O .. i]: 
list := wf[n][i].sum: 
wbile list <> nil do 
begin {count polynomials} 
if list" .poly <> nil tben count2 := count2 + 1 
else writer nil poly in list 1: 
list := list" .next; 
end: 
for j := 0 to i do {count monomials} 
{showsingle} {displaywf) 
ir j in wf[n][i].single tben countl := countl + 1: 
dim := dim + countl + count2; 
_ if countl > (i div 2) then 
showsinglc(intrange - wf[n][i].single, countl, couna, i, printno, showH) 
else if countl > 0 then 
~howsingle(wf[n][i].single, countl, couna, i, printno, not showH): 
if (count2 > 0) then {display polynomials} 
begin 
ir (countl = 0) and not (i = 1) tben wln(printno): 
ir (countl > (i div 2» tben write(,+I: 
ir (count1=O) or (countl>(i div 2» tben write('C{I: 
printno := printno + I: 
list := wf[n][i].sum: 
while list <> nil do 
begin 
writer 1: 
ir (list'".poly <> nil) then displa¥JX>ly(list'".poly, printno, Ino): 
ir list".next <> nil then writer,"): 
list := list" .next: . . 
end: . 
write(11 
end {display polynomials} 
end: {run through k} 
end; {display~ 
procedure displaytf (var tf : vectorstore: var dim, printno : integer, 
Ino, vno : integer): 
var 
v : vectorlist; 
count, j : integer; 
printed vectors : boolean: 
begin 
printed vectors := false; 
for j := 3 down to 0 do 
begin 
count:=O; 
v := tf[j]: 
wln(printno): 
ir ~rintedvectors and (count mod vno <> 0) tben wln(printno): 
wbale v <> nil do 
b.egin . {display supplementary generators} 
Ir not prmtedvectors then 
begin 
printcdvectors := true; 
writelnrsupplementary generators are 1; 
end: 
count := count + I; 
dim := dim + 1; 
displaymap(v".r, printno, Ina); 
displaytf 
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ir v",next <> nil tben writer. '); 
ir count mod vno = 0 tben wln(printno); 
v := v",next; 
~nd; {display terms} 
end; 
ir not printed vectors tben writelnr no supplementary generators 1; 
end; {displaytf} 
procedure getname(var name:shortstring); 
var n:integer; . 
begin 
getname 
writeInr enter name of me (10 characters):'); 
writeln(1F THERE IS ALREADY A FILE WITH THIS NAME IT WILL BE OVERWRITTEN! '); 
ror n:=1 to 9 do read(name[n]); 
readln(name[ 1 0]); 





savedis := false; 
ok:=·y·; 
ror j := 1 to 2 do {on j=l send data to terminal screen : on j=2 send to a jile} 
ir G := 1) or savedis tben {send data to relevant output} 
began 
repeat {until the display is ok} 
ch := 'n'; 
if j = 1 then 
begin {determine the display parameters} 
if rcaldisplay and (ok=·nl tben makequery(6. • •• ch); 
defaultdis := (ch = ·n'); 
ir not defaultdis then {get new printout parameters} 
begin 
writeln('The printer prints approximately ·.CHARTOLINE:l/ characters on a line, '); 
write('How many supplementary generators to a line? (currently ·.vno:l.,) '); 
readln(vno); 
writc('How many generators to a line? (currently ·.lno:l.') 1; 
readln(1no); 
end 
else {use preset parameters} 
begin vno := DEFV1L; Ino := DEFI1L end; 
end; {set display parameters} 
wln(prinmo); 
wln(dim); {win writes a new line and puts the input value to zero} 
ir saved is then begin getnam e(nam e); rewrite(output, name); end; {data is sent to file called name} 
writer tf(M .. ·.R:l.') + wf(N"·.S:I,1 mod M"·, k + 1 : 1, • for f = I: 
display~ap(f. printno. Ino); 
wnteln( IS as follows:-I: 
for i := 1 to Cp do 
begin 
Di~playwf(wf. i. Ino. dim, printno): 
wrIteln; 
end; 
displaytf(lf. dim. printno, Ino. vno): 
wnteln; 
~telnr cod = ., Odim - dim: 1): 
!r savedis then rewrite(output",dev!ttyl; {data output returned to terminal} 
Ir realdisplar and (j = 1) then makequery(4, •• , ok) 
!Ise ok:= y.; {check display is satisfactory before saving} 
untal ok = )., 
ir no~ saved IS 'then makequery(7/ ·.ch); {is the ~ata to be saved?} 
savedls:=(ch = ·yl; 
end; flor j = 1 to 2} 
end; {displayTAf} 
. " 
{D: lICF and DIVISION PROCEDURES} 
function HCF (m, n : integer) : integer; 
var 




if absm > absn then 
begin high := absm; low := absn; end 
else 
begin high := absn; low := absm end; 
ir low > 0 then 
repeat 
rem := high mod low; 
high := low; 
low := rem 
until low = 0 
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else if low < 0 tben writer bad data in HCF:low 1; 
ir (n <= 0) and (m <= 0) then high := -high; 
HCF := high; 
end; 
function HCFpoly (p : polynomial) : integer; 
var 
d : integer; 
begin 
d := 0; 
while p <> nil do 
begin 
d := HCF(d, p".s); 
p-:= p".next; -
end;{whUe} 
HCFpoly := d 
end; 
proc~dure dividepoly (p : polynomial; factor :integer); 
began 
ir (factor <> 1) and (factor <> 0) then 




ir p".s mod abs(factor) <> 0 tben writer bad data in dividepoly 1 
else pA.S := pA.S div factor; 
p := pA.next; 
end 
end; {dividepoly} 
procedure dividemap (var f : map); 
var. {subprocedure:-HCFmap} 
coord ,d: mteger; 
runction HCFmap (f : map) :integer; 
var 
dJ : integer; 
begin 
d :=. HCFpoly(f[l]); 
ror 1 := 2 to Cp do 
d := HCF(d, HCFpoly(f[i]»; 
HCFmap := d; -
end; 
begin 
d := HCFmap(f); 











procedure geunultipliers (scalarI, sca1ar2, maxI, minI, max2, min2 : integer; getmultipliers 
var mI, m2 : integer; var muhOK : boolean); 
var {Find ml and m2 so that ml*scalarl = m2*scalar2} 
d :integer; {check that ml*maxl. ml*minl. m2*max2. m2*min2 are in range} 
begin 
d := HCF(sca1arI, scalar2); 
mI := scalar2 div d; 
m2 := scalarl div d' 
multOK := (maxI <'MAXVALUE div abs(mI» and (-minI < MAXVALUE div abs(mI» 
and (max2 < MAXV ALUE div abs(m2» and (-min2 < MAXV ALUE div abs(m2» 
end; {getmultipliers} 
{E: ADDITION AND SCALAR MULTIPUCATION OF POLYNOMIALS} 
procedure search (p : polynomial: x, y : integer;var m:char; 
• var scalar :integer; var isin : boolean); 
begin {find the coefficients of the term with powers x. y if it is in p} 
scalar := 0; {wrile(' search '):} 
m:= . '; 
isin := false; 
while (po nil) and not is in do 
begin 
!si~ := (P",x = x). and (p",y = y); 
Ir Ism" then began scalar:= p" ,s; m:=p",m end; 




runction addtolotal (var total : polynomial; newterm: polynomial) : pol)'I!omial: addtototal 
v~r _ , {add the monomial newlerm to the polynomIal total} 
malready : boolean; { in the correct order} 
t.last : polynomial; 
begin {addlototal} 
inalready := false; 
ir newtcrm <> nil then ir newterm",next <> nil then writer error in addtototal 1; 
if total = nil then total:=newterm 
else ir newterm <>niJ then 
begin 
t := total; 
last:=niJ; 
while (t<> nil) and not inalready do 
begin 
ir (newtcrm",x + newterm",y <= r,x + t".y) and «t",mo' 1 or (newtermA,m = ' 1) then 
ir (n~wterm",x + newtermA ,y < tA ,x + tA ,y) or (newtermA .x>= tA .x) then 
began 
inalrcady := true; 
if (n~wterm",x = t",x) and (newterm",y = t",y) and' (newterm",m = t",m) then 
began ' 









. ' If not inalready then 
begin 
last:= t; 




ir not inalready then last'" .next := newtenn; 
end; {end of putin} 
addlOlotal := total 
end; {addtototal} 
procedure scalarproduct (p : polynomial; scalar: integer); 
begin 
sea larp roduet 
ir (scalar <> 1) then 
while p <> nil do 
begin 
p'".s := p'".s * scalar; 
p := p'".next; 
end 
end; {scalar product} 
procedure doaddn (var p. q : polynomial; mI. m2 : integer; m : char); 
var {add m*m2*q to ml*p} 
g .temp: polynomial; 
tenns : integer; 
begin 
scalarproduCl(P. m 1); -
ir q<>nil then g:= polycopy(q. 0. 0. m2.KEEP) else g:=nil; 
terms := 0; 
ir DEBUG <= 1 then W 
begin 
writer addpq 1; 
displaypoly(p. tenns. DEFITL); 
displaypoly(g. 'tenns. DEFITL); 
end; 
while g <> nil do 
begin 
temp:=g; . 
ir m <>' • then begin ir temp'".mo·· then writer warning : product of 
g := g'".next; 
temp'" .next := nil: 
else temp'".m:=m end: 
{add each monomial to p using procedure addtototal} 
p := addlototal(p. temp) 
end; 
end: {doaddn} 
procedure tcstaddn (P. q : polynomial: m. n: integer; var addnOK : boolean): 
var 
scalar: integer: 
isin : boolean; 
ch : char; 
begin {check that the coefficients of m*p+n*q are in range} 
addnOK := true' 
. . 
writer testaddn 1; 
while (p <> nil) and addnOK do 
begin 
~e.arch(q~ p'" .x. p'".y. ch. scalar. isin): 
l~m::=. Ism and (ch = p'".m); 
Ir Ism then 
begin 
ir «P'".s >= 0) and (m >= 0» or «P'".s <= 0) and (m <= 0» tben 
ad~OK := (n * scalar <= MAXV ALUE - m * p'''s) 
else Ir «P'".s >= 0) and (m <= 0» or «p'".s <= 0) and (m >= 0» then 
addnOK := (n * scalar >= -MAXV ALUE - m * p".s) 
end: 
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{F: STORING DATA} 
procedure addtowf (var wf : module; { DEBUG} 
coord : integer; var p : polynomial; var pdata : polydata); 
var 
tersp : integer; 
list,last : poly list; 
{add polynomial p to the array wflcoord] or update data for p} 
pisin : boolean; 
begin . 
list := nil; 
tersp := 0; 
pisin := false; 
{write(' addtowf -', coord: I, ' '):} 
if DEBUG <= 2 then displaypoly(p, tersp. DEFI1L); 
if (ponil) then 
begin {if p is a monomial without a parameter then add p to set of monomials} 
if (pdata.1ength = 1) and (p' .. m = • ") then 
wf[coord)[p",x + p",y).single := wf(coord)[p",x + p",y).single + [p",x) 
else if (p",x + p",y> 0) and (p" ,x + p",y<= k) tben 
begin {otherwise add to list of polynomials} 
{find p if it is already stored or add a new record to the list if not} 
if wf[coord)[p",x + p",y),sum = nil then 
begin 
new(list); 
wf[coord][p",x + p",y),sum:=list; 
wf[coord)[p",x + p",y),sum",next := nil; 
end {if wj.sum=nil} 
else 
begin 
list := wf[coord][p" ,x + p",y).sum; 
while (list <> nil) and not pisin do 
begin 
1 ast:=list; 
p,isin :=. ( .. p = last" .poly); {find end of list or p} 
list := hst ,next; 
end;{while Iist<>nil} 
list:= last; 
if not pisin then 
begin 
new(1ast" .next); 
list := last",next; 
list" ,next := nil; 
end;{if' not pisin} 
end;{o/ create new record} 
. .. {now put (new) data into (new) record} 
l!st .. ,poly := p; . 
bst .data := pdata 
end;{ if length>]} 
end;{if length>O} 
if DEBUG <= 1 then 
dispJayTAf(tf, wf, DEFDIS); 
end; {addtowj} 
procedure getplace ( var newplace. coord : integer; var vdata : mapdata; 
var zeroed : boolean); 
var " {decide where to store the map v whose data is given} 
C~unt, 1 : mteger; 
began 
count := 0; 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
if vdata[i).1ength > 0 then 
begin 
count := count + i' . 
if i = 3 then ' 




zeroed := false; 
coord := 0; 
case count of 
o : 
begin 
newplace := 4; 
zeroed := true; 
end; 
I, 2, 4 : 
begin 
if count = 4 then 
count := 3; 
newplace := 4; 
coord := count; 
end; 
3, 5, 6, 7 : 
begin 
if count = 3 then 
count := 4; 
count := 7 - count; 
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{v is the zero map) 
{v has one non-zero row} 
{coord locales the non-zero row} 
{v has two or more non-zero rows} 
{new place locates the zero row if there is one) 
{getplace} 
procedure storcmap (var v : map; place, coord: integer; var vdata : mapda13; storemap 
var altwC : blist; var wC : module; var tf : veclorstore; 
max, min : integer); 
{adds the map v to the data store if or wf as appropriate} 
procedure addtotf (var h : map; var hda13 : mapda13; var tf : veclorstore; addtotf 
_ place .max,. min: integer );. 
var {adds h, hdata, max and min to tf} 
v : vectorlist; 
. order, i, terms : integer; 
begin . 
terms := 0; 
if DEBUG <= 3 then begin writer addtotf- -, place: I, - 1; displaymap(h, terms, DEFITL);end; 
v := tf[place]; 
order := k + 1; 
for·i := 1 to 3 do 
• if h[i]onil then if order> h[ir.x + h[ir.y tben order := h[i]".x + h[ir.y; 
., (order <= k) then 
begin 
ir v 0 nil then {create a new record} 
begin 
while v".next <> nil do v := v".next; 
new (v" .next); 
v := v" .next; 
end 
else 
begin new(v); tf[place] := v; end; 
{add ~ata to new record} 
new(v.f); 
v-.r := h; 
v" .good:=true· 
" ' v .maxcocfC := max; 
v" .mincoerC := min' 
"d ' v • a13 := hda13· 
" . v .next := nil 
end; 
end; {addtotf} 
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begin {Sloremap} 
ir (place = 4) and (coord <> 0) then 
begin 
addtowf(wf. coord. v[coord]. vdata[coord]); 
ir vdata[coord].Iength = 1 tben 
ir v[coord)".m=· • tben ruboutpOly(v[coord]); 
altwf[coord] := true; 
end 
else ir place <> 4 then addtotf(v, vdata, te, place. max, min); 
ir (DEBUG <= 2) and (place <> 4) then displayTAf(tf, wf, DEFDIS); 
end; {storemap} 
procedure tidypoly (var p : polynomial; {removes terms with zero coefficient} 
var pdata : polydata); {and divides out by HeF} 
begin {updates data} 




procedure tidymap (var h : map; var hdata : mapdata; var max, min : integer); 
va.r . {as tidypoly} 
1 : mteger; 
begin 




getlimits(hdata, max, min); 
end; 
{G: SIMPLIFYING GENERATORS} 
tidypoly 
tidymap 
procedure comparewf (var h : map; var p : polynomial; var hdata : mapdata; comparewj 
var pdata : polydata; var alth, altp : boolean; • 
doingpoly : boolean; coord : integer; var max,min : integer;place : mteger); 
var {remove terms in wi from map h or polynomial p if possible} 
printno. length, c, cocfn, coeff2 : integer, 
newterm, poly : polynomial; 
list : poly list; 
ch : char; 
foundpoly, multnOK, addnOK : boolean; 
begin 
{",:rite(' enter comparewj '),-; 
pnntno := 0; 
altp := false; 
allh := false; 
if doingpoly then begin length := pdata.1ength; poly := pend 
else begin length := hdata[coord).1ength; poly := h[coord); end; 
if DEBUG <= 2 then begin writer compare 1; displaypoly(poJy, printno, DEFiIL); end; 
newtcrm := poly; 
whil~ newterm <> nil do {inspect poly term by term} 
began 
!oundpoly := false; 
If newtcrm".x in wf[coord][newterm".x + newterm".y].singJe tben 
begin" {remove monomials by putting the coefficient to zero} 
newterm .s := 0; 
altp := doingpoJy; 
length:= length-I; 
alth := not doingpoly; 
end 
else ir (newtermA.s <> 0) and ((length > 1) or (place <> 4» then 
. '. 
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begin {search terms in list for a match with the current term of p) 
list := wf[coord][newterm'".x + newterm'".y].sum; 
while (list <> nil) and not foundpoly do 
begin 
if list'" .poly<>nil then . 
if (list'".poly'".x = newtenn'" .x) then 
if (list'".poly'".m=newterm'".m) or not list'".data.moduli then 
begin {a match has been found: get multipliers and check the numbers are not too large for the compute 
foundpoly := true; 
geunultipliers(list'" .poly'" .s, newtenn'".s, list'" .data.maxcoeff, list'".data.mincoeff, 
max, min, coeffl, coeffl, multnOK); 
addnOK := multnOK and (abs{list'".data.maxcoeff • coeffl) < MAXV ALUE - abs(max • coeffl» 
and (abs(list'".data.mincoeff • coeffl) < MAXV ALUE - abs(max • coeff1:»; 
addnOK := addnOK and (abs(list'".data.mincoeff • coeffl) < MAXV ALUE - abs(mm • coeffl» and 
(abs(list'".data.maxcoeff • coeffl) < MAXV ALUE - abs(min • coeffl»; 
ir multnOK and not addnOK then testaddn(poly, list'".poly, coeffl, --coeffl, addnOK); 
ir addnOK then 
begin 
if list'".poly".m = newterm".m then ch:=" 
else ch:=newterm".m; 
doaddn(poly, list".po1y, coeffl, --coefn, ch); 
{add -ch·coejfl·Ust".poly to coeff2·poly) 
ir not dOlOgpoly then 
for c := 1 to Cp do if c <> coord then scalarproduct(h[c], coeffl); 
a1tp := dojngpoly; 
a1th := not doingpo1y; 
end 
end; 
list := list".next; 
end; 
end; 
.. newterm:= newterm".next; 
end; 
ir a1th then tidymap(h, hdata, max, min); 
if allp then tidypoly(p, pdata); 
{ writer exit comparewf '),1 
end·, { ewj} compar 
procedure comparemap (var h : map; var hdata : mapdata; var alth : boolean; comparemap 
checkwith : blist; var max, mm ,place, co : integer); . 
var . {feed the map to comparewj} 
coord, terms : Integer; 
p : polynomial; 
pdata : polydata; 
al!p, alunap, zeroed : boolean; 
begm 
p := nil; 
terms := 0; 
~th := false; 
Ir DEBUG <= 2 then displaymap(h, terms, DEFI1'L); 
ror coord := 1 to Cp do 
if checkwith[coord] then 
begin 
~elplace( place, co, hdata, zeroed); 
If (place <> 4) or (coord = co) then 
alcothmparewf'(h, p, hdata, pdata, alunap, altp, DOMAP. coord, max, min, place); := alth or alunap 
end; 
getplace( place, co, hdata, zeroed); 
end; {comparemap} 
procedure sortwf (var wf : module; var altwf : boolean; coord : integer); sortwJ 
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var 
h : map; 
{simplify wI as much as possible} {output alrwf true indicates simplification has occured} 
hdata : mapdata; 
last. store ,current: poly list; 
i, max, min: integer; 
alt, qalt, halt : boolean; 
begin 
altwf := false; 
for i := 1 to 3 do h[i] := nil; 
max := 0; 
min := 0; 
repeat {until no further simplification is possible} 
alt := false; 
{write(~ crosschecking row!" coord : 1. ~J'):} 
for i := 0 to k do 
begin {simplify list i for each i) 
store := wf[coord][i].sum; 
current:=nil; 
wbile store <> nil do 
begin 
last:=current; 
current := store; 
store := store" .next; 
if last 0' nil tben last" .next := store 
else wf[coord][i].sum:=store; {remove current poly from list} . 
comparewf(h, current".poly. hdata, current".data, halt. qalt, DOPOLY. coord. max. mm, 4); 
ir qalt tben 
begin 
if current".poly<>nil then 
addtowf(wf. coord, current".poly. current".data); 
if (current".data.1ength = 1) and not current".data.moduli then ruboutpoly(current".poly); 




else begin {replace current poly in list} . 
ir last <> nil tben last".next := current 
else wf[coord] [i].sum:=current;end; 
altwf := alt or altwf; {record if wI has been simplified} 
end; 
end; 
until (not all); 
end; {sorllif} 
procedure sortTAf (var wf : module;{subprocedures: sortt/. comparetf) sorlTAI 
var tf : vectorstore); 
const DEBUG = 6: {simplify all generators as much possible} 
var 
i : integer; 
alt. init : blist; 
ree : blist4; 
procedure sorttf (var tf : vectorstore; var wf : module; var compcoord. altwf : blist; sortif 
var alttf : blist4): 
var {compare maps to polynomials in wj} 
elt, last ,current: vectorIist;. {remove maps marked as unwanted or zero} 
altmap: boolean· . , 
J •• place. coord: integer; 
begm 
{writ.e(~ crosschecking if ~);} 
for J := 3 down to 0 do 
begin 
elt := teu]; 
current:=nil· 
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{remove' map being inspected} 
if last onil then last".next:= eIt else tf[j]:= elt; 
if current" .good and (current".f 0 nil) tben 
comparemap(current"."', current".data, altmap, compcoord, current".maxcoeff, current'".mincoeff, place, coord); : 
if altmap or not current".good tben . 
begin 
if current".good and (current".c <> nil) then " " . 
storemap(current".i, place, coord, current".data. altwf, wf, tf, current .maxcoeff, current .mmcoefO 







ir (place >= 0) and (place < 4) then 
alltf[place] := true; 
end 
else {replace map in list} 
begin if lastonil then last".next:= current else tf[j]:= current end; 
end;{while elt <>nil} 
end;{for j=3 to O} 
end; {sorttj} 
procedure comparetf (var tf : vectorstore; {subprocedures- display list} 
var wf : module; {placeinmaps. constructlist} 
var altwf : blist; {sortlist. save list} 
var aIttf : bIis(4); 
type 
map list = "mapelt; 
mapelt = record {the list is used to store the old map} 
{simplify maps by comparison with maps) 
comparetj 
newmap, oIdmap : mappointer; {and its simplification} 
olddata, newdata : mapdata; {this makes it easier to remove old and replace with new} 
save, done : boolean; 
old place, newplace, coord, newmax, newmin : integer; 
next : maplist; 
end; 
var 
c, place, {nJ i, listno, pno : integer; 
list : vcctorIist; 
maps : maplist; 
procedure displaylist (list : maplist); 
var 
temsp : integer; 
begin 
temsp := 0; 
writeln; 
wri~r present maps are:-1; 
While Iisto nil do 
begin 
{display list : used in debugging) 
!f Iist".n~~map <> nil then displaymap(list".newmap", temsp, DEFITL); 
.r ~ot_ list .save then writer not 1; 
wnte( save 1; 
if ~ot_ list".done then' writer not 1; 
wnte( done 1; 
list := list" .next; 
end; 
end; {displaylist} 
procedure placeinmaps (f : mappointer; fdata : mapdata; 
max, mm, place : integer; var maps : maplist); 
var 
new~lt : maplist; 




begin {write(' enter p/aceinmaps ');} 
ir maps = nil then {create a new record}. 
begin 
new(maps); 
maps-.next := nil; 
newelt := maps; 
end 
else begin 
newelt := maps; 
while newelt-.next <> nil do 
newelt := newelt-.next; 
new(ncwclt-.next); 
newelt := newell-.next; 
end;· {of create record} 
with newelt- do {put data in record} 
begin 
new(newmap); 
for c := 1 to Cp do newmap-[c] := polycopy(f'[cl, 0, 0, I,KEEP); 
oldmap := f; 
olddata := fdata; 
newdata := fdata; 
newmax := max; 
coord := 0; 
old place := place; 
newplace := place; 
newmin := min; 
save := false; 
done := false; 
next := nil; 
end; {writer' exit placeinmaps '):) 
end; 
procedure construCllist (f : mappointer; {sub procedure checkifin) constructlist 
list : vectorlist; coord, place : integer; var maps : maplist); 
var {decide which maps to compare} 
occurs : boolean; 
procedure checkifin (p, q : polynomial; var occurs : boolean); checkifin 
var 




while (q <> nil) and occurs do 
begin 
search(p, q-.x, q-.y, ch, scalar, occurs); 
q := q-.next; 
end; 
end; {checldfin) 
begin { write(' enter construct list '):) 
While list <> nil do . 
begin {go through each map in list and decide whether or not to compare it with the map indicated by f} 
ir list-.good then 
begin . . 
checkifin(f'[coord], list".r[coord], occurs); 
if occurs then placeinmaps(Ust".f, list".data, list".maxcoeff, list".mincoeff, place, maps); 
end; 
list := tist".next; 
end;{write(' exit constructlist '):) 
end; 
procedure sortlist (var maps : maptist; c : integer); sortlist 
var {compare maps in list 'maps') 
all.ldone, i~in, multOK, addnOK, zeroed, noll anger, moduli: boolean; 
1St : maphst; 
sh : mappointer; 
shdata : mapdata; 
ch,m:char; 
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max, min, mI, m2, scalar, x, y, co, s : integer; 
begin {writer enter sort list 'J:} 
repeat 
list := maps; 
s:=O; 
alldone := true; 
shdata[e].length := 20; 
if list <> nil tben {find shortest poly not yet done} 
begin 
if (not list".done) and (list".newdata[c].length > 0) and (alldone or (shdata[c].length > list".newdata[e].length) 
begin 
all done := false; 
sh := lisr.newmap; 
shdata := lisr .newdata; 
max := list" .newmax; 
min := list".newmin; 
end; 
list := list".next; 
end; {of find shortest} 
if not alldone and (sh <>nil) tben if sh"[c]<>nil tben 
begin 
list := maps; 
moduli:=false; 
for co:=1 to Cp do moduli:=moduli or sh'data[co].moduli; 
x := sh"[er.x; 
y := sh"[er.y; 
wbile list <> nil do {run through list} 
begin 
witb list" do 
if not done then 
begin 
if (newmap = sh) or (newdata[e].length ~ 0) tben done := true 
else if newmap <> nil tben {attempt to subtract shortest from newmap} 
be~in 
ism:=false; 
if newmap"[c]<> nil then search(newmap"[e],x, y, m, scalar, isin); 
isin:=isin and (not moduli ore m = sh"[er.m»; 
if isin then {get multipliers and check size of numbers} 
begin 
getmulLipliers(sh"[cr.s, scalar, max, min, newmax, newmin, ml, m2, multOK); 
addnOK := multOK; 
if DEBUG <= 2 tben writer mI,m2 " ml : I, ' " m2 : I, ' '); 
ror co := 1 to Cp do 
begin 
addnOK := addnOK and 
(abs(shdata[eo].maxcoeff * mI) < MAXVALUE '- abs(newdata[co].maxeoeff * m2» and 
(abs(shdata[co].mincoeff * ml) < MAXV ALUE - abs(newdata[eo].maxeoeff * m2»; 
addnOK := addnOK and . 
(abs(shdata[eo].mincoeff * ml) < MAXV ALUE - abs(newdata[eo].mineoeff * m2» and 
(abs(shdata[eo].maxcoeff * ml) < MAXV ALUE - abs(newdata[co].mincoeff • m2»; 
end; 
if mullOK and not addnOK then 
begin 
addnOK := true; 
ror eo := 1 to Cp do ir addnOK then testaddn(newmap"[eo], sh"[eo], m2, -ml, addnOK); 
end; 
if ad~OK tben {add -m*ml*sh to m2*newmap} 
began 
if (m = sh"[er.m) then m:=' '; . 
r~r co := 1 to ~P do doaddn(newmap"[eo], sh"[co], m2, -mt, m); 
tldymap(newmap , newdata, newmax, newmin); 
getplaec( newplaee, coord, newdata, zeroed); 
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nOllonger := true; {decide whether newmap is a simplification} 
for co := 1 to Cp do noLlonger := notlonger and (newdata[co].1ength <= olddata[co).1ength); 
Iisf"save := (newplace > oldpIace) or 
end; 




list := list·,next; 
end; 
end; 
until alldone;{write(' exit sortlist '),1 
end; 
procedure saveIist (var maps: maplist; var tf : vectorstore; var wf : module; 
var altwf : bIist; var aIttf : blist4); 
var 
list : mapIist; 
foundmap : boolean; 
{replace old maps with their simplifications} 
store : vectorIist; 
begin {writer' enter savelist '),1 
while maps <> nil do 
begin 
list := maps; 
maps := maps· ,next; 
with lisr do 
begin 
if save then 
begin 
foundmap := false; 
{find old map and replace with newmap} 
slore := tf[oldplace]; 
while (store <> nil) and not foundmap do 
begin 
foundmap := (store·.f = oldmap); 
if not foundmap then store := store'''next; 
end; 
if found map then 
begin 
savelist 
if newmap <> nil then 
storemap(ncwmap·. neWplace. coord. newdata, altwf, wf, tf. newmax, newmin); 
store· ,good:=false; {mark old map to be removed} 
if newplace <> 4 then 
aluf[newplace) := true; {record that a simplification of if has occurred} 
end 
end 
else if newmap <> nil then ruboutmap(newmap'"): {if new is not simpler} 
end; 
disposc(Iist); 
list := maps; 




(writer' loop 1 '):} 
for place := 0 to 3 do 
if aluf[place] then 
begin 
'Yrile(" place- " place: I, ' 1; 
lIst := tf[place]; 
alttf[place) := false; 
while list <> nil do 
begin 
pno:=O; 
maps := nil; 
{comparetj} 
{until no further simplification occurs} 
f~r c := Cp dawnto 1 do 
If (c <> place) and (list~,f <> nil)and list'",good then 
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begin 
( writer element is '): 
displaymap(list"j.pno.JO):} 
for i := 3 downto place do {decide which lists should be searched} 
begin 
if (place = 2) and (i = 3) then listIlo := 1 
else liSUlO := i; 










until not (aluf[l] or alltfl2] or aluf(3) or alttf[O)) 
end; {comparetj} 
begin {sortTAf} 
ree[O) := true; 
for i := 1 to 3 do begin alt[i) := true; rec[i) := true; end; 
repeat {until no further simplification occurs} 
repeat {until no further simplification by comparison with polynomials occurs} 
if DEBUG <= 2 then displayTAf(tf, wf, DEFDIS); 
writer crosschecking '); 
for i := 1 to 3 do init[i] := alt[i]; 
ror i := 1 to Cp do if all[i] then sortwf(wf, alt[i], i); 
if init[1] or init[2] or init[3) then sorttf(tf, wf, init, all, rec); 
until not (all[l] or alt[2] or alt[3]); 
if DEBUG <= 2 then displayTAf(tf, wf, DEFDIS); 
write(' comparing supplementary generators '); 
comparetf(tf, wf, all, rec); 
until not (rec[O) or ree[l) or rec[2) or ree(3) or all[2] or alt[3] or alt[1)) 
end; {sortTAf} 
{II: CALCULATING GENERATORS} 
procedure getwf (var wf : module; f : map); getw/ 
var { subprocedures: polyproduct. newlist} 
listA, A, listB, store: polylisL; {addto. copylist. eraselist} 
order, i, j : integer; 
previous : polynomial; {calculate wf given f} 
alteredwf : boolean; 
runction polyproduct (p, q : polynomial) : polynomial; {multiplies p and q} polyproduct 
var 
r, s, item, total : polynomial; 
begin 
total := nil; 
s := q; 
while s <> nil do 
begin 
r := p; 
if s".s <> 0 then 
while r <> nil do 
begin 
if (rA.s <> O)and ( r"'x + SA.X + rA.y + SA.y <=k) then 
begin 
new(item); 
itemA.x := rA.x + s" .x; 
!tem:.y := rA.y + SA .y; 
Item .s := r".s • SA .s; 
'r A "b . A A I . A A I r .m<> t en Item .m:=r .m e se Item .m:=s .m; 
itemA.next := nil; 
total :=add lOtotal( total ,item ); 
end; 
r:=r-.next 
end;{end of multiply by s".term} 
s := s".next; 
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end; {end of select s".term} 
polyproduct := total 
end; {polypro(}uct} 1. (unction newlist (oldlist : polylist; q : polynomial; ordq : integer; new 1St 
var wf : module) : polylist; 
var {multiply each polynomial in old1ist bl. q and store in newlist} 
newl, v, w : polylist; {store in v.f if necessary) 
ncwpoly : polynomial; 
h : map; 
hdata : mapdata; 
newdata : polydata; 
i, ord,max, min : integer; 
alt, alunap : boolean; 
begin {newlist) 
new(newl); 
ror 1 := 1 to Cp do h[i] := nil; 
max := 0; 
min := 0; 
newl"'.next := nil; 
newl"'.poly := one; 
newl"'.no:=O; 
w := newl; 
v := old list; 
ir v <> nil then 
while vA.next 0 nil do 
begin {multiply v".poly by q) 
v := vA.next; 
ir v".poly<>nil then 
begin 
ord := vA,poly".x + vA,poly'".y + ordq; 
ir ord <= k then 
begin' 
~ewpoly := polyproduct(v".poly, q); 
Udypoly(ncwpoly, newdata); 
comparewC(h, newpoly, hdata, newdata. altmap, alt, DOPOLY, I, max, min, 4); 
ir newpolyonil then . 
ir (newpoly".x + newpoly",y<= k) then 
begin 
new(w" .next); 
w := w",ncxt; 
w".next := nil; 
w".poly := newpoly; 
w" .no:=v" .no + 1; 
w" .data := newdata; . 





w".next := nil· 
newlist := ne~1 
end; {newlist} 
procedure addlo (var oldlist : polylist; newlist : polylist); addto 
var, {add newlist to the. end of oldlist) 
v : polyhsl; . 
begin 
y := old list; 
Ir v = nil then oldlist := newlist 
else 
begin 
if v",next<>nil then 
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while v",next <> nil do v := v",next; 
if newlist <> nil then v" ,next := newlist",next 
end; 
end; {addto) 
function copy list (list : polylist) : polylist; 
var 
new list, newelt : polylist; 
begin 
if list=nil then newelt:=nil else new(newelt); 
newlist := newelt; 
while list <> nil do 
begin 
newelt:,poly := J?OI"ycopy{list",poly. 0, O. l.KEEP); 
newell ,data := list ,data; 
newelt",next := nil; 
list := list" ,next; 
if list<>nil then 
begin 
new(newelt" ,next); 
newelt := newelt",next; 
end; 
end; 
copylist := newlist; 
end; {copy/ist) 
procedure eraselist (var list : polylist); 
var 
lislrnarker : polylist; 
begin 
lislrnarker := list; 
while list <> nil do 
begin 
list := list" ,next; 
dispose(listmarker); 





listA",poly := nil; 
new{listA .. ,next); 
A := listA ",next; 
A",next := nil; 
A ",poly := one; 
getpolydata{A ",poly. A ",data); 
order := 0; 
A",no:=O; 
repeat (get powers 01 II) 
previous := A",poly; 
new{A ",next); 
A ",next",no:=A ",no + 1: 
{eraseUst} 
{getv.1} 
A := A",next; 
A",next := nil' 
A",poly := poiyproduct(previous. f[1]); 
tidypoly(A" ,pol y • A" ,data); 
order := order + f[lr.x + f[lr.y: 
~e~Jydata(A".poly. A".data); 
If f\ .no>=S then addtowf{wf. 1. A".poly. A".data); 
unhl order >= k' 
{ writeln('powers ~I II calculated'):} 
store. := listA; {=Iist 01 powers 01 fl} 
r~r 1,:= 2.to Cp do {get rest 01 wf} 
If f[1]<>nal then 
begin 
order := 0; 
copylist 
eraseIist 
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listA := store; {= list of products of powers of fl to f(i-l)} 
if f[ir.x + fIir.)'> 0 then 
repeat 
listB := newlist(1istA. f[il. f[ir.x + f[ir.y. wf); 
order := order + f[ir.x + f[ir.y; 
addto(store. listB); {add powers involving fl to accumulated list} 
listA := liSlB 
until order >= k; 
{ writeln(' Powers of r. name[iJ. I calculated. '):} 
end; 
listB :=nit;listA:=n it; eraselist(store); 
sortwf(wf, alteredwf. I); 
writer calculated wf1; 
for i := 2 to Cp do 
for j := 0 to k do 
begin 
wf[i]U1.single := wf[11Ul.single; 
wf[ilU1.sum := copylist(wf[1]U1.sum); 
end 
end; {gemf} 
procedure gettf (var Df : Dmap; var tf : vectorstore; var wf : module); gettf 
var {calculate generators for if given Df} 
i. j. newplace, coord, tp , max, min : integer, 
ch : char; 
checkwith. altwf : blist; 
g : Dmap; 
gdata : mapdata; 
altmap : boolean; 
begin {getlj} 
for i := 1 to Cp do checkwith[il := true; 
max := 0; 
min := 0; 
tp := 0; 
for i := (k + 1 - forder) downto R do 
for j := 0 to i do {calculate xA(i-j)yj*Df for each i and j) 
begin 
{if (j = 0) then 
writer order= I. i : J ):) 
for ch := 'x' to 'y' do 
begin 
for coord := 1 to Cp do g[ch][coordl := polycopy(Df[ch][coordl, i - j, j, I,KEEP); 
tidymap(g[ch], gdata, max, min); 
comparcmap(g[chl, gdata. altmap. checkwith. max. min. newplace. coord); 
storemap(g[chl. newplace. coord. gdata. altwf. wf. tf. max. min); 
end;{for iJ) 
end; 
writer calculated tf1; 
end; {getlj} 
{I : GET INITIAL DATA) 
procedure getvaliddata; {subprocedures : checkpoly. read poly. difJ} 
var 
~ooddata. alt! : boolean; 
I, printno{.pno) : integer, 
reply. ch, addtof : char; 
pro~edure checkpoly (p : polynomial; c : integer; var gooddata : boolean); began 
if p = nil then gooddata:= (c<>l) 
else gooddata := «P".x + p".y > 0) and (p".x + p".y <= LIMI1j) 
end; {checkpoly) 





tl ~ 1 
, i 
i 
i,{r J n, scalar : integer; 
moduli : char; 
item : polynomial; 
begin 
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writel n; { r:=O,'} 
if addlof tben write('How many terms do you wish to add to r, ch, '11 
else write(lype in number of terms in f', ch,' 1; 
readIn(n); 
makequery(1 0, ' ',moduli); 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin 
writeIn; 
scalar := MAXV ALUE + 1; 
while (scalar < -MAXV ALUE) or (scalar > MAXV ALUE) do 
begin 
writer Type in scalar 1; 
readIn(scaIar); 
if (scalar <-MAXV ALUE) or (scalar>MAXV ALUE) theD 
writer scalar is out of range, Please re-enter a new value, 1;; 
end; 
if scalar <> 0 then 
begin 
new (item); 
item",s := scalar; 
if moduli = 'y' then begin writer Type in modulus, 1; readln(item" ,m) end 
else item-,m :=' '; 
write(lype in power oC x 1; 
readln(item-,x); 
write(lype in power of y 1; 
readIn(item-,y); 
item-,next := nil; 




{remove terms with zero coefficient} f:= poIycopy(f,O,O,l.DELETE); 
{displaypoly(f. r ,DEFITL):} 
end; {readpoly} 
function dirC (p : polynomial; w : variablename) : polynomial; 
var {differentiate p} 
item. v : polynomial; 
begin 
y := polycopy(P. 0, 0, I,KEEP); 
Item := v; 
while v <> nil do 
begin 
case w or 
'x' : begin v-,s := v",S • v",x; ir v",x > 0 then v",x := v",x - I end; 
'y' : begin v",s := v-,S • v",y; ir v",y > 0 then v" ,y := v" ,y - 1 end; 
end; 
v := v",next; 
end' 
, ' ~tem:= ,polycopy(item,O,O,l,DELETE); {remove terms with zero coefficient} 
dlrf := nem 
end; 
begin 
printno := 0; 
{difJ} 
{getvaliddata} 
r!peat {until reply=y:ie data is correct} 
If rerun then' . 
diff 
begin . 
writelnr you may leave f(i) unchanged or add tenns to iL Otherwise it will be replaced by your new inpuL 1: 
r~r .. := 0 to Cp do 
Ir I > 0 then makequery(I, name[i], changeC(i]) 
else makequery(2, name[i], changef[il); 
end; {of if rerun} 
writer Please enter R 1; 
readln(R); 
writer Please enter S 1; 
readln(S); 
ir changef[Ol = 'y' tben 
repeat 
writer Please enter k.1; 
readln(k); 
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if not (k in range) then 
writer k is out of the permitted range .Please reenter in; 
until k in range; 
ror i := 1 to Cp do {read IIi]) 
ir changef[i] = 'y' then 
begin 
if rerun then 
makequery(9. nameli]. addlot); 
altf := true; 
repeat 
if addtof = 'n' then ruboutpoly(f[i)); 
readpoly(f[i]. namelil. (addtof = 'y1); 
chcckpoly(f{il, i, gooddata): 
ir not gooddata then 
begin 
addtof:='n'; 
wriLC(T. name[i], ' is invalid .Please reenter iL 1 
end; 
until gooddata 
end; {of read fli)) 
writelnrCaIculating tf(M--,R:l,1 + wf(N--.S:l,1 mod M2--, k + 1 : 1); 
writerfor f=1; 
displaymap(f, prinlno. DEFI'TL); 
makequery(3, ' '. reply); {verify data} 
rerun := true; 
until reply = 'y'; 
ror i := 1 to Cp do dividepoly(f[i], HCFpoly(f[i))); 
~etmapdata(f. fdata); 
Ir altf then 
ror ch := 'x' to 'y' do 
begin 
ruboutmap(Df[ch)); 
ror i := 1 to 3 do Df[ch][i] := diff(f[i], ch); 
dividemap(Df[ch)); 
end; 
{displaymap(Dfl x'J .printno,JO):} 
{displaymap(Dfl ','J .printno,JO):} 
forder := f[l]".x + f[1r.y; 
ror i := 2 to Cp do 
ir f[ilonil then ir (f[iJ".x + f[i)'".y< forder) and (f[ir.x + f[iJ".y> 0) tben 
forder := f[il".x + f[il".y; . 
subrange := [l .. k]; 




i, j : integer; 
ch:char; 
begin 
name[1] := '1'; 
namel2] := '2'; 
narne[3] := '3'; 
narne[O] := K'; 
for !:= 1 to 3 do f[i]:=nil; 
for 1:=1 to 3 do for ch:='x' to 'y' do Df[ch][i]:=nil; 
initialisevar 
ror i := 0 to Cp do 
changef[i] := 'y'; 
rerun := false; 
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dialogue.query[1] := ' Do you wish to alter f'; 
dialogue.qucry[2] := ' Do you wish to alter '; 
dialogue.query[3] := ' Is this correct'; 
dialogue.query[4] := ' Is the display satisfactory'; 
dialogue.qucry[5] := ' Do you wish to continue'; 
dialogue.query[6] := ' Do you wish to alter the display parameters'; 
dialogue.query[7] := ' Do you wish to save the data'; 
dialogue.query[8] := ' Do you wish to print the data'; 
dialoguc.query[9] := ' Do you wish to add terms to f'; 
dialogue.query[lO] := ' Do you wish to add terms with moduli'; 
dialogue.response := ['n', 'y', 'N', 1'1; 
ror i := 1 to Cp do 
ror j := 1 to LIMIT do 
begin 
wf[ilU].sum := nil; 
wf[ilUl.single := []; 
end; 
ror i := 0 to 3 do tf[il := nil; 
range := [l .. LIMIT]; 
new(onc); 
with one" do 
begin 
next := nil; 
x := 0; 
y := 0; 
s := 1; 
m := # .; 
end; 
end; _ 
procedure inform user; 
begin 
. {initialisevar} 
wr!teln<: This program calculates the terms in tf(M"R) + wf(N"S) for '); 
informuser 
wnteln( f(x,y)= (fl (x,y),f2(x,y),f3(x,y». '); 
write{'lt will only run if fl,f2 and f3 have no constant terms or if f2 or f3 are zero. '); 
writeln('The calculation is performed modulo M2"k+l, where k < ',LIMIT+1:1); 
wriLCln{'ln this version f may have parameter values.'); 
wriLCln(' Program written by D. Ratcliffe.'); 
end; {informuser} 
b~~i!, . {MAIN PROGRAM } 
!Oluahsevar;{name, changef. rerun, wf, if, one. range. dialogue} 
m form user; 
repeat 
getvaliddata;{f, Df, Odim. forder, subrange} 
getwf(wf, i); {calculate wi given f : store data in lif} 
geuf(Df, 1f, wi); {calculate if given Df : store data in if or wj] 
S?rtTAf(wf, to; {simplify the generators of TAn 
dlsplayTAf(tf, wf, ACTDIS); {display Isave the data} 
ruboutdata(tf, wi); {dispose of the data} 
m~equery(5, ' " continue); 
unhl continue = 'n'; 
ruboutmap(i); 
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We give a complete list of normal forms for 3-jets whose 2-jet is (x2 + r. xy.O); 
(xy. x2 + r. x3 + AtX2y -xr + ~r) : At+~# O. 
(xy. x2+ r. x3 + AtX2y + (1-At)r) 
(xy. x2 + r + r. AtX2y + xr + (1-At)y3) 
(xY. x2 + r. 0) 
(xy. x2+ r+ r. 0) 
(xy. x2 + r + xy2 + r. 0). 
(xy. x2 + y2. x2y + ~r): ~# -1. 
(xy. x2 + y2 + r. x3 + AtX2y + (1-At)y3) 
(xy. x2 + y2. x3 + AtX2y -xr - Atr) 
(xy. x2 + r + r. x3 + AtX2y -xr - Atr) 
(xy. x2 + r + xy2 + r. x3 + AtX2y -xr - Atr) 
(xy. x2+ r. r) 
(xy. x2 + r. AtX2y + xr + (1-At)r) 
(xy. x2 + r. x2y -r) 
(xy. x2 + r + r. x2y -yl) 
(xy. x2 + r + xr + r. x2y -r) 
2 
I i 
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